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Overview of the Report

What are the differences from
the 2008 Report?

Basic purpose and summary of the report

Change in the corporate governance of Pulmuone Holdings

Pulmuone Holdings is currently preparing to publish its Sustainability Report for 2009, the third report since

In 2008, Pulmuone Holdings improved its corporate governance. Pulmuone Holdings, a business holding

2007. Pulmuone Holdings has been performing various managerial activities with the mission of becoming a

company, has spun off the fresh food business unit and newly established Pulmuone.. In addition, Pulmuone

‘Global LOHAS (Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability) company caring for both human and nature’. The

Health & Living, which was included in the category of affiliate companies even though it used the same

2009 Sustainability Report is the first Sustainability Report to include the enterprise-wide viewpoints since

brand name, has been admitted as a subsidiary. With this change, Pulmuone Holdings has become a pure

Pulmuone Holdings completed the initiative it launched in 2008 to improve its corporate governance. This

holding company which can control and manage its business by possessing the stocks of its subsidiaries

report covers the efforts made to stimulate higher economic performance and to continue practicing ethical

without conducting any businesses.

management, socially responsible management and environmental management from the enterprise-wide

Reflection of the new and changed indexes of the Future Forum

viewpoints and the results of such efforts.

This 2009 Sustainability Report reflects the new indexes of the Future Forum (development of women’s

Principles

leadership and the formation of a working environment amicable to women) and the changed indexes. The

This report has been prepared based on the G3 Guideline and the BEST guideline (BEST Sustainability

related items have been verified by the Institute for Industrial Policy Studies (IPS).

Reporting Guideline) of the GRI (Global Reporting Initiative). In addition, the financial results of this report

Changes in the table of contents

were prepared according to the accounting standards of Korea and were audited by an external auditor.

The 2009 Report summarizes Pulmuone’s sustainable business management by presenting a separate

Scope and term of the report

section on ‘sustainable management’, an area that was not addressed in the 2008 Report, and by reporting

The contents of the 2009 Pulmuone Holdings’ Sustainability Report have been prepared in compliance with

the details of the participation of the concerned people, including the strategy for the promotion of

the following standards. The terms and contents of the object companies of Pulmuone Holdings and its

sustainable management.

subsidiaries (Pulmuone, Exofresh Logistics, ECMD, Foodmerce and Pulmuone Health & Living) are based on
the data from the year commencing 1 January 2008 and ending 31 December 2008. Whenever it was
necessary to refer to past performances, data from the 3 years running from 2006 to 2008 were used.
Pulmuone Holdings published its first annual Sustainability Report in 2007.

Examination of the report
To prepare Pulmuone Holdings’ Sustainability Report, the Sustainability Report TFT mainly collected materials

Person in charge of
Sustainability Report
The Strategic Planning Department

and drew out the report. The report was also submitted to an internal examination by the management and

is in charge of Pulmuone Holdings’

a third-party examination conducted by the Institute for Industrial Policy Studies (IPS).

Sustainability Report.

Footnote

Link to the Sustainability
Report

GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) Sustainability Report Guideline: This guideline for the preparation of

www.pulmuone.co.kr

Sustainability Report was drafted in 1997 jointly by CERES (Coalition for Environmentally Responsible

Fax +82-70-7016-1059

Economies) and UNEP (United Nations Environment Program). In October 2006, the revised G3 version was
officially announced.

Tel +82-2-2040-4861/4433
Strategic Planning Department,
Pulmuone Holdings Co., Ltd.

BEST Guideline: This guideline for the report was developed jointly by the Ministry of Knowledge Economy,

724, Suseo-dong, Gangnam-gu,

the Korea Chamber of Commerce and the Institute for Industrial Policy Studies, which facilitates examination

Seoul, Korea

of the corporate report in five stages.
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CEO’S Message

PulmuoneHoldingsis
becomingaGlobal LOHAS company
Pulmuone is set to publish its third Sustainability Report.

investment. Moreover, consolidated financial statements have

We held an ‘open general meeting of shareholders’ in March 2008

Global Compact Korea’s activities, and actively working for the

This report is significant in that it is the first report to be published on

become the company’s official financial statements following the

for the first time in Korea, to begin a new phase in the culture of

spread of the UN Global Compact, which upholds ten principles on

the whole enterprise from the viewpoint of Pulmuone Holdings. For

adoption of IFRS (International Financial Reporting Standards) in order

shareholders’ meetings. We held the ‘open general meeting of

human rights, labor, the environment, and anti-corruption.

the past year, all the executives and employees of Pulmuone Holdings

to enhance financial transparency and ensure that the value of the

shareholders’ for a second time in March 2009, thereby consolidating

Moreover, we are making diverse efforts to realize these principles at

have made continuous efforts to harmoniously maintain and develop

company is properly evaluated. By taking such steps, Pulmuone

our image in the market as a company which values its shareholders’

the site of business management. Together with our social

the company’s economic performance, and to faithfully practice

Holdings has laid the solid foundation required to become a global

participation in business management. The 2009 ‘open general

contribution activities, it has become an important axis of socially

ethical management, socially responsible management and

company.

meeting of shareholders’ presented an opportunity for active

responsible business management for Pulmuone Holdings.

environmental management. This report contains the proud results of

communication, thus ensuring that shareholders are fully informed of
In 2008, the presence of foreign substances in food products became

the changes in corporate governance which have made Pulmuone

Pulmuone Holdings’ factories and offices are making concerted

one of a number of pressing social issues, along with the global

Holdings a pure holding company, and enabling the top

efforts to reduce the generation of waste matter, including

Through the process of improving its corporate governance,

economic crisis and the rising prices of raw materials and oil. These

management and shareholders to engage in frank conversation

wastewater, and to recycle them. Specifically, we have set a goal for

Pulmuone Holdings has separated its fresh food business unit and

problems could have caused a crisis for our brand, but Pulmuone

about the real corporate value of Pulmuone.

admitted Pulmuone Health & Living, which uses the same brand

Holdings was able to prevent any such difficulty well in advance

name, as a subsidiary. As a result, Pulmuone Holdings has been

because we had already secured safety based on a thorough analysis

On the basis of its management principle of ‘TISO management’,

raising our employees’ awareness of the environment through

reborn as a pure holding company from the previous business

and inspection of our raw materials and finished goods conducted by

Pulmuone Holdings is building trust with its partner companies and

environmental education, we are strengthening eco-friendly business

holding company. It is expected that the system of a pure holding

our Institute of Food and Culture and Foodmerce Food Safety

conducting quality management and environmental management

management by expanding investment in environment-related areas.

company will increase efficiency and transparency in terms of

Center. In addition, we have increased our purchasing efficiency and

with the aim of ensuring continuous growth together. In addition,

business management, disperse managerial risks, and activate

expanded the raw material management system through innovative

we have introduced the Fair Trade Compliance Program to conduct

The new mission set by Pulmuone Holdings in 2009 is to become a

managerial activities including 6-Sigma, COPQ (Cost of Poor Quality),

fair and transparent business management. In 2008, we received an

‘Global LOHAS company caring for both human and nature’.

and CR (Cost Reduction). In addition to all this, we have enhanced

‘A’ grade in the evaluation of the Fair Trade Compliance Program and

Pulmuone has declared its vision as ‘2013 DP5’. ‘DP5’ stands for

our status as a Global LOHAS company by implementing creative

an award from the Chairman of the Korea Fair Trade Commission.

‘Defining Pulmuone Five’, which means that “Pulmuone will become

their work.

management, such as the introduction of unique new products and
the development of new processes.

the reduction of CO2 emissions in the manufacturing and distribution
sectors to minimize environmental pollution. Furthermore, while

a company with sales of KRW 5 trillion won within 5 years” (i.e. by
Our ‘Good-bye Atopy!’ campaign and the support of lunch for

2013).

poorly-fed children are the most representative social contribution
activities of Pulmuone, which are organized in support of the more

Armed with such high ideals and goals, the executives and employees

marginalized members of our society. Furthermore, we are

of Pulmuone Holdings are committed to making the company the

participating in a program to help starving people in North Korea, as

most respected company in Korea not only by increasing business

well as supporting performances of Korean music and operating a

performance but also by leading the way in the field of

Kimchi Museum for social contribution in the cultural arena. Notably,

environmental management and socially responsible business

in 2009, we have prepared a social contribution program for the

management. I look forward to receiving the continued support and

participation of all executives and employees and began its test

encouragement of our customers, shareholders and all the people

operation in July. After the test operation, all of our executives and

who love Pulmuone.

employees will perform systematic social services during working

Thank you very much.

hours for marginalized people living in areas near their workplaces.
So, finally, the Service Corps of Pulmuone family is about to make a
start.
June 2009
As the current chair of the Korean association of the UN Global

Chairman & CEO of Pulmuone Holdings Co., Ltd.

Compact, Pulmuone Holdings has been aggressively supporting UN

Seung-Woo Nam
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Business domain

Classification

Natural Fresh Food

Subsidiary

Health Food Service

Business unit

Main business

Pulmuone and its

Production and sale of

production subsidiaries

natural fresh foods

Exofresh Logistics

Cold chain system

Subsidiary

ECMD

Entrusted meal service, concessions,

Subsidiary

Foodmerce

Subsidiary

Pulmuone

values, Pulmuone Holdings will manage and operate its five major business areas

Wholesale and distribution of
food materials

Functional Food &
Dietary Supplement

Health & Living

Production and direct sales of
functional foods; production and

Shopping and Shop-in-shop
business of the Fullvita brand
Subsidiary

Pulmuone U.S.A.

Management

Subsidiary of a subsidiary

Pulmuone Wildwood

Subsidiary

Shanghai Pulmuone Fu

Production and sale of

Sheng Green Food

natural fresh foods in China

ORGA Whole Food

Running of road shops

Production and sale of natural
fresh foods in the U.S.A.

and shop-in-shops for sales of

At the corporate level, Pulmuone Holdings’ business consists of five major business areas and nine business

organic and eco-friendly foods

units, including Pulmuone Holdings and its subsidiaries and affiliate companies.

(direct management)

Among them, five business units in three business areas have been included in the 2009 Sustainability

Affiliate company

Report: Pulmuone and its production subsidiary and Exofresh Logistics in the area of Natural Fresh Foods;

NHO (Natural

Running of road shops and shop-

House Organic)

in-shops for sales of functional
food & dietary supplement(franchise)

Functional Foods and Dietary Supplements.

Major businesses

assistance, a business management service, and brand management, and has established the company’s
own Institute of Food and Culture for product research and development with the viewpoint of Pulmuone
Holdings enterprise-wide.

Pulmuone Holdings
Pulmuone Holdings Co., Ltd. In 2008, Pulmuone Holdings succeeded in reinventing itself as ‘One Company’

Company Brief (as of Dec. 31, 2008)

by improving its corporate governance activities. Previously, Pulmuone Holdings was a business holding

Company Name

company comprising a fresh food business unit and an investment business division. Furthermore, Pulmuone

Representative Director

Seung-Woo Nam

Health & Living used the Pulmuone brand even though it was an entirely different business entity from

Date of Establishment

May 12, 1984

Pulmuone. Thus, Pulmuone Holdings has been transformed into a pure holding company with the goals of

Location of Head Office

80-1, Samho-ri, Daeso-myeon, Eumseong-gun, Chungcheongbuk-do, Korea

practicing responsible management through the establishment of its subsidiaries’ own independent

Total Assets

KRW 518,155 million (Consolidating all the companies under Pulmuone Holdings)

management systems, preventing confusion between investors and consumers due to the use of the brand

Sales

KRW 897,333 million (Consolidating all the companies under Pulmuone Holdings)

Pulmuone Holdings Co., Ltd.

together, improving the corporate governance structure in accordance with the adoption of IFRS
(International Financial Reporting Standards), and increasing the company’s corporate value, while
separating the fresh food business unit to newly establish Pulmuone. In addition, Pulmuone Health & Living,

Pulmuone

which also used the Pulmuone brand, has been admitted as a subsidiary of the holding company.

On July 1, 2008, the fresh foods business unit of Pulmuone Holdings was separated from the company to

Consequently, Pulmuone Holdings has been reborn as a pure holding company, with IFRS introduced to

newly establish Pulmuone. There were many difficulties in 2008, including the rise in the prices of raw

adopt consolidated financial statements as the company’s official mode of financial statement to increase

materials and oil. At the same time, the consciousness of social crisis over manufacturers’ insensibility to

transparency in business management and evaluate corporate values properly. However, Pulmuone Holdings

health and safety issues spread due to various reports on manufacturers’ immoral conduct regarding food

does not conduct separate businesses, as its main purpose is to control and manage businesses by acquiring

production and the dangers posed by food additives. With the emergence of the ‘well-being’ trend,

the stocks of its subsidiaries. The company is also creating profits via the provision of technological

consumption of vegetable foods has steadily increased for reasons of safety and health, and more foodstuff

Environmental
Management

ECMD and Foodmerce in the area of Health Food Services; and Pulmuone Health & Living in the area of

Social
Accomplishments

Business Areas of Pulmuone Holdings at the Corporate Level

Affiliate company

Economic
Achievements

Global Business

TISO
Management

sale of functional beverages; Home

Health Food Retail

Sustainable
Management

Subsidiary of a subsidiary

catering, eating out, etc.

Having been converted into a pure holding company to enhance its corporate

and nine business units, including its subsidiaries and affiliate companies.
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Exofresh Logistics

have helped extend the reliable image - painstakingly accumulated by Pulmuone over many year-of

Exofresh Logistics is the subsidiary of a subsidiary of Pulmuone Holdings. Its main business areas include

‘Authentic Wholesome Foods by Pulmuone are for the Health and Happiness of All.’ to all areas of fresh

distributing products to department stores and discount stores, supplying foodstuff materials, and

food production and distribution, consolidating the company’s position as a Global LOHAS company.

transporting refrigerated and frozen foods. In addition, it is preparing to expand its business areas to the

Company Brief

materials are being sold as people eat out less due to the prolonged economic recession. Such phenomena

service of shelf stable distribution on the basis of the distribution of fresh products. The rise in oil prices in
many small and medium-sized companies outsourced fresh distribution services due to such external factors

market with its unique superiority in the supply and management of raw materials. Through consistent

as the rapid increase in oil prices. Now, the company is providing an exclusive distribution service to

efforts, the careful selection of raw materials, and the establishment of an effective procedure for

Pulmuone, Foodmerce, Orga Whole Food, NHO and Home Plus, and a joint distribution service to many

transparent supply, Pulmuone has created the differentiating elements in the market - 1 grade, breeding

companies including CHUNG’s FOOD Co., Dole Korea and DFC Food. The demand for fresh distribution

management, contract cultivation and careful selection - and applied the GAP (Good Agricultural Practices)

business is expected to increase with many companies increasing their outsourcing of foods and beverages,

system (a system which opens to the public information on production history) to guarantee the safety of its

refrigerated and frozen foods, and meat processing.

st

foods. Since August 2000, Pulmuone has inspected the entirety of every batch of raw materials at the

ECMD

as the raw material for its cultivation of bean sprouts. In addition, a gas measurement system for greens was

ECMD is a subsidiary of Pulmuone Holdings, whose four main business areas comprise the entrusted meal

established in 2008 to improve cultivation quality by adjusting the air in the cultivation room, the circulation

service, concession, catering, and eating-out industries. In 2008, growth in the school meal service market

period was extended, and costs were saved by applying a Korean-made ‘breathing’ packing material to all

slowed down after it was made obligatory for schools to provide a direct meal service, while business areas

bean sprout and green bean sprout products.

other than the consigned meal service sector also experienced fiercer competition. As such, the company is

Economic
Achievements

moment of contract cultivation, production site management, and purchasing, using only non-GMO beans

TISO
Management

2008 had a negative effect on the logistics industry, but it was beneficial to the fresh distribution industry as

Sustainable
Management

Tofu and seasoned greens Through an innovation introduced in 2008 under the catch phrase, “Tofu is
made with beans. The beans used to make Pulmuone tofu are different,” Pulmuone firmly led the tofu

trying to secure new growth engines to overcome the crisis caused by the slowdown in the meal service
Pulmuone continues to introduce differentiated new

market and the intensification of competition. In 2009, the company is expanding into the new mobile meal
service and wedding businesses.

and fresh ramyeon that are not fried in oil. Moreover, we are consolidating our position as holder of the No.

Entrusted meal service business

distribution stores. Among Pulmuone’s frozen food products, our dumplings use strictly managed, unfrozen,

operation of a meal service to a professional meal service company by signing a contract for an institutional

fresh raw materials at the place of origin and are produced according to the principle of not using any

food service. ECMD’s entrusted meal service began in 1991, and is now operating in some 400 workplaces

synthetic preservatives, synthetic coloring agents or MSG. Among Pulmuone’s permitted flavorings are

such as company premises, government buildings, middle and high schools, universities, hospitals and so

various pastes, seasoning pastes, natural flavors, dressing sauces, and so on. Pulmuone’s dressing sauce is

forth, serving about 200,000 meals a day.

The ‘entrusted meal service business’ entails entrusting the

also produced without using artificial flavors or synthetic preservatives.

Concession business·eating-out industry
Egg, kimchi and seaweed

Concession business refers to a business which offers

Pulmuone’s eggs are produced in consideration of the welfare of the hens

foodstuffs and other related services to many and unspecified persons by obtaining the right of business to

under an animal welfare system that prohibits the use of harmful substances capable of artificially improving

provide food and drink facilities through competitive bidding and private contracts for certain facilities where

the hens’ function, in accordance with the ‘3 Zeros’ principle. Strict management criteria are applied to each

many people gather around. ECMD is creating synergy for various kinds of infrastructure for the ‘eating out’

of the processes, from the acquisition of raw materials to distribution, thus enabling the distinctive features

industry by including the industry in its concession business division. Since entering the market in 2007, the

of Pulmuone’s products. Pulmuone Kimchi does not contain any chemical additives, but make the right and

concession business has received the right to provide the food and drink business in Incheon International

unique food of Pulmuone by pursuing a natural, plain, clean, fresh taste. Pulmuone’s laver is produced with

Airport, increasing its business volume by 190% in 2008. Now, the company is running 54 places of

an advanced hygiene management system and the application of strict quality management, from the

business including restaurants in leisure facilities, traffic centers, large-scale marts, multiplexes, and health

purchase of raw materials to the complete products. The company also operates the Seafood Traceability

care establishments.

System of the Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, which is open consumer inspection, for
the selection of safe marine products.

Catering business·new business

ECMD’s catering business deals with weddings, conventions,

catering, and so on. Since the company entered the market in 2008 by launching a professional brand,

New Businesses

New businesses are the seven areas predicted to have a high potential for growth,

‘Baytree’, it has organized banquets and parties for personal celebrations such as weddings, first birthdays,

namely Ready Meals, Soybean Milk & Juice, Natto, Meal Substitutes, Processed Marine Products, Ice, and

and 60th birthdays, business banquets held in celebration of the anniversary of a company’s foundation, year-

Mushroom & Salad. In 2008, the company advanced into the market for processed marine products by

end parties, and opening ceremonies for the New Year. The new business category of ECMD includes areas

introducing ‘Sunsal fish paste’, which is free of starch and wheat flour. Pulmuone will continue to create and

which are expected to grow rapidly in the near future, such as the mobile meal service business and the

expand new markets by introducing new product groups which meet the consumers’ need for diversity and

wedding business. The mobile meal service business delivers single meals in a lunch box or in bulk for specific

convenience.

customers for a certain period by making meals at any place. Since launching the business earlier this year, the
company has been supplying 4,200 meals daily on average at three places of business. The regular wedding
business also entered the market in earnest earlier this year with the ‘Baytree Pyeongtaek Station Store’.

Environmental
Management

1 market share in a highly competitive market by conducting joint marketing campaigns with our major

Social
Accomplishments

Noodles, frozen products and flavorings

products for safe and healthy eating, including jajangmyeon and spaghetti that are free of artificial additives
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As a subsidiary of Pulmuone Holdings which specializes in foodstuff materials, Foodmerce provides safe,

technologies, Pulmuone Health & Living’s door-to-door sales of health functional foods has led the market

fresh foods. In 2008, the general public displayed concern about certain foodstuffs due to the presence of

and trends in the health functional foods market for over 20 years, beginning with the sale of enzyme

melamine and other harmful elements, and Foodmerce used this as an opportunity to strengthen its abilities

products and the opening of an ‘Pulmuone Lady’ office in 1984. The company delivers more than 30 health

to guarantee the safety of foodstuffs. In addition, it promoted various businesses in 2008 to secure new

functional products and 20 cosmetics products through organization for door-to-door sales. Furthermore,

growth engines and reinforce its core competence, and advanced into new markets including the

sales activities for the ‘Counseling for Authentic Wholesome Foods’ are being promoted by the Health

kindergarten market. Over 290 of Foodmerce’s employees will remain closest to its customers for their

Advisor (HA) of Pulmuone Health & Living to identify problems with customers’ diets and to suggest ways of

success by providing a LOHAS-based ‘Total Service Solution’ in the meal service, eating out, and raw

improving them, in addition to the sale of the products.

Thanks to its accumulated R&D expertise and

materials markets. In 2009, the company will make an additional leap by implementing various branding and

Delivering healthy beverages

product differentiation strategies.

Pulmuone Health & Living delivers healthy beverages to our customers.

mixed plant extracts, which are made by mixing fruit juice with natural plant extracts to make them easier to
drink. Furthermore, a range of substitute breakfast products have been introduced to the market. Our

hospitals and schools operated directly or through entrustment, as well as to military bases, training centers,

products are being delivered directly to customers separately to offices areas (called special sale) and

welfare institutions and facilities. For its brand business, the company has been developing and distributing

residential areas (home delivery). For office areas, our ‘morning staff delivery organization’ is operating to

professional brand-name products of general food materials such as ‘Pulmuone’ and ‘Bareunsun’. There are

deliver health.

73 franchise shops currently operating nationwide, mainly conducting their business activities in elementary,
middle and high schools. In 2009, the company will expand its business domain by developing the infant
markets in earnest.

Marketing health functional foods Home shopping and Internet shopping mall business and
store business Pulmuone Health & Living conducts its business using the Fullvita brand, specializing in
company launched a diet product called ‘Slim-up HCA’ in March 2009, and continues to launch Fullvita

resolve the various requirements and problems found in diverse sectors, including manufacturing, services,

products in Internet shopping malls. Using Fullvita as a premium brand for the marketing of health

hygiene and safety, extending its domain far beyond the simple distribution of foodstuff materials. The

functional foods, the company is also supplying vitamins and health functional food products, and selling

company is now dealing with more than 5,000 restaurants in Seoul and Gyeonggi-do, and has developed

products to customers via stores in shop-in-shop form in cooperation with Home Plus and other major

the ‘Bon & Sun’ brand exclusively for eating out distribution. The raw material business distributes raw

companies.

materials whose safety has been guaranteed by the Foodmerce Food Safety Center and the Pulmuone
Holdings’ Institute of Food and Culture to more than 150 food manufacturers nationwide.

Overseas business
Pulmuone U.S.A, Inc. & Pulmuone Wildwood, Inc. Pulmuone Holdings advanced into the United States in

Foodmerce Food Safety Center The Foodmerce Food Safety Center inspects and analyzes the products

1991 by establishing Pulmuone U.S.A. in L.A. to provide products to Korean expatriates. In 2004, Pulmuone

of partner companies and food manufacturers for the presence of residual insecticides, GMOs, norovirus,

U.S.A acquired Wildwood Natural Foods, a leader in the manufacture of beans-based food products in the

and so on. The center has also launched environment, health, facility and hygiene business lines to assist

western region of the U.S.A., making a new leap as ‘Pulmuone Wildwood’ with a global vision. In 2008, we

Foodmerce in providing safe, fresh foodstuffs.

reconfirmed our leading position in the market for Korean expatriates by reaching out to new customers
among Korean expatriates in the whole of North America in addition to the eastern area, devising new

Pulmuone Health & Living

packing methods and introducing tofu made with germinated beans. Also, in the mainstream market,

Pulmuone Health & Living aims to help consumers improve their diet by taking various health supplement

Natural Market has established shops in 60% of the malls, strengthening its leading position both in name

products which cannot be eaten at the dinner table. Health foods or beverages can be delivered directly to

and reality by continuing to introduce differentiated new products. In 2009, we are preparing to introduce

customers’ homes through a franchise distribution organization or customers can buy the products

various new products to expand our business in the mainstream market.

themselves at shops or through a home shopping service. We are continuously trying to find new business
opportunities to navigate the crisis caused by the economic slowdown in 2008, and we expect that the

Shanghai Pulmuone Fu Sheng Green Food

demand for health functional and health-oriented foods will increase with the growth of the market for the

largest market in the world for tofu, by establishing a joint venture company named Shanghai Pulmuone Fu

‘silver generation’ as Korea becomes an ageing society. Meanwhile, as the current health care market is

Sheng Green Food Co., Ltd. jointly with Shanghai Fusheng Soya-Food Co., Ltd. and Shanghai Zhangxiaobao

moving with the 3C trend of consumerism, customization and convergence among industries and products,

Green Food Development Co., Ltd., which are producers of Zhangxiaobao - a product officially nominated as

Pulmuone Health & Living will make every effort to become a leading company of Total Healthcare Foods &

a distinguished brand for bean products by Shanghai. By producing safe, hygienic, packed tofu products in

Services in the overall health care market, presupposing the long-term trend towards health, well-being and

China with the high-tech production facilities and cold storage distribution and eco-friendly production

LOHAS.

facilities of Pulmuone Holdings, we will not only raise the standard of the tofu market in China but also

In 2008, Pulmuone Holdings advanced into China, the

develop the company into Asia’s representative specialized food company with the marketing capabilities of
‘Zhang Xiao Bao’ and the local sales division’s powerful distribution network.

Environmental
Management

Foodmerce is operating its ‘eating out’ business to

Social
Accomplishments

health functional foods and seeking success in the home shopping domain and Internet shopping malls. The

‘Eating out’ business·Raw materials business

Economic
Achievements

Regarding the meal service industry, Foodmerce is supplying

foodstuff materials to more than 3,000 workplaces of 650 customers including ordinary companies,

TISO
Management

Our plant extract products contain natural plant extracts, including angelica keiskei and kela, as well as

Meal service business·brand business

Sustainable
Management

Door-to-door Sales of health functional foods

Company Brief

Foodmerce
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UN Global Compact

Seung-Woo Nam,
Global Compact Network

Korean Association and Pulmuone Holdings

Korea Association and
chairman of Pulmuone

Company Brief

president of the UN

Holdings, delivers the
Moon Ban, UN Secretary
General.

citizens alike, aims to contribute to sustainability and the realization of a comprehensive
world economy while ensuring companies’ profits by helping business entities to fulfill

TISO
Management

their corporate social responsibilities (CRS) according to the UN’s 10 principles on human

Sustainable
Management

‘Seoul Declaration’ to Ki-

The UN Global Compact, the world’s largest voluntary initiative involving companies and

rights, labor standards, the environment, and anti-corruption.

Economic
Achievements

company to join the UN Global Compact in April 2007, and has actively supported the association’s efforts

2000, more than 6,500 members from over 130 nations have participated in the network. In Korea, 148

to spread and realize the ideas of the UN Global Compact since becoming the representative of its Korean

companies and organizations are currently participating in the activities.

Association. During 2008, the UN Global Compact’s Korean Association made efforts both at home and
abroad to disseminate the values of the UN Global Compact. At an international conference held on June

The 10 Principles of the UN Global Compact

17~18, 2008 under the theme, ‘Changes in circumstances: sustainable management in Asia’, we announced
the ‘Seoul Declaration’ together with the UNEP FI (UNEP Finance Initiative) and the UN PRI (UN Principles for

Human Right

factors (i.e. the environmental and social performances of a company and its governance). We also

Principle 1 Businesses should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed

participated in the UN Global Compact network meeting held in October 2008 in Germany, and discussed

human rights; and
Principle 2 Make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses.

Labour
Principle 3 Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition of
the right to collective bargaining;
Principle 4 The elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labor;
Principle 5 The effective abolition of child labor; and
Principle 6 The elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation.

Environment
Principle 7 Businesses are asked to support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges;
Principle 8 Undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility; and
Principle 9 Encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies.

Anti-Corruption
Principle 10 Businesses should work against corruption in all its forms, including extortion and bribery.
The Korean Association of the UN Global Compact held a meeting of promoters on July 2, 2007 and its
inaugural meeting on September 17 of the same year. Pulmuone Holdings was the first Korean food

the ‘global circulation of the rights on humanity, labor, environment and governance’.

Environmental
Management

Responsible Investment), which urge Asian investors to make their investments in consideration of ESG

Social
Accomplishments

Since the opening of the Secretariat of the UN Global Compact at the UN Headquarters in New York in July
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Value systems
Pulmuone Holdings is aiming to become a ‘Global LOHAS company caring for both human

Pulmuone are for the Health and Happiness of All.’.
On the basis of these core values, we promise to practice ‘TISO management’ as follows.

1. We shall do our best to fulfill customer’s satisfaction.
2. We innovate our product and service to be more customer-oriented.

1. We realize the spirits of loving our neighbors and respecting human lives by expanding
the value of LOHAS.
2. We devote to the sustainability of the community through activities of social contribution
and environmental preservation.

A Global LOHAS company caring for both human and nature

1. We administer fair transaction with our business partners in an equal position.

LOHAS (Lifestyles Of Health And Sustainability) refers to a ‘lifestyle in which human health and the

2. We disagree with all types of unfairly obtained objects or bribes.

sustainability of the Earth’s environment are considered together’. Thus, in doing business, we will consider

Organization: Body to Drive Business

employees, society and nature, and thus expand our business to the global stage.

1. We passionately work with the responsibility of our task and roles.
2. We achieve the best performance through an active cooperation and innovation.

Behavior of Pulmuone-in: Member of the Organization
1. We serve with right mind.

2013 DP5

2. We always strive for the best.

Pulmuone Holdings has set itself a challenging target concerning its future value. ‘DP5’ stands for ‘Defining

3. We maintain a healthy life.

Pulmuone Five’, which means a ‘new vision of Pulmuone Holdings with sales of KRW 5 trillion within 5 years
from 2009 to 2013’. In addition, it has set itself the goals of realizing 10% of operating income, becoming
No. 1 in terms of sales among Korean food companies, and establishing its position among the world’s top
50 food companies.

Core Values
TISO
The company’s core values (TISO) should be observed and practiced
by the company’s employees to achieve the mission and vision.
Trust Implementation of promise and rules
Integrity Professional honesty for the prosper fulfillment for one’s duty
Solidarity Accordance of one’s goal with the goal of the company
Openness Cooperation with an open mind

Environmental
Management

not only our consumers but all humanity and nature from a broad perspective, encompassing the company’s

Social
Accomplishments

Business Partner: Collaborator of Business

Vision

Economic
Achievements

Community: Ground of the Business

TISO
Management

Customer: Start point of the business

Sustainable
Management

and nature’, and leads a business group which provides ‘Authentic Wholesome Foods by

Mission
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Composition of the BOD
Classification

Name

Title

Current position

Internal director

Seung-Woo Nam

Chairman of the BOD, member

-

of the management committee
Gyu-Seok Lee

Member of the management committee

-

Member of the management committee,

-

compensation committee, and the

operation of internal management monitored and evaluated by external directors, the

committee for the evaluation of external

audit committee, and other systems. In addition, we are doing our best to realize fair and

directors

External director

Chang-Ha Yu

Member of the management committee

-

Ik-Hyeon Yeo

Member of the management committee

-

Jong-Won Park

I-Seok Hwang

Professor of Business
Administration,

recommendation of external directors

Korea University

Member of the auditing committee

Professor of Business

and the committee for the recommendation

Administration, Seoul

of external directors

National University

Administration, Seoul

of external directors

National University

Member of the compensation committee

Executive director of

the CEO) and 6 external directors. Directors appointed at the General Shareholders’ Meeting must have

and the committee for the evaluation of

‘The Hope Institute’

professional knowledge in various areas, such as professional managers or professors of business

external directors

and a lawyer

Member of the compensation committee

Vice Chairman of

and the committee for the evaluation of

OCI Co., Ltd.

Composition of the Independent Board of Directors
Pulmuone Holdings’ Board of Directors is composed of 11 directors in total - 5 internal directors (including

Won-Soon Park

management, and should dedicate their efforts to increasing the long-term value of the shareholders and to

Hyeon-Woo Shin

improving the rights and interests of the parties concerned. Close observation of the activities of the internal
management can be performed effectively, as the external directors account for 55% of the total number of

external directors

BOD members, and the independence of the BOD has been reinforced through it. Moreover, in order to

Wang-Ha Jo

Member of the compensation committee

Member of the advisory

strengthen expertise and efficiency, 5 sub-committees are being operated in the BOD, namely the audit

and the committee for the evaluation of

group for restructuring

committee, the management committee, the compensation committee, the committee for the

external directors

at credit banks

recommendation of external directors, and the committee for the evaluation of external directors. The
members of the 4 sub-committees, with the exception of the management committee, are mostly composed
of external directors. In the near future, Pulmuone Holdings will establish certain procedures and
organizations to prevent conflicts within the BOD.

Holdings established its charter of corporate governance at the BOD meeting held on March 10, 2006,
reflecting the contents of the five following areas: shareholders, BOD, auditing organization, persons

Management and evaluation of BOD performance

concerned, and disclosure. The rights, treatment and responsibilities of shareholders are stated in the section
on shareholders, and 8 items including the function, composition and operation of the BOD are included in

At the beginning of each year, Pulmuone Holdings evaluates the performances, rights and responsibilities of

the section on the BOD. In the section on the auditing organization, the contents of the auditing committee

the external directors by conducting regular self-evaluation surveys. In 2008, evaluations were conducted via

and the external auditor are stated. Besides the Charter of Corporate Governance, we also observe such

33 questionnaire items in 6 areas, including the ‘role and responsibility of external directors’ and ‘the

domestic laws as the commercial law, the anti-trust and fair trade law, the law on capital market and

independence of the BOD’. Good results were obtained, with 4.6 points (full marks: 5.0) on average. On the

financial investment business, all of which are essential to corporate governance as a business operator.

basis of the survey results, we identified insufficient parts and are now taking action to improve them. In
addition, we have publicly announced the results of the evaluation on our homepage to enhance the
transparency and objectivity of the BOD’s activities.

Shareholders of Pulmuone Holdings
There is one major shareholder in Pulmuone Holdings who possesses 58.39% of the shares. Ten other

Charter of corporate governance
To maximize shareholders’ values and protect the rights and interests of the parties concerned, Pulmuone

shareholders - each holding more than 1% of the shares - account for 23.93% of the total number of
shares; while 2,427 minority shareholders - each holding less than 1% of the shares - account for 17.68%
of the shares.

Environmental
Management

Professor of Business

Social
Accomplishments

Member of the auditing committee
and the committee for the recommendation

Economic
Achievements

Dong-Gi Lee

Chairman of the auditing committee and
member of the committee for the

TISO
Management

objective corporate governance by publicly announcing the contents of the evaluation

Sustainable
Management

Yeong-Cheol Kang

Pulmuone Holdings has increased the transparency of its BOD activities by having the

process through our homepage.
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Transparent
corporate governance
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Dec. 2008

Approval of

· Resolution on the merge

· Approval of the 2 tender

the division
of the company

Feb. 2009
nd

of Pulmuone Health & Living
· Approval of capital increase

off of Pulmuone Holdings

term Financial Statements

·Approval of the investment

· Decision on the 25th

for the establishment of

· Decision on the 25

a systematic 3-stage management system.

th

Sheng Green Food Co. Ltd.
· Approval of the early

purpose of managing any crisis which may occur in the sales and production sectors, under

term cash dividend

Shanghai Pulmuone Fu

Pulmuone Holdings operates a crisis management committee in each business unit for the

term cash dividend
· Review of and decision on

introduction of IFRS

Sustainable
Management

through investment in kind

· Approval of the 25

th

Company Brief

Sep. 2008
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Fine crisis management

Major decisions of the BOD
April 2008

PULMUONE HOLDINGS Sustainability Report 2009

the agenda for the general
TISO
Management

meeting of shareholder

Status of shareholders (As of the end of Dec. 2008)
Major shareholder
1% and more
Minority shareholder
Total

No. of shares

No. of shareholders

Percentage

2,183,578

1

58.39%

895,056

10

23.93%

661,058

2,427

17.68%

3,739,692

2,438

100.00%

Economic
Achievements

Category

Internal accounting management system
This internal control system was designed to provide reasonable confirmation that the company’s financial
statements are made and publicly announced according to the required accounting standards. The system is
company. The system was introduced in April 2006 to satisfy the requirements of the related laws, such as
the ‘Law on external auditing of stock companies’ and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and to increase internal and
external credibility.

Evaluation of internal accounting management system
In order to raise the credibility of our financial information and put transparent business management into
practice, regulation activities were designed on the basis of the control environment, risk assessment,
regulation activity, information and communication, and monitoring using the framework of the COSO
(Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Tread way Commission, established in 1985 to evaluate the
internal control systems of U.S. companies). The details of about 1,000 controlled activities are documented
at the company and the process levels, and the effects of the design and operation are evaluated. The
results are then reported internally to the BOD after obtaining the approval of the auditing committee.
Externally, the results undergo auditing by the external auditor and are publicly announced through the
audit report.

Establishment of internal accounting management system
The design evaluation and operation evaluation of the internal accounting management system can be
made easier and the results of operation can be used more effectively by introducing the ICPRO (Internal
Control Professional) computer system. Evaluations of design and operation are performed in the following
6 stages: <Set up standard information  Prepare for evaluation  Begin evaluation  Evaluate design
(operation evaluation)  Approve/complete evaluation  Follow-up>.

Environmental
Management

operated continuously by all members of the company including the BOD and the top management of the

Social
Accomplishments

Internal accounting management system
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Classification

STEP1

STEP2

STEP3

Definition

· Controllable crisis: Factors

· Potential crisis: Issues on

· Brand-related crisis

site, including product recall · Media-related crisis

which can be controlled in
advance at the factory, etc.
Measure

· Regularly discussion by

23

and claim
· Operate the corporate level

the Food Safety Innovation

each business domain cell

crisis management cell and

Committee and crisis

takes the appropriate action.

place the responding cell on

management committees

· Judgment made as to

of each business domain.

standby for 24 hours.

whether it is necessary to

Sustainable
Management

· The crisis management of

Company Brief

ICPRO Flowchart
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operate the corporate level

Communication

· Regularly report to the

· Regularly report to the

corporate level crisis

corporate level crisis

management committee.

management committee.

Crisis management committee

the responding organization
· Establish a separate
community.

For crisis management concerning safety issues, Pulmuone operates a crisis management committee both at
the corporate level and for each business unit. The corporate level crisis management committee appointed

Composition and role of the corporate level crisis management committee
Composition

Role

Formation cell

with each type of situation.

Chairman of

Make decisions and take responsibility for

Representative & CEO

committee

the countermeasures and other actions.

Coordinator

Type of crisis

Head of business domain

Type of crisis

report the information which is necessary to the chairman

(Serving as the Chief of

Crisis related to a product

product analysis by government agency; consumer protection group, etc.; defects in

of the committee on time and present opinions,

the Situation Room)

product and packing materials which can jeopardize consumers’ safety; errors in

investigate consumers’ complaints and various warning

Crisis related to production

barcodes; product recall.

incidents, and determine the scope of usage of the internal

serious injury of a worker; fire; explosion; breakdown of major items of equipment;

and external experts and resources.

accident in factory with the potential for serious damage; stoppage of production or

Communication

dealings with partner companies; violation of the hygiene, environment or labor laws.
Crisis related to causes

breakout of AI; inflow of toxic chemicals; strike; corruption of the management;

other than products

embezzlement of company money; financial restraints; defamation; violation of the fair

and production

organization’s internal and external communications.
Research institute

Give technological advice and collect and provide the

Chief of the Institute of

related materials both at home and abroad.

Food and Culture

Marketing

Collect consumers’ public opinions and reflect

Chief of the Marketing

them in marketing.

Division

negative reporting by the press; retirement of core manpower or their transfer to

Sales

Adjust the marketing strategy and apply it accordingly.

Chief of the Sales Division

competitors.

Production

suppliers or franchisees; regular inspection by government agencies; inaccurate or

Classification of crisis and how to respond to them

Legal affairs

Procedure

Procedure for potential

Procedure for responding

Procedure for responding

crisis management

to issues

to crisis

STEP1

The Food Safety Innovation Committee and the crisis management committee of each business
domain take advance measures for potential risks faced by the company and the factory, and
regularly report to the corporate level crisis management committee.
Take appropriate responsive measures to issues for which a crisis is predicted, and make
judgments as to whether it is necessary to proceed to STEP3.

STEP3

Head of the PR Office

assume responsibility for media relations, and adjust the

trade law; cessation of freezer operation; accident involving logistics vehicle; natural
disaster (blizzard, etc.); illegal actions such as cheating or blackmail; lawsuits against

STEP2

Explain the official position of the company to the press,

As this is the most critical stage for the company, operate the corporate level crisis response
organization to ensure a rapid response.

Identify the causes of the related items and take

Chief of the

the appropriate action.

Production Division

Review and execute legal items

Attorney/Human
Resource department

Secretariat

Report the situation and operate the report system.

PR/CS/TISO management

Update the reported materials and various documents.

Office·Chief of the Food
Safety Center, etc.

Environmental
Management

Manage and adjust all the activities for crisis management,

Group

Social
Accomplishments

the CEO as the chairman. Crisis is divided into 3 classes of crisis, with different members assigned to deal

Economic
Achievements

· Establish a separate community.

· Hold regular meetings of

TISO
Management

crisis management cell.
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Classification of critical situations and how to respond to them
Stage of work
1 Report situation

ECMD
Crisis Management Committee

25

Details

Person in charge

Time

Report to the CEO and

Secretary

Immediately

and make

share the information with

a report

the division chief.

2 Assess situation

emergency measures

information

committee.
Report the results of the 1st

1 hour

Report to the
president & CEO
(Report to the

Secretary

General CEO)

assessment of the situation.

The crisis management procedure

Analyze the situation and

Coordinator
TISO
Management

assign specific roles.
3 Collect internal
and external
information

Report the results of the

2 hours

situation.
Secretary,
committee

Seize the tendency of

member

the press.

Communication

Set up specific response

Committee member,

strategies.

Chairman of the

4 hours

committee
5 Conduct ordinary
activities

Hold regular meetings

Committee member

Assign the person in charge

For each committee

Ongoing

Carry out practical
works in units of

of practical affairs for each

member

2 hours

Environmental
Management

committee member.

Composition and role of the crisis management committee
Type of crisis

Composition

Role

Composition cell
President & CEO

Group

Type of crisis

Chairman of the

Make decisions and assume responsibility for all

Manufacturing

Food poisoning (pollution) at workplaces, acute poisoning (by agrichemicals or heavy

committee

response actions.

metal), customer injury while eating company product due to the presence of a foreign

Coordinator

Foodstuff materials

Manage and adjust all activities for crisis management,

Chief of Management

substance (mark, distribution, metal), pollution of underground water

report the information necessary to the chairman on time

Support Office

Failure to warehouse large quantities of foodstuff materials (due to a problem with

and present opinions, investigate consumers’ complaints

production or bad weather), soaring prices of foodstuff materials, problem with

and various warning incidents, and determine the scope of

distribution due to bad weather
Workers

Accidents involving workers (traffic accidents, acts of violence, injuries), violence among

usage of the internal and external experts and resources.
Communication

Explain the official position of the company to the press,

workers due to conflicts, accidents involving workers on the job, thefts at workplaces,

assume responsibility for media relations, and adjust the

bribery at workplaces.

organization’s internal and external communication.

Public administration,

Social issues (news on accidents involving competitors), changes in the laws and non-

laws and the press

observance of those laws (food law, hygiene law, environment law), regular inspection

R&D

Fire at workplaces

Chief of the R&D Office

Give technological advice and collect and provide the

Manager of the Hygiene

related materials both at home and abroad.

Team, Manager of menu

and crackdown by the government, media reporting, media information, threats to report.
Others

foodstuff materials
Marketing

Sales

Social
Accomplishments

materials inside the company.

Economic
Achievements

strategies

Coordinator

2nd assessment of the

Collect the information and

4 Set up response

Sustainable
Management

the committee

and share the

company believes it a top priority to quickly report all types of crisis as soon as they are recognized.

control committee
Chairman of

foods offered by the company, it operates its own crisis management committee to control such a crisis. The

Convene the
emergency

Hold a meeting of the

Assuming that the most serious managerial crisis for the ECMD will involve a problem with the safety of the

Remarks

Company Brief

Crisis management systems of each subsidiary
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Assess consumers’ public opinions and

Division Chief, branch

reflect them in marketing.

manager, business manager

Adjust the marketing strategy and apply it accordingly.

Division Chief, branch
manager, business manager
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Role

Legal affairs

Review and execute legal items.

Composition cell

Classification of

Manager of the financial

response

management team
Secretary

Report the situation and operate the report system.

Manager of the financial

Update the reported materials and related documents.

management team

Actions

Make response at the

Make response at

27

Make response at the

level of the sales Dept.

company level

whole enterprise level.

Light level

Seriously

Extremely Serious

· Report the situation

· Report the situation

· Operate and participate

· Prior response

· Ask the advice of the

in the corporate level

advising lawyers.

crisis response cell.

· Operate the division
crisis management cell.

Crisis management committee

Production

Definition

The crisis for Pulmuone Health & Living mainly occurs with the safety of foods and the partners for

· Injury to workers
· Accidents which cause a
production problem lasting

committee. The crisis management committee is held once a month regularly to grasp the critical matters

3 days or more.

before the crisis actually happen so that they can be prevented and controlled. The regularly held division

· Accidents involving
machinery (accompanying

committee. If unusual things occur, an emergency meeting is convened and the results of the meeting are

casualties)

shared with the corporate crisis management committee.

Actions

· Report the situation

a production problem

a production problem

lasting 6 days or more.

lasting 10 days or more.

· Serious injury to (requiring · Press reports on
4 weeks or more treatment)

casualties among

or death of workers.

workers

· Report the situation.

· Make a request to machine · Request the cooperation

Classification of critical situations and how to respond to them

companies or research

The crisis management committee manages crisis which may occur in the sales and production sector in 3

institutes.

Classification of
response

Product

Definition

Make response at

Make response at the

level of the sales Dept.

company level

whole enterprise level.

Light level

Seriously

Extremely Serious

· Collection of products

· Defects found in

· Media reports on the

· Violation of laws by the
providers of raw materials
and/or goods.
· Report the situation,

collected products.
· Contamination and
defects found in raw
materials and goods;
press conference
convened.
· Keep contacting the

appear in newspapers
and on TV.
· Contamination and
defects of the product
reported by the media.
· Operate and participate

person who has made the

in the corporate level

Research Institute to

complaint, and ask for the

crisis response cell.

cooperation of the relevant

the collected products.

government agency.

· Prior response
(Reach a consensus)

· Operate the division crisis
management cell.

· Prepare the crisis management · Carry out action plans

Definition

scenario in case the consensus

according to the response

is not clearly reached.

scenario.

· Injury to sales persons while ·Collective secession by
engaged in sales activities
· Point out or clamp down

· Occurrence of injuries,

franchise shops and visits

either intentionally or

by their members to the

by mistake.

on false or exaggerated

head office to make

advertising, etc.

complaints.
· Lawsuit filed by the
franchisees, etc.

Definition

· Illegal actions related to
the head office of the
company are exposed
to the press.

· Decide to strike.

· Begin strike.

· When the company’s

· Occupation of the

assets - including the

product’s defects

and ask the Technology

conduct an analysis of

Facilities

Actions

workplace.

· Outside organization
interferes with strikes.
· The circumstances of

machinery or buildings -

the strike are exposed

are damaged.

to the press.

· Report the situation

· Report the situation

· Prepare a response scenario. · Execute the response
scenario.
· Operate the division crisis
management cell.
· Ask for advice from the
advising lawyers.

· Operate and participate
in the corporate level
crisis response cell.

Environmental
Management

and/or consumer
organization.

Distribution

crisis response cell.

· Operate the crisis
management cell.

Make response at the

by government agency

Actions

in the corporate level

Social
Accomplishments

stages, as described below:

of the related agencies.

·Operate and participate

Economic
Achievements

crisis management committee is a meeting held just before the corporate level crisis management

· Accidents which cause

TISO
Management

distribution. To manage such crisis, Pulmuone Health & Living is operating the crisis management

·Accidents which cause

Sustainable
Management

(Reach a consensus)

Pulmuone Health & Living

Company Brief
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TheRoadtowardsBecoming

aGlobalLOHASCompany
Sustainable management of Pulmuone Holdings
Continuing its focus on change and innovation, Pulmuone Holdings reflects ‘sustainable management’
in its entire management operations with the aim of becoming a Global LOHAS company.

30

Classification

Goal

2008 Major Achievements

for the Health and Happiness · Strengthened capability for
of All and management of

analysis by expanding

31

2009~2013 Major Plans
for food safety.
· Secure the Foodmerce Food

customer’s happiness put

internationally certified test

Safety Center’s appointment as

into practice

methods.

an agency for the certification

Center was appointed as an

of superior agricultural products
and issue a report on the

nature’, Pulmuone Holdings promotes sustainable management in the areas of economy,

examination agency for

analysis of superior agricultural

society and environment.

autonomous quality testing.

products.

· Customer Satisfaction Index

· Further improve the Customer
Satisfaction Index.
· Strengthen CRM activities

Executives

Establish personnel
policies aimed at securing

· Implemented professional
counseling system.

based personnel management

management with no labor-

practice of labor and

and enhancing company pride

management disputes.

management.

as the Pulmuone family.

· Rate of occupational
casualty: 0.61%
· Expanded programs aimed
at fostering core competencies

2008 Major Achievements

2009~2013 Major Plans

Pursue possibility for

· Published the 2nd

· Publish Pulmuone Holdings’

sustainable

sustainability in ethics,

management

innovative creation,

by 20% compared to 2008.
· Develop and operate LOHAS
experience programs.

and leadership.
Partner

Strengthen mutual

· Set up strategies for Partner

companies

competitiveness by

Relationship Management

continuing to grow

(PRM: Partner companies of

society and environmental

together on the basis

Pulmuone and Pulmuone

management

of mutual trust.

Health & Living cooperate in

and education of partner

all areas including quality

companies.

Economic

Increase corporate values

performance

by improving financial
results and brand value
and by pursuing innovation
and creative management

sustainability report

· Restructured as a pure
holding company.
·Achieved consolidated sales
of KRW 897.3 billion,

integrated sustainability report

·Realize Vision 2013 DP (Defining
Pulmuone) 5. Realize KRW

control, production process,

5 trillion in sales and 10% of

products and technologies on

operating income and become

the basis of mutual trust.) and

representing growth of 23.1%

the No.1 in sales among Korean

from the previous year.

food companies and be

· Carried out innovative activities
including Green Meeting, the

using the Internet sites of
the sourcing portal.

Irumi system for suggestions

Conducted quality management

for innovation, and 6-Sigma.

for distribution networks.

shareholders’ meeting.

Authentic Wholesome
Foods by Pulmuone are

by contributing to local

campaign.

the voluntary participation

· Received the highest award

of employees.

· Established procedures to
ensure food safety.

· Operate marketing programs
which can make contributions

out with lunch money for

to society.

· Supported performances of
traditional Korean music and

special inspection and analysis

campaign.

via such activities as helping

poorly-fed children

· Expand the number of items for

· Expand regular inspection

· Conducted the ‘Good-bye Atopy!’ · Expand the ‘Good-bye Atopy!’

communities and activating · Made corporate contributions

at the Asia-Pacific Conference.

and customers

Fulfill social responsibilities

· Non-GMO Declaration

(Efficient Consumer Response)

For society

Local
community

· Pioneered the fresh food business.
for the promotion of ECR

for suppliers.

prepare their execution.

included among the top 50 in

· Held the 2 open general

· Expand quality management

· Secured mutual trust by

the world’s food industries.

nd

· Execute PRM

contributed to the development
of traditional culture, such as

Environmental
Management

Goal

Performance of

· Decrease percentage of casualty

Social
Accomplishments

Promotion strategy for sustainable management
Classification

programs.
· Develop programs for joint

Economic
Achievements

transparent and performance- · Achieved business

· Expand family-friendly

TISO
Management

was improved.

Sustainable
Management

· The Foodmerce Food Safety

With the mission of becoming a ‘Global LOHAS company caring for both human and

Company Brief

Promotion systems for
sustainable management
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Goal

2008 Major Achievements

2009~2013 Major Plans

the Kimchi museum.
· 1,948 executives and employees
performed voluntary services

33

Organization for the promotion
of sustainable management

Company Brief

Classification
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on 135 separate occasions.
· Formulate and revise specific

Supply the authentic

performance

wholesome foods by

environmental management

guidelines for the execution

practicing ethically sound

by setting up environmental

of environmental strategies.

environmental and safety

strategies and forming an

values throughout the

environmental department.
· Secured model certification

areas from product

for carbon labeling (Organic

development to production

2-cup bean curd)

and distribution.

· Strengthened activities

sustainability report encompassing the integrated view of the entire company.

auditing at the workplaces
for manufacturing and
distribution.
· Expand certification of

carbon labeling.
· Reduce CO2 emissions and

consumption of water

water consumption by 10%

and CO2 by registering in

compared to 2007.

Economic
Achievements

aimed at reducing the

Logistics, ECMD, Foodmerce and Pulmuone Health & Living formed a TFT to publish a

TISO
Management

entire range of business

· Expand environmental

In 2009, all the concerned departments of Pulmuone Holdings, Pulmuone, Exofresh

Sustainable
Management

· Expanded activities for

Environmental

the program to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Social
Accomplishments
Environmental
Management

The TFT was operated for the publication of the sustainability report by collecting and summarizing the
company’s data on its practice of sustainable and ethical management, and on its economic, social and
environmental results. In addition to the TFT, the ES (Environment & Safety) office, the permanent
department for CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) and the environmental committee were established by
Pulmuone Holdings in 2008 to reinforce its environmental and social management under its pursuit of
sustainable management.
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Company

Classification

Foodmerce

· Client companies and workplaces · Manage claims through the customer center before
for the meal service and brand

Communication channel

and after offering services.

business, restaurants for eating-out · Reflect customers’ opinions via an examination of the

Pulmuone Holdings classifies stakeholders as customers, employees, partner companies,

business and food manufacturing

Customer Satisfaction Index.

companies for the raw material
business
Pulmuone

· Customers who purchase health

Health & Living

functional foods and health

· Collect customers’ opinions through the Customer
Happiness Center.

Sustainable
Management

and the local community and communicates with them through various channels.

Company Brief

Participation of stakeholders
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beverages as well as the managers · Improve customer satisfaction and partner
who personally contact customers

satisfaction through the CS (Customer Satisfaction)
secretariat on the basis of VOC (Voice of the
Customer) and VOE (Voice of the Partner, i.e. the

TISO
Management

of franchise stores and salespersons

voices of the managers of franchise stores and

Employees
Classification

Communication channel

The whole

· The 3,620 employees who are

· Listen to the opinions every year through

enterprise

essential to the achievement of the

Customers

company’s mission and vision

the employees’ association.
· Hold talks with the top management through
the Green Meeting.

Classification

Communication channel

Pulmuone Holdings

· Shareholders who buy Pulmuone

· Encourage active communication between

Partner companies

Holdings’ value as a pure holding

shareholders and the company’s top management

company by purchasing stocks

through open discussion at the open general

Company

Classification

Communication channel

shareholders’ meeting.

Pulmuone

· Partner companies which are

· Establish PRM (Partner Relationship

· Invite domestic and overseas analysts and
institutional investors to the company and hold IR

Pulmuone Health &
Living

(Investor Relations) events both at home and abroad.

related with the whole process
of purchase, manufacturing,
sale, etc.

·Open managerial performances through electronic
Pulmuone

· All customers who purchase
Pulmuone’s products

and the third party logistics which
are offered the fresh distribution
service
ECMD

discussion with partner companies.
· Engage in continuous communication with partner
companies through the sourcing portal.

· Collect customers’ opinions through the CS

· Implement quality management activities in

(Customer Satisfaction) center.
· Operate an offline housewives’ monitoring system.

· Affiliate companies of Pulmuone

· Hold an informal gathering each year for

disclosure and the company’s homepage.

consideration of the social and environmental

· Operate online e-fresh monitoring.
Exofresh Logistics

Management) policies.

performances of the partner companies.
Exofresh Logistics

· Collect customers’ opinions through the CS

contract companies, and facility

ECMD

and evaluate services for customers.

· Material suppliers which are
related to the businesses of meal

· Workplaces for the entrusted meal · Evaluate customer satisfaction every half year.
service such as hospitals and schools, ·Engage in continuous communication with the

· Collect the opinions of partner companies
through regular informal gatherings.

supply companies

(Customer Satisfaction) center.
· Conduct the SQI (Service Quality Index) examination

· Transportation companies,

· Collect the opinions of partner companies through
regular informal gatherings held once a month.

service, catering, concession, etc.
Foodmerce

· Companies in the 4 areas of

· Collect the opinions of partner companies through

and all customers who use the

customers through such methods as monitoring

agricultural products, marine

regular inspection, education and informal

institutional catering service of the

surveys via the homepage and the Internet,

products, stock farm products

gatherings.

concession and eating-out business

answering ‘080’ telephone calls from the customers,

and industrial products

and listening to the ‘voice of the customer’.

Environmental
Management

Company

Social
Accomplishments

Classification of stakeholders and methods of communication

Company

Economic
Achievements

salespersons).
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The materiality test was conducted to analyze the major issues concerning sustainable management and to
Company

Classification

The whole enterprise · Government and public

Communication channel

determine and rank the priorities. The major issues for testing were selected by conducting a survey of

· Operate the company’s social contribution

stakeholders, benchmarking the industry of the same kind, and conducting a media analysis. After the

agencies and NGOs

evaluation, matters of concern to stakeholders, matters requiring improvement by Pulmuone Holdings, and

communication with members of the local

factors with the potential to influence Pulmuone Holdings were identified. Efforts were also made to identify

community and respond to their requests.

the most pressing issues and express them in the sustainability report.

Sustainable
Management

homepage, “We need Help,” to engage in active

Company Brief

Materiality Test

Local community

Major issues of concern to stakeholders
TISO
Management

The major issues of Pulmuone Holdings were identified as given below by surveying stakeholders.
Interested party

Materiality

Executives

High

Major issues
Development of talent, differentiated organizational culture, executives’

Economic
Achievements

satisfaction, labor-management communication, fair personnel management

& employees

and compensation, strategies for social contribution, volunteer activities of
executives and employees, communication with local communities,
development of local communities, response to climate change
Medium

Ethical management, innovative management, respect for human rights,
Social
Accomplishments

disclosing company information, communication with customers, social
contribution projects, relations with the government, win-win cooperation
with partner companies, partner companies, environmental protection,
efforts to reduce environmental effects
Low

Sustainability of the company, strategies for sustainable management, brand

Environmental
Management

value, development of new markets, safety in the workplace, management
of customer satisfaction, product safety and quality, ethical transactions
with partner companies, influence of the media
Partner companies

High

Social contribution projects, environmental protection, efforts to reduce
environmental effects

Medium

Sustainability of the company, ethical management, brand value, innovative
management, differentiated organizational culture, win-win cooperation
with partner companies, ethical transactions with partner companies

Low

Development of new markets, product safety and quality, influence of

Listening to
stakeholders

the media
Customers

High

Innovative management, management of customer satisfaction, social

The company is trustworthy in Korea.

The company will last for a long time.

contribution projects, environmental protection, efforts to reduce
environmental effects
Medium

Ethical management, development of new markets, differentiated

86.5%

Avarage

90.6%

Local Community

Avarage

88.6%

Local Community

93.8%

organizational culture, communication with customers, product safety and
quality, influence of the media
Low
Local community

High

87.5%

Partner Companies

81.0%

Sustainability of the company, brand value

Customers

Differentiated organizational culture, strategies for social contribution,

Executives & Employee

86.9%

Partner Companies

83.3%

Customers

89.6%

Executives & Employee

87.8%

relations with the government, communication with local communities,
development of local communities
Medium

Low

The survey of stakeholders had 833 respondents in total-565 executives and employees, 164 customers, 72

Brand value, innovative management, development of new markets, social

members of partner companies, and 32 members of local communities. It was conducted for two weeks from

contribution projects, influence of the media, environmental protection

May 6~20, 2009 through online and offline methods. The total score of positive opinions (5~7 points) of each

Sustainability of the company, ethical management

interested party is as stated above.

The ‘TISO management’ of Pulmuone Holdings

Truly authentic wholesome foods can be made only if they are made

with devotion based on the principles of honesty and trust. With the establishment of the Office of TISO management, Pulmuone
Holdings is systematically conducting TISO management according to fair and transparent criteria.

The Authentic Wholesome Foods

madewith
“TISO”

40
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management and the acceptance and management of reports. It also operates a cyber auditing office on the
homepage so that outside customers can submit reports freely. For the systematic operation of TISO
management, Pulmuone Holdings appointed a COO (Chief Compliance Officer) who directly reports to the

TISO management principles of Pulmuone Holdings are being implemented according to

affairs of TISO management is appointed at each business unit for the practice of TISO management.

Sharing ‘TISO’: Education on TISO management
Pulmuone Holdings educates its employees on TISO management on a regular basis, enabling them to fully
understand the ideas behind TISO management and lay the groundwork for putting it into practice. All

Sustainable
Management

the guidelines of TISO, which stands for Trust, Integrity, Solidarity and Openness.

chairman & CEO. The COO runs the Office of TISO management, and a person in charge of the general

Company Brief

TISO management
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members of the company should take the education courses on TISO management through cyber learning.
provided on a regular basis. In addition, the Office of TISO management has distributed the charter for the
practice of TISO management to every member of the company to continuously transmit the value of TISO.

TISO
Management

In particular, the education has been expanded to include salespersons and professionals, and is being

Furthermore, the education on TISO management was adopted as a compulsory course in the value-sharing
was 68 in 2007 and 57 in 2008.

The Practice of TISO management
Submission of a written pledge for the practice of TISO management
All members of Pulmuone Holdings submit a written pledge to faithfully observe diverse regulations to show

Ever since the establishment of the company, the

their understanding of the spirit of TISO management and to put it into practice. Especially, executives who

root of the organizational culture of Pulmuone

have their own office rooms put the written pledge together with the charter for the practice of TISO

Holdings was ‘TISO.’ The mission of the members

management in a frame to always remind themselves of the serious intent of TISO management. Ordinary

of Pulmuone Holdings has always consisted in

members of the company carry the charter for the practice of TISO management made in the size of a

providing as many Koreans as possible with the

business card. In principle, such pledges will be made every year around March 7, the date of the declaration

authentic wholesome foods made with devotion in

of the company’s TISO management. When they write the pledge, they are told to check by themselves if

TISO. By faithfully carrying out that mission, we

they have violated the contents of TISO management during the past year. Since 2007, the pledges are

have made Pulmuone Holdings the most trusted

submitted online.

brand in Korea. TISO management of Pulmuone
Holdings embodies the universal ethical concept of

Policies on bribery and corruption

management based on the principles of Trust,

The Office of TISO management at Pulmuone Holdings superintends the policies related to bribery and

Integrity, Solidarity and Openness: It is also the

corruption, and is strengthening preventive activities concerning bribery and corruption through regular

guideline for their practice. Moreover, for the effective practice of TISO management, we have established

education of the members of the company. In addition, to ensure the active implementation of TISO

our ‘regulations for the operation of TISO management’, the ‘code of conduct for TISO management’, and

management, Pulmuone Holdings established the ‘Regulations for the Operation of TISO management’, the

‘guidelines on the compensation for the reports regarding TISO management’. These actions have been
taken to help us leap forward to becoming a competitive global company by actively responding to the
rapidly changing corporate environment and establishing an organizational culture capable of addressing
such changes. TISO management encompasses the criteria for the new management of Pulmuone Holdings,

Risk evaluation related to bribery
and corruption

Actions taken against cases of bribery
and corruption

which is striving to become a global company with superior performances and brand values by adopting fair

Classification

2006

2007

2008

Classification

2006

2007

2008

and transparent corporate activities as the core elements of business management.

Total number of business

None

None

None

Fired for corruption

None

None

None

None

None

None

Cases not renewed due

None

None

None

units which underwent

TISO management and department in charge

corruption-related risk analysis

For the practice of TISO management, the Office of TISO management was established as the department

Percentage of the business

taking exclusive responsibility for the implementation of fair and transparent management. The Office of

unit which underwent

TISO management takes care of general affairs related to TISO management, including education on TISO

corruption-related risk analysis

to corruption

Environmental
Management

Policies of TISO management

Social
Accomplishments

Policies and management of TISO management

Economic
Achievements

POP (Pride of Pulmuone) offered to new employees. The number of new employees who took the course

42

Reports regarding TISO management’. No business units were disclosed in the evaluation of the risk of

43

Fair Trade

bribery and corruption from 2006 to 2008, and no cases of bribery or corruption were found.

Implementation of anti-corruption policy and integrity contract system
Holdings strictly prohibits the receipt, either directly or indirectly, of improper favors such as money and

company members to practice TISO management more actively and to voluntarily carry out
fair and transparent corporate activities which is promoted by the fair trade. With the
introduction of the Compliance Program, we are committed to the prevention of such

tacit toleration of such behaviors. If employees commit such behaviors, they will be punished according to

actions as are prohibited by the fair trade law, while simultaneously establishing a culture

the related regulations. In order to put the code of conduct for TISO management into practice, employees

for voluntary observance of the rules of competition to enable us to compete with world-

who are in charge of the contracts for goods, services, construction works and subcontracting have been

class companies.

including a provision on integrity in their contract since October 2005. If it is difficult to insert this provision
into their contract, then an additional provision comprising a ‘promise for the implementation of integrity’ is

TISO
Management

other articles, entertainment, reception or convenience from an interested party or the encouragement or

Sustainable
Management

With the establishment of the ‘code of conduct for company members on TISO management’, Pulmuone

The fair trade Compliance Program (CP) was introduced in December 2006 to enable

Company Brief

‘Action Principles of the TISO management for Employees’, and the ‘Guidelines on the Compensation for the
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written in its place.
Economic
Achievements

Returning gifts during the festive season
Since 2004, the chairman & CEO of Pulmuone Holdings has been sending out letters before the festive
season requesting that gifts from interested parties should be politely declined. Such gifts, which come in
spite of this request, must be returned, and, when it is impossible to return certain gifts, they should be sold

Awarded ‘A’ grade in the Compliance Program

However, stakeholders are aware of the policy of ‘gift return’ practiced by Pulmuone Holdings and as a

Pulmuone Holdings received an ‘A’ grade in the evaluation of its Compliance Program conducted by the Fair

result the amount of gifts has remarkably decreased. In 2007, just 22 cases were reported and KRW

Trade Commission in 2008. As a result, the company was granted a 10% reduction of the fine (maximum of

1,273,200 was donated to the fund for needy neighbors, while in 2008 a mere 26 cases were reported and

30% if corrected voluntarily) and an exemption from official inspection for one year. 53 companies among

KRW 1,362,000 was donated.

the 343 companies which adopted the CP participated in the evaluation, and we acquired an ‘A’ grade

Political lobbying and contributions to political parties and their sponsors
In the ‘code of conduct for company members on TISO management’, Pulmuone Holdings has a regulation

received an ‘AAA’ grade, and only two companies received an ‘AA’ grade in last year’s evaluation.

Based on ‘Article 6-31 (restriction on donations) of the political fund law’, Pulmuone Holdings has never

Awarded a commendation by the Chairman of the Korea Fair Trade
Commission

donated any funds to political parties and their sponsors under its ‘code of conduct for company members

On April 1, 2008, the 8th Fair Trade Day, we received a commendation from the chairman of the Korea Fair

on TISO management’, as part of its efforts to prevent cozy relations between politics and business.

Trade Commission for the merit we exhibited in adopting the Compliance Program in a very short period of

that it will conduct transparent business management in accordance with the relevant laws and principles.

time and obtaining high scores from the Fair Trade Commission in its evaluation thereof.

Punishments incurred by violations of the law
Fines were imposed on the Eumseong and Uiryeong factories for violating certain laws in 2008. Other than

Autonomous inspection of fair trade practice

that, there was no non-monetary punishment or lawsuit was filed for dispute.

Autonomous inspections of the risk of violating fair trade laws are conducted twice yearly by the members
and leaders of the autonomous observance committee at the departments related to fair trade. The

Eumseong factory

Uiryeong factory

members concerned consult a checklist and correct those items where there is a possibility that the fair trade

Date of disclosure

April 8, 2008

August 18~19, 2008

laws may be violated by discussing them with the Office of TISO management. In addition, the company’s

Violation

Violation of Article 38-1 of the law

Failure to participate in the education

internal accounting system includes the risk of violating fair trade laws among the items which are to be

for the preservation of water quality

course for environmental technicians

controlled by the corporate level procedure for internal inspection, and the audit report is disclosed to

and the water eco-system

(2-day course for ordinary managers)

stakeholders after its examination by an external auditor.

Date of punishment

Fined on May 2, 2008

March 5, 2009

Content of

The fine corresponds to the shutdown

Negligence fine: KRW 0.6 million

punishment

of the factory for 10 days: KRW 45 million

Inspection with the FMSS (Franchise Management Support System)
and SP (Sourcing Portal) system

Fine for the discharge over water

Since the first half of 2008, using the FMSS (Franchise Management Support System) and the SP (Sourcing

quality: KRW 3 million

Portal) system regarding transactions with franchise stores and partner companies related with purchasing

Factory manager: KRW 2 million

once 1 year, any potential violation of the fair trade law by our company is inspected and voluntary

Pulmuone: KRW 2 million

corrections are made in those cases where there is a possibility that laws may be violated.

Classification

Environmental
Management

exceptionally for a company in the first year following adoption of the program. So far, no companies have

Social
Accomplishments

to the employees at half their normal price and the money contributed to the fund for needy neighbors.

Economic Achievements of Pulmuone Holdings

Reorganized as a pure holding company, Pulmuone Holdings kicks off its

Vision 2013 DP5 with the goal of posting sales of KRW 5 trillion in 2013. To secure innovative economic achievements, all of the
company’s management and employees are striving to create value and improve profits by voluntary and proactive efforts. Pulmuone
Holdings will never stop working towards the fulfillment of “2013 DP 5.”

FirstStepto
“2013DP5”
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2008 Major Accomplishments and 2009 Major Plans
Category

2008 Major Accomplishments

2009 Major Plans

Finance

· Reorganized as a pure holding

· Carry out activities to achieve Vision

company through governance

2013 DP (Defining Pulmuone) 5.

Company Brief

Vision of Economic
Achievements
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restructuring.
· Continue to improve brand value.

the categories of reliability,
professionalism, and friendliness.
· Ranked 10th out of 30 respected

Sustainable
Management

· Recognized as the best brand in

Brand

companies.
Green Meeting

· Ran green meetings by team.

· Identify critical issues through

· Set up a committee for CBIs

Management

(Critical Business Issue).

the CBI committee.
· Encourage facilitators to lead

· Ran innovative tour programs.

green meetings.
· Run the innovative tour program.

Management System).
Irumi Innovation · Expanded the number of

· Upgrade the system.

Proposal System

· Manage acceptance rates.

participants.

Economic
Achievements

· Managed by PMS (Project

TISO
Management

Innovative

· Provide proposer training.
TPM

· Improved levels of hygienic and

· Train professionals (Master Black

working environments at

Belt, Black Belt, Green Belt,

production sites.
· Employed trainers for 6-Sigma and

TPM expert).
· Run TPM meetings.

TPM (Total Productive Management).
· Established a reasonable COPQ

· Continue to carry out activities

(Cost of Poor Quality) system by

aimed at reducing COPQs.

discovering COPQs and hidden costs. · Build the COPQ computing system.
CR

Disclosure on the Management Approach

· Reduced the costs incurred by

· Strengthen competitiveness by

returned products and alternative
costs for returned products.

Mission and Goal

improving profit structures.
· Pursue process and product

· Improved productivity by redesigning

Based on our mission to become a “global LOHAS company caring for both human and nature,” we will

innovation.

bean sprout-growing boxes.

increase the company’s value by improving our financial performance, creating higher brand values, and

· Reduced costs by developing

practicing innovative and creative management.

Korean bean sprout packing materials
and localizing packing materials.

Departments in Charge

Creative

Financial Achievement: Strategic Planning Team, Finance Team

Management

· Held the 2nd general meeting of

· Hold a general meeting of
stockholders in 2010.

stockholders.

Brand Achievement: Brand Management Committee

· Declared Pulmuone’s Non-GMO status. · Build cooperative relationships

Innovative and Creative Management: Strategic Planning Team, Institute of Food and Culture, Office of TISO

· Released “Sunsal Eomuk” without

management

starch and flour.

with distributors.
· Develop fresh food businesses.

Cost Reduction: Innovation Support Committee, PI Promotion Committee, Quality Innovation Committee

· Applied for a patent for tofu packing

Policy

· Developed health-oriented catering business.

Reflecting activities related to financial achievements, higher brand value, and innovative and creative

· Developed Foodmerce and Bareunsun

which uses negative pressure.

management on the items of personal CfS (Communication for Success) and organizational KPI (Key
Performance Index), we are encouraging all employees to aim for economic achievements and making it
possible to carry out all activities related to economic achievements enterprise-wide.

plus products.
· Carried out ECR (Efficient Consumer
Response) with Lotte Mart.

Environmental
Management

COPQ

Social
Accomplishments

6-Sigma
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the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits and the reports of other auditors provide
a reasonable basis for our opinion.

This audit report is valid as of April 15, 2009. Therefore, from that day forward, there may
necessitating the modification of this audit report.

In our opinion, based on our audits and the reports of other auditors, the consolidated financial statements
referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Pulmuone Holdings Co., Ltd.
and its subsidiaries as of December 31, 2008 and 2007, and the results of its operations, the changes in their
shareholders’ equity and their cash flows for the years then ended in conformity with generally accepted in
the Republic of Korea.

As discussed in Note 28 to the consolidated financial statements, as approved by the Board of Directors on

TISO
Management

Without qualifying our opinion, we draw your attention to the following matters.

Sustainable
Management

be events or situations that affect the consolidated financial statements significantly, thus

Company Brief
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April 11, 2008, and by the shareholders on May 29, 2008, the Company spun-off its manufacturing and

As discussed in Note 29, as approved by the Board of Directors on September 3, 2008, the Company merged
with Pulmuone Health Foods Co., Ltd. on December 1, 2008.

Economic
Achievements

investment divisions on July 1, 2008.

A member firm of

accompanying financial statements are not intended to present the financial position, results of operations,
www.samil.com
LS Yongsan Tower 191 Hangangno 2-ga, Yongsan-gu
Seoul 140-702, KOREA (Yongsan P.O. Box 266, 140-600)

the changes in their shareholders’ equity and cash flows in conformity with accounting principles and
practices generally accepted in countries and jurisdictions other than the Republic of Korea. In addition, the
procedures and practices used in the Republic of Korea to audit such financial statements may differ from
financial statements are for use by those who are informed about Korean accounting principles or auditing
standards and their application in practice.

To the Shareholders and Board of Directors of
Pulmuone Holdings Co., Ltd.

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Pulmuone Holdings Co., Ltd. and its
subsidiaries (collectively the “Company”) as of December 31, 2008 and 2007, and the related consolidated
statements of income, of changes in shareholders’ equity, and of cash flows for the years then ended,
expressed in Korean won. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management.

Seoul, Korea

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. We did not

April 15, 2009

audit the financial statements of Pulmuone U.S.A., Inc. and certain other consolidated subsidiaries, whose
statements reflect 6% of the Company’s consolidated total assets as of December 31, 2008 (2007: 6%) and
4% of the Company’s consolidated total sales for the year then ended (2007: 3%). These statements were
audited by other auditors whose reports have been furnished us and our opinion, in so far as it relates to the
amounts included in Pulmuone U.S.A., Inc. and certain other consolidated subsidiaries, is based solely on the
reports of the other auditors.
We conducted our audits in conformity with auditing standards generally accepted in the Republic of Korea.

This audit report is valid as of April 15, 2009. Therefore, from that day forward, there may be events

Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether

or situations that affect the consolidated financial statements significantly, thus necessitating the

the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,

modification of this audit report.

evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing

Environmental
Management

those generally accepted and applied in other countries. Accordingly, this report and the accompanying

Social
Accomplishments

Accounting principles and auditing standards and their application in practice vary among countries. The
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Other non-current assets

Consolidated Balance Sheets

Total assets

￦

280,070

-

329,245,411

273,506,468

518,154,803

￦

383,335,807

Liabilities and Shareholders' Equity
Current liabilities
Trade accounts and notes payable
Short-term borrowings
Other accounts and notes payable

Income tax payable

Current portion of debentures

5,000,000

21,000,000

297,729

17,781

Convertible bonds, net

Other accounts and notes payable

Current portion of held-to-maturity securities

34,600,702
7,232,136

￦

9,694,967

Provision for payment guarantees

6,081,552

Provision for restoration

-

300,000

89,873,920

61,032,086

Accrued severance benefits, net
Other non-current liabilities

allowance for doubtful accounts of

￦2,374,339 thousand (2007: ￦1,447,945 thousand)
Other accounts and notes receivable, net of

Leasehold deposits received

Total non-current liabilities
5,355,017

6,473,427

21,222,464

9,323,194

Total liabilities

42,000,000

20,000,000

4,895,878

-

19,370,624

17,672,457

34,170

64,965

28,125

29,498

110,559

70,426

2,310,129

1,245,381

18,612,539

10,883,735

566,449

375,120

87,928,473

50,341,582

345,191,143

201,397,412

18,698,460

25,797,840

allowance for doubtful accounts of

￦1,063,075 thousand in 2007
Advance payments, net of

Commitments and contingencies

allowance for doubtful accounts of

Shareholders' equity

￦240,000 thousand in 2007
Current portion of deferred income tax assets
Inventories
Other current assets
Total current assets

Common stock
903,194

1,218,576

27,224,195

14,080,218

2,497,764

1,625,319

188,909,392

109,829,339

161,500

41,876

Capital surplus
Capital adjustments, net
Accumulated other comprehensive income

Other long-term accounts and notes receivable

1,352,518

817,600

Available-for-sale securities

7,883,157

6,321,569

Equity-method investments
Property, plant and equipment, net
Intangible assets, net
Long-term prepaid expenses
Guarantee deposits
Deferred income tax assets

17,678,077

8,600,410

263,323,747

234,825,325

18,981,083

9,290,057

1,952,271

2,300,277

15,103,295

10,312,048

2,529,693

997,306

31,223,394
(10,262,267)

2,124,621

(1,121,429)

147,878,649

135,346,208

4,246,310

954,649

and expenses
Retained earnings

Long-term financial instruments

82,979,291
(82,963,671)

Minority interest
Total shareholders' equity
Total liabilities and shareholders' equity

172,963,660

￦

518,154,803

181,938,395

￦

383,335,807

Environmental
Management

Trade accounts receivable, net of

￦

3,184,095
151,055,830

Social
Accomplishments

Long-term borrowings, net

Current assets

4,508,224
257,262,670

Economic
Achievements

2,809,802

Assets

Short-term financial instruments

3,781,451
6,172,836

Debentures, net

Cash and cash equivalents

36,917,212

2,622,376

4,304,264

Total current liabilities

2007

42,952,345

10,478,972

Other current liabilities

2008

34,106,633

Current portion of long-term borrowings

Current portion of deferred income tax liabilities

(in thousands of Korean won)

43,066,020

TISO
Management

Deposits received

59,386,484
127,712,276

Sustainable
Management

December 31, 2008 and 2007

Total non-current assets

2007

Company Brief

2008

(in thousands of Korean won)
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Loss on retirement of property, plant and equipment

Consolidated Income Statements

￦

Loss on disposal of intangible assets
Loss on impairment of intangible assets

Income before income tax expense

26,675,737

7,939,519

-

17,644,147

26,675,737

17,080,360

26,576,426

563,787

99,311

4,454

5,309

￦

729,103,291
537,396,367

206,188,394

191,706,924

165,866,231

149,744,461

40,322,163

41,962,463

3,383,781

1,667,152

Rental revenue

316,456

609,842

Gain on foreign currency transactions

462,971

36,742

Gain on foreign currency translation

496,174

28,615

4,327,088

1,938,010

37,975

37,868

33,124

255,783

1,252,226

392,898

Gain on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Gain on disposal of intangible assets
Gain on disposal of available-for-sale securities
Gain on valuation of equity method investments
Reversal of allowance for doubtful accounts
Others

945,123

335,500

3,046,099

1,237,981

14,301,017

6,540,391

11,557,364

5,971,668

48,031

29,395

Non-operating expenses
Interest expense
Loss on foreign currency transactions
Loss on foreign currency translation

622,371

359

Loss on impairment of inventories

334,983

186,995

Loss on disposal of trade accounts and notes receivable

279

34,329

Loss on disposal of investment securities

295,830

134,742

Loss on valuation of equity method investments

671,573

629,699

-

311,172

Loss on impairment of equity method investments

1,120,431

Loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Loss on impairment of property, plant and equipment

￦

26,423

5,309

1,273,614

￦

930,718

Environmental
Management

Non-operating income
Interest and dividend income

￦

Social
Accomplishments

Operating income

4,454

2007

691,144,748

Gross profit

￦

Economic
Achievements

25,583,666

TISO
Management

Income after income tax expense

Diluted earnings per share

Selling and administrative expenses

1,429,327
12,507,111

Subsidiaries' net income before consolidation

Basic earnings per share

897,333,142

1,655,400
17,334,171

9,320,006

Minority interest in income of consolidated subsidiaries

￦

518,507

35,995,743

Net income

Cost of sales

5,856
991,235

37,289,009

Parent interest in income of consolidated subsidiaries

Sales

-

11,705,343

Income tax expense

2008

1,056,586

Sustainable
Management

Others

(in thousands of Korean won)

￦

4,395

Donations

December 31, 2008 and 2007

-

2007
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2008

(in thousands of Korean won)
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Consolidated Statements
of Cash Flows

Decrease (increase) in

2008

￦
Trade accounts and notes receivable

(4,370,950)
(3,467,082)

5,306,752

(67,032)

Trade accounts and notes payable

(7,687,891)

(4,273,131)

Other accounts and notes payable

(4,515,566)

9,997,228

Other accounts and notes receivable
Increase (decrease) in

536,932

536,677

Deferred income tax, net

327,970

(473,369)

(6,338,566)

(6,816,513)

-

200,550

Increase(Decrease) in group severance insurance deposits

(2,396,878)
(3,360,063)

(38,751,241)

(14,490,563)

24,999,280

46,947,616

Disposal of short-term financial instruments

6,081,552

964,818

Disposal of long-term financial instruments

18,876

-

Disposal of available-for-sale securites

23,444

130,059

Disposal of equity-method investments

13,680

-

1,868,428

1,183,356

13,682,814

7,326,190

Net cash provided by operating activities

2007

￦

17,080,360

￦

26,576,426

Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash
provided by operating activities
9,455,906

8,788,556

Depreciation and amortization

31,431,138

23,793,148

Loss(Gain) on disposal of available-for-sale securities, net
Gain on disposal of property, plant and equipment, net
Loss on retirement of property, plant and equipment
Loss on impairment of property, plant and equipment
Gain on disposal of intangible assets, net
Loss on impairment of intangible assets
Gain on disposal of equity-method investments

Collection of guarantee deposits
Disposal of property, plant and equipment

276,386

(65,048)

(3,206,657)

(664,396)

Disposal of intangible assets
Acquisition of short-term financial instruments
Acquisition of long-term financial instruments

-

1,056,586

(138,500)

-

930,718

Acquisition of available-for-sale securities

(1,187,142)

-

(33,580)

(37,868)

Acquisition of equity-method investments

(7,773,953)

-

5,856

-

Guarantee deposits provided

(6,103,056)

(2,737,011)

(49,898,458)

(40,040,790)

(4,709,109)

(1,355,525)

(13,680)

(55,993)

Acquisition of property, plant and equipment

236,801

Acquisition of intangible assets

Loss on impairment of equity-method investments

-

311,172

Others

Loss on payment guarantees

-

29,498

Stock compensation expense (income)

(5,592,410)

462,735

(60,868,395)

(39,847,880)

352,765,334

137,933,346

35,000,000

12,000,000

Proceeds from long-term borrowings

3,000,000

1,429,000

Disposal of treasury stock

1,256,455

-

Net cash used in investing activities

-

71,381

Loss(Gain) on foreign currency translation, net

121,452

(28,256)

Loss on impairment of inventories

334,983

186,995

Proceeds from short-term borrowings

Bad debts expense

887,531

222,492

Issuance of short-term debenture

Loss on disposal of trade accounts and notes receivable

Cash flows from financing activities

279

34,329

Other bad debts expense

1,088,784

-

Reversal of allowance for doubtful accounts

(945,123)

(335,500)

4,324

-

Payment of short-term borrowings

Provision for restoration
Interest expenses

180,313

-

Minority interest in income of consolidated subsidiaries

563,787

99,311

7,939,519

Subsidiaries net income before consolidation
Others

￦

59,840
(5,841,552)

26,423

(580,653)

Loss(Gain) on valuation of equity-method investments, net

77,575
(7,232,136)

(866,827)

￦

Payment of cash dividends

(5,423,095)

(3,604,167)

(261,177,349)

(132,051,603)

Payment of current portion of long-term debenture

(19,670,435)

(10,000,000)

Payment of current portion of long-term borrowings

(3,678,034)

(8,753,679)

-

Payment of long-term borrowings

287,827

Payment of long-term debentures

-

￦

(2,000,000)

(1,397,100)

￦

(4,000,000)

Environmental
Management

Accrual of severance benefits

Cash flows from investing activities
Social
Accomplishments

Cash flows from operating activities

Economic
Achievements

2,104,973
(6,559,321)

Others

TISO
Management

Income tax payable

Dividends from equity method investees

Net income

34,861,753

(9,116,641)

Payment of severance benefits

2008

￦

(12,809,883)

Inventories

Years Ended December 31, 2008 and 2007

(in thousands of Korean won)

46,670,161

2007

Sustainable
Management

(in thousands of Korean won)
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Acquisition of treasury stock

2008

￦

Decrease in minority interest

(5,882,330)

2007

￦

(47,123,865)

Others
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities

(78,247)

-

46,988,434

(8,519,656)

11,465,692

144,493

2,320,725

515,049

24,905,736

(760,378)

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents from
changes in scope of consolidation
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

Beginning of the Year
End of the Year

9,694,966

￦

34,600,702

10,455,344

￦

9,694,966

TISO
Management

Cash and cash equivalents

Sustainable
Management

Increase of other cash equivalents

(75,453)

57
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Company Name

Number of

Percentage of

Outstanding Stocks

ownership (%)

Songpa Properties Co., Ltd.

200,000

100.00

Held by Pulmuone Holdings Co., Ltd

337,000

100.00

Held by Pulmuone Holdings Co., Ltd

381,484,455

97.91

Pulmuone U.S.A., Inc.
Pulmuone Wildwood, Inc.

Remarks

Held by Pulmuone U.S.A., Inc.

Major Financial Indices

statements.

Sales and Sales Growth Rate

Operating Profit Margin and Return on Assets

Sustainable
Management

The financial achievements of Pulmuone Holdings, which was reorganized as a pure
holding company, are compared and analyzed based on its consolidated financial

Company Brief

Pulmuone Holdings’
Financial Achievements
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(Unit: KRW 100 million)
TISO
Management
Economic
Achievements

Financial Achievements of Major Subsidiaries
Exofresh Logistics

ECMD

Pulmuone Holdings
Since Pulmuone Holdings has been reorganized as a pure holding company, its financial achievements
should be analyzed based on its consolidated financial statements. According to the consolidated financial

Environmental
Management

statements for the fiscal period which ended on December 31, 2008, the sales of Pulmuone Holdings and its
subsidiaries rose by 23.1% compared to the previous year and their 3-year average growth rate was 18.4%.
The operating profit decreased by 3.1% due to the rise in the cost of raw materials and oil.

Status of Companies Included in the Consolidated Financial Statements
As of December 31, 2008, a total of 14 subsidiaries were included in the consolidated financial statements.
Company Name

Pulmuone Co., Ltd.
Pulmuone Chuncheon

Number of

Percentage of

Outstanding Stocks

ownership (%)

Remarks

Note) As of the date of the
sustainability report,

3,030,010

96.27

Held by Pulmuone Holdings Co., Ltd.

510,020

96.27

Held by Pulmuone Co., Ltd

Pulmunone Holdings has a
100% share of Pulmuone,
and Pulmuone Greenjuice no

Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

longer exists as it was

Creation and Distribution of Economic Value

Pulmuone 2 Tofu

merged into Pulmuone

The overall economic value of Pulmuone Holdings is redistributed

Health & Living on January 1,

to parties with interests in Pulmuone Holdings.

2009.

Others are included in sales costs (separated production

nd

200,000

96.27

Held by Pulmuone Co., Ltd

Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Pulmuone Sprout Co., Ltd.

890,000

96.27

Held by Pulmuone Co., Ltd

Pulmuone 1st Fresh Noodle

890,000

96.27

Held by Pulmuone Co., Ltd

Exofresh Logistics Co., Ltd.

590,381

96.27

Held by Pulmuone Co., Ltd

Myungga Foods Co,, Ltd.

170,010

96.27

50,000

100.00

Held by Pulmuone Holdings Co., Ltd

751,435

100.00

Held by Pulmuone Holdings Co., Ltd

4,676,176

100.00

Held by Pulmuone Holdings Co., Ltd

170,000

100.00

Held by Pulmuone Holdings Co., Ltd

Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Pulmuone Health &
Living Co., Ltd.
ECMD Co., Ltd.
Foodmerce Co., Ltd.
Pulmuone Greenjuice
Co., Ltd.

subsidiaries, subcontractors, etc.)
(Unit: KRW 100 million)

Held by Pulmuone Co., Ltd

(Unit: KRW 100 million)

Foodmerce

Social
Accomplishments

Highlights
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Brand Assessment
Since 2003, Pulmuone Holdings has requested an independent company to assess its brands annually. By
evaluating the various factors which together constitute brand power, Pulmuone Holdings reflects the results

According to the annual brand assessment, Pulmuone Holdings - with its 18 unique brands

brands receive higher points for their reliability, professionalism, and friendliness. In the recognition survey
carried out first for food companies in 2008, 64 out of 100 consumers replied that Pulmuone came first
when it came to food companies (initial recognition: 64.0%). This figure is higher than “company A’s”
27.0% and “company B’s” 3.0%, and is still rising compared to the previous year. As for reliability,
Pulmuone received 6.0 out of 7.0 while “company A” scored 5.6 and “company B” 5.1. As for

Sustainable
Management

- receives higher recognition and reliability points than its competitors.

of assessments of its products and other management activities. Compared to their competitors, Pulmuone

Company Brief
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professionalism, Pulmuone received 5.8 out of 7.0 while “company A” received 5.6 and “company B” 5.1.
“company B” 5.0.

From September 2008 to January 2009, the KMA (Korea Management Association) asked 4,880 managers
from a range of industrial fields, 4,560 general consumers, and 230 stock analysts for their opinions on
respected companies in Korea. In this survey, Pulmuone Holdings was ranked 13th, representing a rise of 10

Pulmuone Holdings has 18 unique brands in each of its business areas.
Brand
Pulmuone

Foodmerce

ECMD

Pulmuone Health & Living

Pulmuone U.S.A

Shanghai Pulmuone
Green Food

Environmental
Management

Exofresh Logistics

places compared to 2008, when it was ranked 23rd.
Social
Accomplishments

Brands of Pulmuone Holdings

Economic
Achievements

Selected as One of 30 Respected Companies

TISO
Management

Finally, as regards friendliness, Pulmuone received 5.8 out of 7.0 while “company A” scored 5.5 and

62

63

First, product and service tasks related to new businesses and products are selected through various strategy
meetings and discussions by the NPD (New Product Development) committee. Second, quality tasks with a
narrow scope which focus on improving the quality of existing businesses and products, and PEM (Product
Excellence Management) tasks with a wider scope which focus on reducing costs while maintaining the

Company Brief
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same quality (or providing better quality at the same cost) are discussed at the quality innovation committee

continuously, Pulmuone Holdings is putting into practice 6-Sigma, TPM (Total Productive
Management), Green Meeting, Irumi Innovation Proposal System, and other unique

and strategy committee under the control of the SCS (Strategic Customer Satisfaction) committee where
achievements are shared and discussed from the customers’ point of view. Third, process innovation tasks
which deal with tangible or intangible business infrastructures are discussed at the PI (Process Innovation)
promotion committee where internal and external processes are dealt with the customers in mind.

Sustainable
Management

To meet ever-changing consumer needs and improve the quality of its products

management programs.
TISO
Management

Mid- and Long-Term Road Map for Management Innovation

Economic
Achievements
Social
Accomplishments

Innovative Management
Pulmuone Holdings' Innovative Management
The purpose of innovative management is to create value and improve the profits generated by new
products, new businesses, existing products, existing businesses and processes based on the proactive

Environmental
Management

participation of management and team leaders and the voluntary participation of team members. To this
end, 6-Sigma and Green Meetings are used as tools. And for projects whose financial achievements are
difficult to assess, COPQ (Cost of Poor Quality) is employed to clarify the company’s achievements.
Procedures of Innovative Management

In the year 2009, which is regarded as an opportune period for laying foundations, Pulmuone Holdings will
carry out achievement-oriented projects by encouraging knowledge workers’ participation and spreading
success experiences. In 2010, the achievements of 2009 will be expanded to the company’s subsidiaries. In
2011, as a period of settlement, innovation activities will be internalized within organizations and processes.

6-Sigma and TPM (Total Productive Management) Activities
Pulmuone Holdings is putting into practice 6-Sigma activities tailored to its business areas. With 6-Sigma, the
innovation of our products, services, product quality and processes will be completed, resulting in the
realization of Pulmuone's mission to “become a Global LOHAS Company caring for both human and
nature.” TPM (Total Productive Management) is a management innovation activity which strengthens
employees and facilities to ensure a greater degree of competence throughout the company. As a method
of reforming its manufacturing sites, Pulmuone Holdings has implemented TPM for the last nine years,
improving the overall management level of sites, materials, and people, and increasing the efficiency of all
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In 2008, the addition of 23 newly trained experts brought the total number of innovation experts to 73.

reform activities, sites are being maintained by improving the MTTR (Mean Time To Repair) and MTBF (Mean

Moreover, the scope of innovation has been expanded from manufacturing and R&D to sales and

Time Between Failure) of major facilities, cost factors in seven areas (overproduction, standing by,

marketing, and will also cover our subsidiaries and subcontractors from 2010. Along with innovation

transportation, processing, stock, movement, low quality) are being reduced, and the QSS (Quality Strategy

expansion, the expert certification system has been established and linked to HR systems in order to provide

System) has been built based on 5S (Sales, Savings, Safety, Standardization, Satisfaction) to provide

systematic 6-Sigma and TPM (Total Productive Management) training.
Trained Experts

TPM Sites and Certificates (Unit: Place, %)

(Unit: Person)

Title
6-Sigma

2006

2007

2008

Total

-

1

-

1

In-house Instructor

-

3

3

6

BB (Black Belt)

4

11

7

22

GB (Green Belt)

6

15

13

34

TPM Expert

7

3

-

10

17

33

23

73

Total

COPQ (Cost of Poor Quality) is defined as costs caused by unreasonable, unnecessary and low value activities
and represents costs that don't need to be spent in perfect quality situations. By using COPQ, which enables

Economic
Achievements

COPQ (Cost of Poor Quality) System

TISO
Management

TPM

MBB (Master Black Belt)

Sustainable
Management

information related to the top manager’s decision making.

Company Brief

facilities and claim reduction. At the same time, from 2009, as a way to realize field-based, fast and flexible

innovation without waste by attaining innovation targets and by efficiently distributing the results of
after developing COPQ items and discovering hidden costs, the COPQ system was established to measure

certified as TPM sites.

and remove waste enterprise-wide.

Innovation Training Programs

Environmental
Management

Training of 6-Sigma and TPM (Total Productive Management)
To establish TPM (Total Productive Management) as a basic activity in the production fields, various training
programs are being provided to foster TPM experts with the ability to manage sites systematically and 6Sigma experts with objective problem-solving ability.

Regular Training Programs
TPM (Total Productive
100
12 Management): Instant Innovation Program: Line Members
Quick 6-Sigma (6-Sigma): Managers

10
TPM (Total Productive
80 Management) Study Groups: Field Experts
6-Sigma: Master Black Belt, Black Belt, Green Belt

8
60
6
40
4
20
2

Status
In 2008, COPQ (Cost of Poor Quality) items were classified into 12 main categories, 36 sub-categories, and
105 assessment categories (marketing: 17; R&D: 25; production: 46; sales: 10; support: 7), and COPQ
occupied 26.9% of gross sales. Selected COPQ items are checked for relations between functional
departments, prioritized, and then carried out according to their type, i.e. 6-Sigma, TPM (Total Productive

0

Social
Accomplishments

innovation in an organic and real-time manner, innovation tasks and achievements are clarified. In 2008,
With continuous TPM activities, from 2001 to 2008, 55 lines (92% of the whole production lines) are

Management) or QSS (Quality Strategy System). All related activities are registered, managed, and shared by
the PMS (Project Management System) and the relevant information is given to management for prompt
decision making.

Green Meeting
The Green Meeting is Pulmuone Holdings’ unique innovation program whereby people from diverse fields
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Suggestion Types

improve company employees’ problem-solving capability, Green Meetings play a major role in developing

In 2009, as suggestions were open to sales promoters and experts, a total of 1,339 suggestions were made.

survival strategies. At the same time, critical innovation issues concerning business discussed with working

The top mileage earners were awarded in April and October 2008.

level employees at Green Meetings are reported to a sponsor armed with a solution, whereupon the solution
New Products

Product
Improvement

Sales/
Marketing

Support

Others

Total

Status

210 (15.6%)

669 (49.9%)

76 (5.8%)

129 (9.6%)

255 (19.4%)

1,339 (100.0%)

From March to December 2008, a total of 21 teams comprising

Plans

2008 the Green Meetings were carried out by each team to

In 2009, the Irumi Innovation Proposal System will be upgraded to provide more functions, and the selection

develop effective problem-solving ability. At the same time, to

rate will be increased to 20% to boost motivation. To encourage employees to make more suggestions,

clarify the topics to be discussed at Green Meetings, the CBI

training will be provided. And more efforts will be made to have the selected suggestion applied in the field.

(Critical Business Issue) committee was established. Issues raised
CR (Cost Reduction) is applied to correct inefficiency and remove waste factors. In other words, its core goal

Meetings. As for voluntary participation, the innovation tour program was implemented to encourage all

is to track the productivity improvement of organizations and employees from the perspective of cost. As it

members to produce results just as they took a trip; and the PMS (Project Management System) was

is difficult to differentiate a company from its competitors simply by practicing various management

introduced to ensure better Green Meeting results. The PMS also made it possible to monitor progress step

techniques, CR is a must for survival and contributes to improving profit structures. Pulmuone will eliminate

by step and develop core solutions effectively, thereby taking innovation to the next level and making a

inefficiency and waste factors to secure competitiveness in the market. Every year, highest-scoring tasks or

great contribution to each individual’s innovation results. In 2008, a ceremony was held to award Green

projects are awarded to motivate employees for CR activities and enhance awareness of CR importance. This

Meetings with good results and, at the conference held at the end of 2008, excellent achievements were

is an objective assessment based on CRF (Cost Reduction Facilitator) system’s qualitative and quantitative

shared with other employees and the CEO gave awards to certain Green Meetings for their excellence. In

judgments.

2008, seven out of 15 teams were awarded. Indeed, the conference gave a considerable boost to
employees’ motivation and become a foundation for voluntary innovation.

Results

Plans

management, distribution routes were improved to reduce return and return alternative costs. At the same

In 2009, Green Meetings will be implemented as in 2008. Tasks will be designated and distributed by the

time, productivity was improved by redesigning vegetable-growing boxes, and costs were brought down by

CBI (Critical Business Issue) committee. After discussion with the innovation support committee, specific
tasks will finally be settled as topics for Green Meetings. In addition, facilitators will be permitted to lead
Green Meetings in 2009.

Irumi Innovation Proposal System
The Irumi Innovation Proposal System is a system which encourages all employees from every background to
make suggestions and implements the selected suggestions immediately. Under the Irumi Innovation
Proposal System, anyone can make suggestions via a portlet on the Web, and the submitted suggestions are

Squeeze: As a program to cut down the expense can be saved without creating additional value, and the

submitted to opinion-gathering and evaluation processes. Without delay, a suggester is informed of whether

design and constituents of the final products can be changed without the customers noticing any

a suggestion is selected or not, and a selected suggestion will be given from 1 to 10 points according to its

difference in quality.

practicality, creativity, and ease of implementation. One mile is given for each point, with one mile being

X-trim: As a cost reduction program through extreme changes in production (OEM self- production),

equivalent to KRW 6,000 in welfare points. The Irumi Innovation Proposal System is open to all employees,

production activities are changed to reduce costs. Costs are saved by changing supply methods and

and provides instant feedback to sales people.

production procedures.

PPV (Purchasing Price Variance): Costs are saved through negotiation in a predictable trust
This system was introduced for two periods in 2008 (April~September and October~March). Additionally,
mileage earners were awarded, with KRW 500,000 going to the highest mileage earner, KRW 400,000 to
the second highest mileage earner, KRW 300,000 to the third, and KRW 200,000 to the fourth and fifth. In
2008, a total of 1,339 suggestions were received, of which 227 were selected, giving a selection rate of
16.9%.

relationship by amending the purchase conditions with partners or merging supply chains.

Fixed Cost: Labor costs, general management costs, wasteful factory expenses and ineffective work
processes are streamlined to improve repeated and inefficient tasks and eliminate unnecessary costs.

Logistics: Delivery efficiency is increased and oil expenses are integrated to reduce costs.

Environmental
Management

In 2008, 76 CR tasks from each department were carried out and monitored. By focusing on detailed

Social
Accomplishments

CR (Cost Reduction) Activities

committee, and then chosen as the topics of the Green

Economic
Achievements

by the CBI committee were discussed by the innovation support

TISO
Management

176 participants held Green Meetings. Unlike previous years, in

Sustainable
Management

is implemented immediately after obtaining that sponsor’s approval.

Company Brief

are brought together to define problems and develop solutions. As an innovation culture tool designed to
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developing Korean bean sprout packing materials and localizing packing materials. On the basis of these
efforts, KRW 1,971 million was saved.
NO

Tool

Task

1

Squeeze

Return/return alternative costs reduction

CR (KRW Million)

2

Squeeze

Productivity improved by newly designed vegetable-growing boxes

3

Squeeze

Cost reduction by applying MP (Modified Atmosphere) packing materials

604
Sustainable
Management

1,223
144

Plans
In 2009, in a drive to complete the mission of “Strengthening Competitiveness by Improving Profit

TISO
Management

Structures,” processes and products will be reformed, cooperation between the relevant departments will be
enhanced by strategic purchase and waste factor removal, and inefficient work eradication and CR tasks will
be carried out in order to eliminate activities that don’t produce customer value.
discussion session, stockholders shared management achievements and future visions, expressed their

Innovative Management in Child Companies

Pulmuone Declared Non-GMO
Foodmerce

On July 16, 2008, Pulmuone announced that they would not use GMOs in any of their products, including
soybean oil. Having issued its Non-GMO declaration earlier than other food companies, Pulmuone has gone

under the motto “The Next Fifty+.” In 2007, they held the 1 Innovation Ceremony for “The Next Fifty+”

on to establish its position as a Global LOHAS company firmly in the food industry.

st

and 17 teams carried out innovative tasks. In 2008, in-depth training for 6-Sigma was given to improve the
employees’ ability to use 6-Sigma tools. Each team developed CBIs (Critical Business Issue) and carried out

Pulmuone’s Non-GMO scope and implementation method are as follows.

13 innovation tasks. Foodmerce is pursuing innovation in all areas including product/service differentiation,
First, Pulmuone has been using only non-GMO soybeans for tofu or sprouts for a long time. In August

every year to award excellent innovation teams.

2008, Pulmuone announced that only non-GMO soybean would be used for tofu and sprouts, and KRW
400 million has been and will be spent every year on periodical quantitative and qualitative testing of

ECMD

processed food as well as soybeans to keep its Non-GMO promise.

Training for Innovation Leaders

Second, Pulmuone soybean oils will be made from non-GMO materials. Until now, only oils made from

Every year, through training aimed at fostering innovation leaders, ECMD raises facilitators and Green

GMO materials have been produced in Korea. Since there was no choice in the matter, Pulmuone also

Meeting courses are included in its general training program. In 2008, 34 facilitators were trained in

produced soybean oils with GMO materials; however, only non-GMO materials will be used for Pulmuone’s

problem definition, problem analysis, and solutions development to lead innovation. Green Meeting courses

soybean oils. Even though GMO beans are used to produce soybean oils, GMO constituents are not

were held twice - basic training for 121 employees and specialized training for 70 employees - to enable an

detected in soybean oils. Because of this, the current regulation does not require companies to mark GMO

innovation mindset to take root in ECMD’s corporate culture.

beans that are used in their products. Regardless of this regulation, Pulmuone will use only non-GMO beans
for soybean oils to increase customer satisfaction.

Innovation Convention
The ECMD holds innovation conventions every November to announce its innovation results while turning

Third, Pulmuone will continue to use only non-GMO materials for corn oils, starch, and starch sugar, too.

the heavy topic, innovation into festival for more participation from its employees. At the 2 innovation

Pulmuone has been using only non-GMO materials for corn oils, starch, and starch sugar (fruit sugar, grape

convention, held in 2008, eight teams gave presentations on their results and were awarded based on

sugar, and syrup) and will maintain this practice.

nd

quantitative, qualitative and procedural assessments of their innovation results.

Fresh Food Business

Creative Management

‘Sunsal Eomuk’ (Fish paste) without Starch and Flour
Pulmuone has brought new life to the processed marine product market. While small companies were

Pulmuone Holdings, General Meeting of Stockholders

producing fish paste with various synthetic additives or starch and flour but less fish content, Pulmuone

nd

Attended by 140 stockholders, Pulmuone Holdings’ 2 General Meeting of Stockholders was held on March

introduced Sunsal Eomuk, which contains more than 86% fish content, without the addition of starch or

26, 2009 under the topic “True Corporate Value” at Kring, a multicultural building in Daechi-dong. In the

flour, to satisfy customers’ need for fresher, safer food. At the same time, synthetic ingredients such as MSG

Environmental
Management

new business model development and procedure improvement, and holds conventions for “The Next Fifty+”

Social
Accomplishments

For sustainable management, Foodmerce has been carrying out innovation activities based on 6-Sigma,

Economic
Achievements

opinions freely and actively, and discussed Pulmuone’s past, present and future with its top management.
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and environmentally-friendly materials. By setting upgrade directions in core categories of each step,
Foodmerce spares no effort in developing new products with the customers’ health and safety in mind.

Company Brief

Bareunsun, launched Bareunsun Plus, which has been upgraded with enhanced nutrients (calcium, DHA)

Better Efficiency between Distributors and Manufacturers
mart. On the basis of the ECR (Efficient Consumer Response) project with Lotte Mart, Pulmuone won the
best award at the Asia-Pacific Conference on October 14, 2008. With Lotte Mart, Pulmuone conducted a
consumer behavior survey under the topic, ‘The Effectiveness of Clustering by Customer’s Lifestyle’, and

Sustainable
Management

On January 30, 2008, Pulmuone introduced the JBP (Joint Business Plan) for the first time in Korea with E-

differentiated shops by hypothesis building, assortment management and display weighting.
TISO
Management
Economic
Achievements

(Monosodium Glutamate), synthetic preserver such as Potassium Sorbate, and antioxidants were not used,
but non-GMO brown rice oil was used. To maintain the hygiene of manufacturing lines, HACCP (Hazard
Analysis Critical Control Point) certified sites were used. This will give Pulmuone the upper hand in the
market, as the government is planning to require all processed marine producers to be certified by HACCP.

Social
Accomplishments

Non-Sterilizing Process for Cold Ready Meals with a Seven-Day or Longer Expiration Period
As the number of small families, one-person households and dual-income families is rising, the ready meal
market is expected to expand. One of the most popular products in the ready meal market, the lunch box
can be preserved for only three days at low temperatures. To overcome this problem, products should be
sterilized. However, if sterilized, they lose their flavor, taste and color. To cope with this problem, Pulmuone

Environmental
Management

redesigned certain processes so that each material (fried or cooked in the oven) is sterilized while it is
cooked. Thanks to this initiative, Pulmuone succeeded in sterilizing food while keeping its taste and flavor so
that products can be distributed for longer than seven days.

Applying for a Patent for Tofu Packing with Negative Pressure Technology
Tofu packing contains water in order to prevent tofu from degrading and provide the best quality products
for customers by absorbing external shocks during the filling, sterilizing and distributing of tofu. To prevent
the water from spilling, negative pressure technology is applied. The core idea behind negative pressure
technology is to use less filling water in tofu packing by limiting the amount of air in the packages. After

Listening to
stakeholders

testing to determine how much filling water is spilt when opening a tofu pack, compared to conventional
packing, the design target was set to use 20ml less filling water. To create negative pressure in the product,

The company is working to create new markets.

The company places great emphasis on innovation.

the packaging procedures were changed and added, making it possible to seal the pack with less filling
water. In the first heat sealing, 50% of the filling water is drained, and the rest is drained in the second heat
sealing to keep the tofu tightly packaged. Now, customers no longer need to worry about water spillage

Avarage
Community

86.5%
90.6%

Avarage

75.6%

Community

75.0%

Subcontractor

75.0%

when they open a tofu pack.
Subcontractor

Health-Oriented Catering Business

Customer

ECMD, after looking for new markets to overcome stagnant market growth and severe competition,

Employee

87.6%
81.0%
86.9%

Customer
Employee

64.4%
87.8%

launched its catering business in 2009. ECMD launched the catering brand “Baytree,” which uses organic
materials, and is striving to provide a service that satisfies customers from the beginning to the end.

The survey of stakeholders had 833 respondents in total - 565 executives and employees, 164 customers, 72
members of partner companies, and 32 members of local communities. It was conducted for two weeks from

Bareunsun Plus Products

May 6~20, 2009 through online and offline methods. The total score of positive opinions (5~7 points) of each

In September 20009, taking children’s health into consideration, Foodmerce’s school catering brand,

interested party is as stated above.

Social Accomplishments of Pulmuone Holdings
Pulmuone exists because of our customers as well as our employees and executives, partners, and the
members of local communities. We always do our best to ensure a happy, harmonious companionship
with them.

Totheroadof

togetherness
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Pulmuone Holdings listens to the voices of all of our customers to deliver happiness to

2008 Major Accomplishments

2009 Major Plans

Listening to

· Expanded activities aimed at improving

· Plan to select top five issues based on the

Consumers’

problems to the entire company based on the

Opinions

opinions of customers and business partners.

main priority of each business department,
and to continuously monitor follow-up
management activities.

Provision of

· Adopted a complete marking system.

Product

· Expanded the application of a production

Information

tracking information system.

· Plan to provide information about raw
materials and consumption methods on
e-shop, an external publication.

· Offered factory tours.

· Plan to expand the application of a

·Pulmuone Holdings’ CS Center achieved

· Pulmuone Holdings’ CS Center plans

Sustainable
Management

them. We promise to leave a strong impression on our customers beyond mere satisfaction.

Category
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Together with Our Customers
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production tracking information system.

Customer

78.8 points on the Consumer Satisfaction

Satisfaction Index

Index, which is 5.9 points higher compared

to achieve 80 points in 2009.

TISO
Management

Improvement of

to the previous year (2008).
· Adopted a Single-Sign-On System which

Individual

allows automatic logging in to other

Information

related company homepages when logging

· Plan to start Customer Relation Management
(CRM) activities using customer information.

in to the homepages of Pulmuone Holdingsrelated companies.

Food Safety Management

Mission and Goal
As a Global LOHAS company caring for both human and nature, we manage the entire production and
distribution processes of our products and services according to the strictest principles in order to provide

Institute of Food and Culture

Customer Satisfaction Management, abiding by the customer-related regulations and processing the

Food Safety Planning Investigation

dissatisfaction and complaints of our customers.

To ensure the safety of our products, we have initiated a series of preventive food safety activities by
collecting information related to the safety of domestic and foreign foods. In 2008, the regulations on food

Departments in Charge

production were revised on five occasions, and 14 food-related social problems, including the melamine

Food Safety Management: Institute of Food and Culture of Pulmuone Holdings, Foodmerce Food Safety

incident and the pesticide incident concerning Chinese-made dumplings, were reported. Regarding these

Center

issues, the Institute of Food and Culture conducted analyses of residual pesticides, GMOs, and norovirus in

Customer Satisfaction Management: Pulmuone Holdings’ CS (Customer Satisfaction) Center (Pulmuone,

groundwater; implemented a management system for foreign substances, the monitoring of microorganisms

Customer Satisfaction Management of Pulmuone Health & Living), ECMD CS Team, Foodmerce Customer
Center, Exofresh Logistics CS Team
2008 Food Safety Issues & State of Regulatory Revisions
2008 Major Accomplishments and 2009 Major Plans
Category

2008 Major Accomplishments

2009 Major Plans

Food Safety

· Constructed the food safety procedure

· Plan to expand the range of items for analysis

Management

· Conducted a food safety planning
investigation into food safety and raw
materials in over 7,000 cases.
· Strengthened the company’s capability for
analysis by expanding the international
accreditation test methods.
· Appointed the Foodmerce Food Safety
Center as a self-quality contractual
inspection institute in July.

under the food safety planning investigation.
· Plan to appoint the Foodmerce Food Safety
Center as a superior agricultural product
approval institute and a superior agricultural
product analysis reporting institute.

Environmental
Management

authentic wholesome foods to our customers for their health and happiness. Additionally, we practice

Social
Accomplishments

Disclosure of Pulmuone’s Management Approach

Economic
Achievements

Protection of
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raw materials and products, and conducted melamine tests on them. As regards the increase of food

recent years, we also conduct research - in cooperation with the Division of Diet Research - into nutritional

contamination incidents by norovirus in groundwater, we conducted norovirus analyses at factories that use

ingredients, such as sodium, which can cause harmful side effects when consumed to excess, in order to

groundwater, the results of which confirmed that they were all negative. We also conducted a safety

reduce their inclusion in our products; and we have introduced the research as part of the safety evaluation.

planning investigation regarding five cases of regulatory response monitoring and 13 cases of social issue

Even after the products are released into the market after passing the inspections, we collect products

response monitoring.

directly from stores regularly and conduct safety inspections to monitor their safety.

Food Safety Evaluation

Strengthening Analytical Capability by Extending International Accreditation Test Methods

All of the raw materials used by Pulmuone Holdings are evaluated by the Food Safety Center before their

As increasing numbers of harmful materials are being discovered, we have concentrated on strengthening

inclusion in our products. Only when they satisfy the internal standard of Pulmuone Holdings (Refer to page

the analytical capability of the Institute of Food and Culture of Pulmuone Holdings by extending the

40 of the 2008 Sustainable Management Report of the Pulmuone Holdings Food Safety Management

international accreditation test methods. By 2007, we had established a method of analyzing some 395

Standard), which is stricter than the standards set by the official regulations, and only if they receive a pass

items, including 6 minerals, 6 general ingredients, 2 toxin fungi, 255 residual pesticides, 7 preservatives, 9

judgment, can the raw materials be used in our products. After the first inspection of the raw materials, the

tar colors, 14 fatty acids, 15 nutritive elements, 12 microorganisms (including drinking water), and 19 other

finished products receive a second safety evaluation prior to their shipment. When they satisfy all the

ingredients, and conducted safety and functionality evaluations on all of them. In 2008, we established a

internal standards of Pulmuone Holdings and the regulatory standards, they can be released as a new

method of analysis for the functional ingredients of beta carotene and vitamins B1, B2, B6, and B12, and

product. In 2008, safety evaluations of more than 7,000 cases of raw materials and products were

established test methods for one item of fungus toxin, melamine, saccharin sodium, sudan dye color,

conducted, representing an increase of 11% compared to the 6,800 cases evaluated in 2007. If the raw

procyanidin, residual antibiotics, and norovirus in groundwater in order to strengthen our ability to analyze

materials do not satisfy our internal standards from their first inspection, an inspection is conducted again

harmful materials.

after replacing the raw materials with new ones or after changing the producer of the materials: this process
is repeated until the raw materials satisfy the internal standards. For the safety evaluation, we have

Foodmerce Food Safety Center

implemented a system of testing for the presence of harmful materials, such as heavy metals, residual

The Foodmerce Food Safety Center was established with the intention of providing safer, more wholesome
food ingredients to consumers by conducting test analyses in conformance with the product conditions

2007 Items

2008 Additional Items

The Function of the Foodmerce Food Safety Center

9 heavy metals

Mercury

Vitamin C

Saccharin sodium

Category

Contents

255 residual pesticides

GMO

Folic acid

Melamine

Operation of the QA

The QA Team checks the legal compliance of products; controls the safety, quality,

Fungus toxin

Trans fat

CoQ10

Sudan dye color

(Quality Assurance) Team

and sanitary production conditions of products by monitoring the entire processing

Nitrate

Microorganism:

Fungus toxin

for Quality Sanitation

procedures of the partner companies, ranging from incoming raw materials to the

Kimchi parasite

Environmental hormones
such as PCBs

AV/POV

Fungus quantity

Thiamine

Residual antibiotics

Aflatoxin

General microorganism
(4 items)

Isoflavone

Total procyanidin

Management

shipment of products; and strictly manages the companies which deal with major
regulated products with a high incidence of food poisoning.

Prior Management

Food samplings of partner companies are conducted according to a quality inspection
schedule, along with regular sanitation inspections of individual workers, tools, and

7 preservatives

Niacin

Folic acid

Groundwater Norovirus

MSG

6 general ingredients

Saccharine

Beta carotene

facilities, in order to prevent the occurrence of sanitation problems.

Residual sulfur dioxide

Benzopyrene

Residual antibiotics

Vitamins B1, B2, B6, B12

5 minerals including Na

GABA

Ethyl Carbamate

as to ensure constant quality, quantity, temperature, and time. A database has been

Post Management

Post management is conducted to ensure the supply of high-quality food ingredients
whose safety has been confirmed through inspections of sampling and quality, as well

Antibiotics

14 fatty acids

Biogenic amine

created to collectively manage the tracking of the products, claims, and sanitation of

Saturated fat

Sulfur dioxide

Tannin

partner companies.

Acrylamide

Rutin

5 organic acids

Operation of the SA

The SA Team analyzes a total of 16 microorganisms, including poisonous bacteria

Organic solvents in packaging

17 amino acids

(Safety Assurance) Team

generated by food processing; ensures the safety of food ingredients via physical and

Phthalate

7 residual solvents

for Quality/Sanitation

chemical analyses of 35 items; and constantly monitors the standard of required items.

High calorie content

9 tar colors

Management

By setting May - September as an intensive food poisoning management period, the

9 pathogenic microorganisms

Capsaicinoids

team strictly controls products against food poisoning to guarantee zero sanitation

Ochratoxin

Dietary fiber

incidents.

Environmental
Management

Items for Analysis

Social
Accomplishments

small amount of such substances are detected. As consumers’ interest in health matters has increased in

Economic
Achievements

worry about; as such, we are able to conduct a causal analysis and take corrective action even when only a

which was once a major social issue, and to ensure the safety of our products, we collected all the related

TISO
Management

safety elements and by establishing a management scheme. Notably, to check for the presence of melamine,

Sustainable
Management

pesticides, and pathogenic microorganisms, as well as GMOs, preservatives, and MSGs that consumers

Company Brief

in instant consumption and convenience food products; and constructed a food safety procedure by finding
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Listening to the Opinions of Consumers

reliability and transparency. The center has been designated as a quality contractual inspection institute in

All the companies of Pulmuone Holdings have a systemic procedure for receiving VOC (Voice of the

accordance with Article 18 of the Food Sanitation Act and Article 17.3 of Enforcement Ordinance of the

Customer) and VOE (Voice of the Employee) from off-line sources, classifying them into approximately 170

same Act. A quality contractual inspection institute is an organization that executes a contractual quality

items, and selecting issues requiring improvement so that each responsible member of personnel can carry

inspection of products produced by a company if the company cannot perform inspection internally. The

out improvement activities on a continuous basis.
Sustainable
Management

Food Safety Center inspects not only the Foodmerce brand’s products but also performs a contractual

Company Brief

required by the client, and by testing and managing the appropriateness of food standards to ensure

quality inspection of the partners’ regularly in terms of the appropriateness of the products’ standard and
size, and continuously manages their safety.
The Management Procedure of the Foodmerce Food Safety Center

TISO
Management
Economic
Achievements
Social
Accomplishments
Environmental
Management

Management of Foodmerce Food Ingredient Safety Index
A total of 30 brand companies, including 22 Bareunsun and 8 Bon&Sun, as well as a total of 29 non-brand

Status of Pulmuone Holdings CS Center’s Receipt of VOC

agricultural/fishing/dairy/industrial products, are under the management of the food safety index. A food

According to the VOC of Pulmuone in 2008,

safety index is derived based on such factors as inspection results (30%), quality control inspection (25%),

inquiries about products and distribution decreased

VOC management (25%), and non-conformity rate (20%), and a management cycle is determined

by 5% and 10%, respectively, compared to 2007,

depending on the index. The average index in 2007 was 68.8 points, while the index in 2008 was 74.3

due to an increase in food safety-related incidents

points, showing an increase of 5.5 points compared to the previous year.

nationwide. However, product complaints related
to the marking of the country of origin of raw

Communication with Customers

materials and complaints about distribution, i.e.
those concerning the lapse of time from

For customers who care about their physical and mental health and who lead an environmentally-friendly

production to distribution in stores, increased by

pattern of consumption, Pulmuone Holdings produces various household food products, such as natural

19% and 14%, respectively. Based on the contents

fresh foods, simple-cooking foods for the convenience of consumers, and healthy functional foods for a

of the receipts, improvement issues and activities have been continuously discovered, and the issues

nutritionally balanced, healthy lifestyle, and provides various services and products of food ingredients,

discovered in 2007 and 2008 are 88 cases and 102 cases, respectively.

including catering services and contractual food services for hospitals or schools. In order to provide products
and services that are suited to the needs of customers, Pulmuone Holdings operates a consolidated customer

The VOC regarding the cold single channel of the Pulmuone Health & Living in 2008 amounted to 22,576

center focusing on Pulmuone brands, and runs its own customer service center for each subsidiary company

complaints, representing a decrease of 13% compared to 2007, and the VOC of the visit sales channel for

by considering the characteristics of each service.

health functional foods in 2008 decreased by about 14% compared to 2007.

80
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For the service satisfaction survey, we selected the evaluation items according to the order of service

Type

Menu

Service

Taste

Out of Stock

Sanitation

Other

procedure, and are making every effort to increase satisfaction with the logistics service by investigating the

No of
complaints

51

43

42

30

28

7

trend of SQI change. In the survey conducted in 2008, 75.4 points were awarded out of a total of 100

Contents

Composition,
Quality

Behavior,
Uniform

Seasoning,
Cooking,
Ageing

Delay,

Foreign matter, OperationExpiration date related
complaints

points, showing a decrease of 0.6 points compared to 2007.

Sustainable
Management

Quantity,
Replacement

Company Brief

Status of ECMD CS Team’s Receipt of VOC
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TISO
Management

Consumer
Satisfaction
To assess the level of
customers’ satisfaction,
Pulmuone Holdings conducts

Survey of Satisfaction with the ECMD CS Team

and requests internal or

Every 6 months, we conduct this survey, which consists of 25 items related to 8 main factors, namely

external institutes to conduct

satisfaction with food products, satisfaction with facilities, reliability, etiquette, responsiveness, sanitation,

surveys

accessibility, and customer-oriented quality. Based on the results of the survey, we make every effort to
provide better services to our customers. In the survey conducted in 2008, 80 points were awarded out of a

and services, which are

maximum of 100 points, showing a decrease of 0.2 points compared to 2007.

on

appropriate

for

each

characteristic of business.

Social
Accomplishments

consumers’

satisfaction with its products

Economic
Achievements

various monitoring activities

Environmental
Management

State of Satisfaction Related Survey
Survey of Satisfaction with Pulmuone Holdings CS Center’s Consultation Service
Once a year, Pulmuone Holdings conducts this survey, which consists of a total of 16 items related to four

Survey of Satisfaction with the Foodmerce Customer Center

main factors, namely overall feeling, connectivity with and the response of consultants, processing after

In the second half of 2005 Foodmerce constructed a customer response system, and since then has

consultation, and the compensation service. Based on the results of the survey, the level of satisfaction

conducted CS activities externally and operated TFT internally in order to strengthen CS capability and

appears to be improving each year. In 2009, our goal is to achieve 80 points by improving consultant

improve its relationship with the customers. A survey of customers’ satisfaction and loyalty is in progress,

connectivity, speeding up processing, and increasing consumers’ satisfaction with compensation.

and the results of the survey conducted in 2008 show a score of 78.3 points out of a maximum of 100
points, representing an increase of 5.0 points compared to 2007. Based on the detailed survey of
satisfaction by customer type, we are constantly endeavoring to increase our customers’ sense of
satisfaction.

Survey of Exofresh Logistics SQI (Service Quality Index)
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management operation system for customers’ personal information acquired online. In particular, the

Pulmuone Holdings voluntarily recalls defective and/or potentially harmful products identified during the

management of information has been consolidated, but we allow customers to select available sites

product manufacturing or distribution processes. By applying the strengthened standard, partly as a result of

themselves. In addition, we are equipped with a system that automatically deletes related personal

food safety issues which arose in 2008 and partly due to our aim of reliably executing a voluntary recall

information when a customer withdraws his or her membership.

Company Brief

Instances of Voluntary or Involuntary Product Recall & the Reasons for Them

procedure, 130 cases of recall occurred in 2008, an increase of 67% compared to 2007; the cause of most

Type of
Voluntary Recalls

Number of Cases
2006
2007

Information Protection Policy & Related Sites

Major Causes
2008

14

8

16

Omission/error/damage to expiration date marking

Defective Contents

13

4

3

Omission/smell/sensory defect of the attached product

Deterioration

-

1

3

Microorganism standard exceeded

Foreign Matter, Insect

-

3

6

Foreign matter mixed in product
Wrong reuse of promotional packaging material

-

2

2

Total

27

18

30

Economic
Achievements

Other

TISO
Management

Marking Error

Status of Legal Compliance Related to Customers

Social
Accomplishments

Violations of Regulations Related to Consumer Safety & Complaints
Pulmuone Holdings makes every effort to comply with regulations related to consumers’ safety, and
executed business activities faithfully in 2008 in accordance with the standards specified by each regulation.

Violations of Regulations Related to the Provision of Product Information Provision
Foods by Pulmuone are for the Health and Happiness of All.’ to our customers. We are providing product

Policy and Management of the Provision of Product Information

information to our customers through a complete marking system and a production tracking information
system, and by offering factory tours. In 2008, there were no violations of the standards specified by law.

Complete Marking System
Since adopting a complete marking system on May 15, 2006, Pulmuone Holdings has disclosed the ‘raw

State of Compliance with the Advertisement Standard and Voluntary Codes

materials and additives’ contained in all the products produced and distributed by Pulmuone Holdings, the

Pulmuone Holdings complies with all regulations related to advertisements, especially in the case of health

‘14 major nutritional components’ set by the US FDA Standard’, the ‘5 major nutritional components under

functional foods. We distribute Internet contents, packages, leaflets, and advertisements after submitting

supervision’, and raw materials liable to cause or exacerbate allergies. The information is disclosed on the

them to an advertisement review by the Korea Health Supplement Association in accordance with the law.

packages, and detailed information is fully provided on the company’s homepage. In 2009, we plan to

Additionally, regarding package markings and leaflets, we operate an internal review procedure so that they

provide information about recipes and how to eat well, along with stories about the raw materials of

are delivered to our customers after prior inspection by the Advertisement Marking Review Committee,

products, through various media sources such as Pulmuone’s internal newsletter, ‘Big Bowl Similar to

which consists of internal experts from our company.

Nature,’ and ‘Product Stories of Pulmuone Holdings’, e-Shop, so that customers can obtain more detailed
information about our products.

Violations of Regulations Related to Ads and Marketing
Pulmuone Holdings makes every effort to comply with the standards related to advertisement as well as to

Production Tracking Information System

the regulations related to marketing, and we conduct our business activities faithfully in accordance with the

By adopting a production tracking information system, which manages information on each step of the

standards set by each law. As a result, in 2008, there were no violations of the standards specified by law.

product process from the production of agricultural raw materials to sales and distribution, we trace and
manage agricultural products when any safety problems arise so that we can clarify the causes of the

Complaints Related to Consumers’ Privacy Violations

problems and take the appropriate action (Item 4 (3) of Article 2 of the Agricultural Products Quality

Pulmuone Holdings values the privacy of its customers’ personal information, and complies with the Personal

Management Act). In 2008, we expanded the system to 13 Korean soybean tofu products, 6 organic

Information Protection Regulations prescribed by the Act on the Promotion of the Utilization of Information

soybean tofu products, 3 soybean curd tofu products, and 6 organic bean sprout and Korean bean sprout

and Communications Networks as well as with the Personal Information Protection Directives enacted by the

products.

Ministry of Information and Communication. In 2008, we constructed and began operating a consolidated

Environmental
Management

The principle that Pulmuone Holdings has steadfastly abided by is that of providing ‘Authentic Wholesome

Sustainable
Management

of these recalls was found to be marking errors, which almost doubled compared to 2007.
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Pulmuone Holdings rarely opens its doors to the outside world due to concerns about safety and sanitation,
but it does run a factory tour program for customers who care about authentic wholesome food production,
enabling them to observe in a transparent way that Pulmuone Holdings provides customers with foods that
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Together with Employees
and Executives

Company Brief

Factory Tour Program
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are wholesome and safe. About 15 factory tours are offered each year, usually during April~June and
customers visited the Pulmuone Health & Living Doan Factory.

We run various policies and welfare programs so that all our employees and executives can
be proud of working for Pulmuone Holdings.

Marking Review Committee

Sustainable
Management

September~November. In 2008, about 1,800 customers visited the Eumseong factory, and a total of 6,601

Pulmuone Holdings operates the Marking Review Committee to provide more accurate information about its
TISO
Management

products to customers. In 2008, a total of 621 cases were reviewed.

Economic
Achievements

Mission & Goal
To carry out the mission of becoming a ‘Global LOHAS Company caring for both human and nature,’ we
pursue transparent and performance-oriented hiring policies to enhance the sense of pride felt by workers of
business strategies.

Departments in Charge
HR Planning Team General hiring tasks of Pulmuone Holdings
HR Team Tasks related to policies for major hiring and educational training
ER (Employee Relationship) Team Tasks related to labor relations policies and communications
Management Support Office Tasks related to the operation of general hiring and labor relations

Listening to
stakeholders

Policy
The major policies of Pulmuone Holdings include communication-based performance management and fair
Make efforts for the safety of customers.

compensation, labor-management co-prosperity based on mutual trust, the provision of safe jobs and a
91.4%

Actively engage in communications to accommodate the requirements and needs of customers.

sound work/life balance, the fostering of leadership for sustainable performance creation, the acquisition of
core human resources, and the construction of a voluntary participatory training system.

76.1%

Employment State & Policy

Listen to customer complaints and strive to resolve them.

74.8%

Based on the labor principles of the UN Global Compact, the hiring and labor policies of Pulmuone Holdings
respect freedom of assembly as well as the right of collective bargaining, eliminate all forms of forced labor,
abolish child labor, and remove all forms of discrimination in hiring and work. Additionally, from the internal

For two weeks between May 6~20, 2009, online and offline surveys were conducted on the future, customers,

perspective, we comply with the regulations related to human rights and labor in accordance with a

the environment, society, and employees. 164 customers participated in the survey, and the employees’

collective agreement and the rules of employment.

opinions were found to be positive (average score: 5~7 points).

Environmental
Management

Pulmuone Holdings as strategic partners who support and execute the company’s management policies and

Social
Accomplishments

Disclosure on Management Approach
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2008 Major Accomplishments

2009 Major Plans

In 2008, the job creation rate was 8.3%, for an average annual employment turnover rate of 1.59%,

Work and

Operated Employee Assistance

Expand counseling programs

showing a continuously decreasing trend. The length of employment was 5.0 years at the end of 2008,

Life Balance

Program (EAP)

Expand family-friendly programs

showing an increasing trend annually. The management team accounted for just 1.0% of the total

Establishment of

Achieved no labor-management

Develop labor-management

workforce.

Category

Communication

cooperation programs

Rate of Recruitment for Non-regular Position

Trust
Members’

Participated in GWP, work

Opinions

research surveys

Provision of

Industrial

0.61%

Safe Jobs

Accident Rate

1.1% from 7.7% in 2007. This was due to a temporary increase in the number of promoters. If temporary

of Human

per Person

Resources

Training Programs

regular positions.

at all factories

Labor Demand and Supply in Major Industrial Areas

Promote health improvement policy

Pulmuone Holdings contributes to the development of the local community by hiring workers first and
foremost from the community where its business is located. Exofresh Logistics hires over 92% of the onsite

74H

workers of its Logistics Center from neighborhood areas, and Foodmerce hires workers for its three regional
Operated programs for fostering

Develop LOHAS experience

branches (as well as promotional workers) from local communities. For factories located in the Doan region

core capabilities and leadership

programs

of Chungcheongbuk-do and the Yangju region of Gyeonggi-do, Pulmuone Health & Living has hired 21

Economic
Achievements

Training Hours

workers are excluded, we usually recruit for regular positions, and actively pursue a policy of recruiting for

Install physical training facilities

Improved physical training facilities

Activities

Cultivation

Decrease accident rate by 20%
compared to 2008

TISO
Management

Preventive

The rate of recruitment for non-regular positions of Pulmuone Holdings is 8.8%, showing an increase of

Execute improvement tasks

Sustainable
Management

Labor-Management conflicts by establishing mutual trust

Company Brief

Job Creation Rate & Turnover Rate

2008 Major Accomplishments and 2009 Major Plans
General Hiring

87

workers for the past 3 years.

Year
Employment

2007

2008

3,202

3,344

3,620

Ratio of Management Team (%)

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

4.7

4.9

5.0

Length of Employment (yr)
Job Creation Rate*
Non-regular Position Hiring Rate
Employment Turnover Turnover Rate (%) **
Female Workforce

Total Distribution (%)

In the general HR management of hiring, training, compensation, and promotion, Pulmuone Holdings strives

(Current Year Number of

to eliminate discrimination based on race, gender, age, religion, national origin, disability or group

People-Previous Year
Number of People)÷

characteristics as specified by the law (Article 6 of the Employment Regulations). We regularly examine the

Previous Year Number of

state of discriminating treatment by holding a meeting with HR personnel every quarter. There has been no

People X 100

discrimination violation over the past 3 years.

8.0%

4.4

8.3%

11.6%

7.7%

8.8%

2.0%

1.64%

1.59%

(Monthly Average Turnover

56.2%

60.1%

59.7%

÷Monthly Average

Pulmuone Holdings offers education on the prevention of sexual harassment, both online and offline, for all

Number of Workers) X 100

its employees. In 2008, about 3,156 workers attended the education course (participation ratio: 87%), and

**Turnover Rate

Human Rights Training for Employees and Executives

0.3%

0.4%

0.4%

49

48

60

we plan to strengthen continuous education and monitoring. Additionally, we strictly monitor whether the

Ratio of Maternity Leave Use (%)

100%

100%

100%

workers of partner companies, who are responsible for security and guard, receive education about human

Return to Work Rate (%) 96%

100%

98%

The Disabled

Ratio of Disabled Employees

Maternity Leave

Number of Maternity Leave (person)

rights and other items specified by the law. We also offer online and offline industrial safety education for
new employees.
The Current State of Human Rights Education for Partner Companies

Composition of Employees
The total number of employees at the end of 2008

Category

2008 Composition of Jobs

Planned Number Actual Number
of Recipients

of Participants

23

23

Offering Ratio

Contents of Education

100%

Education on prevention of

stood at 3,620. The composition of employees

Partner

shows that, in addition to office workers, there are

Companies

sexual harassment

production workers, sales persons, nutritionists,

Employees

Education on protection of

and cooks who work on site, with female workers

the socially weak

accounting for 60% of the total workforce. Out of
the total 3,620 employees, the ratio of male to
female workers is 1,460:2,160. Among the office

Provision of Stable Jobs

and production workers, females account for 32%,
which reveals that female workers are evenly distributed across the different positions.

Prohibition of Forced Corporate Restructuring

Environmental
Management

2006
Total Number of Employees (person)

*Job Creation Ratio

Social
Accomplishments

A Policy for Eliminating Discrimination

The Current State of Employment
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Major Welfare Programs

exception when we have to release our employees from employment for reasons related to the internal

System

Contents

regulations or the law.

Selectable Welfare System

· By providing welfare points specified each year, employees can select desired
items, according to individual necessity, from various welfare items such as books,

Right to Freedom of Assembly

Company Brief

Pulmuone Holdings does not practice physical, forced corporate restructuring. However, we make an
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concerts or plays, travel, theme parks, or health check-ups.
· As a Global LOHAS company, we provide LOHAS points so that employees can

voluntarily join the union or assemblies in accordance with the criteria specified by the labor union and the

purchase health functional foods and cosmetics at low prices and lead a healthy life.

Labor Relations Adjustment Act. There has been no violation related to assembly or the right of organization

Company’s Own

over the past 3 years.

Product_Assistance

Policies Related to Changes of Workplace

Club Activity Assistance

·For the company’s own green juice, mineral water or health functional foods,
we provide a given amount of assistance (30%~40%) so that employees can

Sustainable
Management

Pulmuone Holdings guarantees labor union and other representative assemblies, and all employees can

purchase them at low prices.

volunteer work, the company assists development and activity expenses.

collective agreement so that we can reflect the employees’ opinions. We consider their particular aptitudes

·As of the end of 2008, about 1,000 employees joined 41 clubs.
Group Insurance Purchase

employees might have. Additionally, in the case of long-distance relocation, we try to minimize any

(Life/Accident Insurances)

inconvenience by assisting with their housing rent and relocation expenses (1 month).

· In cases of death or disaster caused by work or reasons other than work, the
company provides financial assistance up to KRW 100 million.
·Depending on the special contract concluded with each individual, the company pays
hospital expenses for diagnostic testing for cancer and two major diseases (cerebral

Compliance with Regulations Prohibiting Child Labor and Forced Labor

hemorrhage, myocardial infarction).
Experience of the

by the International Labor Organization (ILO). In particular, we prohibit forced female labor in accordance

Healience Village

with the Maternity Protection Policy. As for female workers, we strictly comply with the policies of receiving

Others

· At the Healience Village located in Hongcheon, Gangwon-do, the company helps
employees and their families to experience the LOHAS life.
· Assistance for celebratory/funereal events, rewards for long-serving workers,

an agreement from the female worker concerned if she works overtime in the twelve months immediately

operation of a mutual-assistance loan system, assistance for self-development,

following the delivery of her baby; prohibiting overtime work or changing to lighter work during pregnancy;

assistance for education expenses, health check-ups, housing/rental assistance for

and prohibiting night work and holiday work for pregnant workers. Additionally, we specify menstruation

workers who are transferred to a new location, and the operation of resorts.

Environmental
Management

leave, maternity leave both before and after birth, child-rearing leave, and application/decision and period of
child-rearing leave in the labor collective agreement. There have been no violations of these provisions in the
past three years.

Communication-Based Performance Management & Compensation

monitoring of goals, the achievement of goals has been improved. Additionally, through the continuous
management of records and registrations, future accomplishment, competency, and work experience
development planning have been systematically established and executed, and feedback has been provided.

Performance Management System

In the future, the system will be applied to the development of appropriate positions for employees.

Pulmuone Holdings performance management
system is called CfS (Communication for Success).

Performance-based Fair Compensation System

CfS consists of evaluating achievement and

The compensation system for employees follows a differentiated compensation policy which rates each

competency, and reflects the differences of

individual by considering the contributions they make during the performance evaluation period, as well as

positions in the elements and items of evaluation.

the salary rate of the same or comparable positions. Externally, we maintain competitive salary levels by

Above all, the main goal of this system is to boost

investigating the salary levels in the same business sector every year. To secure salary competitiveness in the

performance by vitalizing communications. In

market, we conduct an annual market survey and reflect the results in our adjustment of salaries. (We

2008, by applying this communication-based

pursue 60% of the total salary.) The starting salary for new male and female employees who graduated in

performance management system, which is unique

2008 is KRW 25.5 million, which is the same starting salary level as the consumer goods industry according

to Pulmuone Holdings, to the entire company, a

to data taken from the Mercer site (www.imercer.com). On the whole, there is no salary difference within

new business cooperation-based performance

the same positions, or between males and females of the same rank and job position. Compared to our

management system was established. Notably,

competitors, we have similar salary levels. The Pulmuone Performance Incentive (PPI) is designed to offer

under the performance management system,

benefits up to 400% of the monthly salary depending on the employees’ performance, and in 2008, we

communication between subordinate workers and leaders has become a requirement, and, when setting

paid 300% ~ 100% of the monthly salary.

goals, alignment with the company goals is secured. By providing feedback through the continuous

Social
Accomplishments

Pulmuone Holdings complies with the regulations related to child labor and forced labor that are specified

Economic
Achievements

before deciding on their placement, explain the necessity of transfer, and reflect any difficulties that the

TISO
Management

When changing employees’ workplace (or new placement), we follow a procedure specified in a labor

· When internal clubs are organized for sports activities, hobbies, cultural life, and

90

Major Programs
Category

Programs

Contents

The performance indices for the compensation of all Pulmuone Holdings’ employees are classified into

Childbirth and Child-

Spousal Childbirth

· Childbirth leave (3 days) given when a spouse

financial indicators (50%) and strategic indicators (50%). The financial indicators establish indices regarding

rearing Assistance

economic performance, such as sales and operating profit by business unit, and we manage them on a

Leave System

Company Brief

Employee Compensation & the Related Economic/Social/Environmental Performance of
Organization
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delivers a child.

Operation of Nursing Rooms · Nursing rooms are provided within the company
for married female workers with infants.

management index as strategic indicators. The employee compensation system applies strict grading

Guarantee of Childbirth and

depending on the level of goal accomplishments in terms of the financial and strategic indicators.

Child-rearing Leave

· Married female workers may freely use childbirth
leave and child-rearing leave.

Flexible Working System

· More convenient child-rearing facilitated by shortening

Welfare

Childbirth Congratulatory

· Childbirth congratulatory fund and elementary school

We operate various welfare programs so that our employees can feel proud and happy working for the

Fund, School Entrance

company. By continuously adding more programs, we are developing our own unique welfare system to

Congratulatory Fund

working hours and offering flexible working hours.

Discounts on
Company Products

Compensation Range of the Flat Pension System

· Discounts offered on the company’s own products,
including green juice, mineral water, and

Economic
Achievements

Support for the
LOHAS Life

entrance congratulatory fund provided.

dietary supplements.

To provide long-term economic stability, Pulmuone Holdings regularly deposits retirement insurance savings

LOHAS Experience

· Opportunities given to experience the LOHAS life at

(as of 2008, the external saving ratio was 43%), and we are running a retirement pension extra system and

Healience Village and the LOHAS Academy.
Construction of

Operation of the EAP

· Operate the ‘Happiness Seeking Program’

the retirement and severance pay liability for payment to employees was 40.0%, and, as a retirement

a Family-Friendly

(Employee Assistance

· Operate programs such as professional counseling and

pension system was adopted as a policy from December 2005, we are preparing to introduce the system.

Company Culture

Program)

regular special seminars in various fields of the company
and family, as well as the measurement of stress.

Work and Life Balance

· Encourage the use of vacations to recharge mind
and body, and offer a summer vacation in addition to
the legally required yearly vacation.

by distributing their time and energy between work and other areas (family, health, leisure activities, and

Family Invitation Event

·Hold family-participatory volunteer work and factory tours.

self-development) equally, and we strive to provide a pleasant and comfortable work environment. By

Leisure Activity Support

·Operate 21 resorts nationwide.

boosting each worker’s satisfaction with the company, the productivity of the company has been increasing.

Business Casual

· Execute company’s flexible dress code based on

At the same time, by heightening each worker’s pride and responsibility under a self-regulating, responsible

business casual clothing.

environment, we try to produce creative work performance.

Policy and Assistance Programs for Family-Friendly Management
The family-friendly policy of Pulmuone Holdings largely consists of childbirth and child-rearing assistance,

Measures to Establish a Female-Friendly Work Environment

LOHAS life assistance, and the construction of a family-friendly company culture. With this policy, we help

·Install nursing rooms and female-designated lounges (cozy, floor-heated (ondol) rooms).

workers to strike a balance between work and family, and lead a more satisfactory life. In 2009, we plan to

·Offer paid vacation one day a month for fetus health check-ups.

expand the Employee Assistance Program (EAP), which is currently running on a trial basis.

·Operate maternity leave and a work-time shortening system.
· Guarantee benefits comparable with similar

Construction of a Female-Friendly Work Environment

positions and jobs.

Nowadays, many females want to be successful both at work and at home with their family life and child-

·Strengthen Female Role Modeling: Expand the

Percentage of

rearing. One way by which females can be helped continue their careers and raise children for our future is

opportunities for female personnel to participate

Female Employees

to construct a female-friendly company culture. Pulmuone Holdings recognizes the value of the female

in employee consultative meetings.

Percentage of Female

workforce, and strives to construct an environment that nurtures the female workforce and where work and

2006

2007

2008

56.2%

60.1%

59.7%

30.0%

31.8%

32.4%

15.9%

16.2%

17.5%

48.8%

64.2%

57.7%

Office Workers

family can coexist systematically and culturally. Such a culture is possible because a competency- and

Status of Female Recruitment

performance-based HR system has been firmly established. We plan to improve the system so that it fosters

At Pulmuone Holdings, female workers account for

Female Managers

superior female professionals who contribute to the competitiveness of the company, rather than run the

59.7% of the total workforce, with female office

Recruitment Ratio of

kind of system that is merely considerate of females in a passive way.

workers (research positions) accounting for 32.4%

Females among New

of the female workforce. Female managers

Employees

Percentage of

Environmental
Management

We assist with various programs so that workers can control their lives themselves and lead a satisfactory life

Social
Accomplishments

an intermediate settlement system besides the legal retirement pension. As of the end of 2008, the ratio of

Vitalization of Vacation Use

TISO
Management

help employees enjoy a LOHAS life.

Sustainable
Management

quarterly basis by adding the social and environmental contents of VOC reduction and the energy
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Labor-Management Association

recruitment ratio of females among newly hired employees is 57.7%, and has exceeded the percentage of

Processing the Difficulties of Members

males recruited by the company since 2007.

To process the complaints and difficulties of our members, a member of the difficulty-processing committee
As a Global LOHAS company, Pulmuone Holdings encourages our employees to constantly pursue LOHAS

company or the members is usually appointed as the difficulty-processing committee member. Members’

values, and for that, we assist them through various LOHAS life assistance programs, which are largely

complaints are received online and offline at all times and are, in principle, responded to immediately. In

divided into three areas. The first program is designed to help our employees and their families lead a

addition, a separate counseling room is available to give advice and to find solutions for performance, career

healthy life and form LOHAS-based dietary habits by providing discount prices for Pulmuone’s superior

development, and other difficulties. As a result, there have been no violations of the relevant laws, such as

products, such as fresh foods, dietary supplements, green juice, mineral water, and environmentally-friendly

unjust labor activities. During the 2008 meeting of the Labor-Management Association, 40 cases of labor-

products. The second program is designed to help our employees recharge a mind and body tired by the

management agreements were processed, the results of which were shared with all the employees via the

stresses and strains of everyday life by providing them with opportunities to experience the LOHAS Academy

internal bulletin board.

(located in Goesan-gun, Chungcheongbuk-do) and Healience Village (Hongcheon-gun, Gangwon-do) at

Organization and Activities of the Labor-Management Association

and enables them to use the points freely for leisure and self-development activities such as book purchases,

Pulmuone Holdings operates the Labor-Management Association, separately from the labor union, as a

travel, and cultural performances.

means of public communication between labor and management. The official association consists of
corporate and business units within Pulmuone Holdings, and runs a total of 11 association units (1 unit in
Pulmuone Holdings; 5 in Natural Fresh Foods; 3 in Functional Foods & Dietary Supplements; and 2 units in

Economic
Achievements

least once a year. The last program assist employees with a specified amount of welfare points each year

TISO
Management

is appointed from among the members of the Labor-Management Association, and a representative of the
Sustainable
Management

LOHAS Life Assistance Program of Pulmuone Holdings

Company Brief

account for 17.5% of the total number of managers, showing a steady increase. Additionally, the
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the Health Food Service), where as the unofficial holds regular discussions. Usually, between three and five

of the juice is a little bitter, but my health is improving after drinking it continuously.

2008 Major Projects of the Labor-Management Association
Responsible Dept.

Labor-Management

Execution

Major Projects

Negotiation Channel
HR Department of

Office Worker Labor-

Labor-Management

Expansion of company’s

company’s Welfare Center (pmo.beneplaza.co.kr) to read them at the weekend. In addition, I purchased a

Each Business Unit,

Management Association,

Meetings: Quarterly

own product support;

calcium supplement for my children last month using the LOHAS system. This month, I plan to purchase

Sound Mind Execution

Production Worker

Labor-Management

TFT for the reduction of

multi-vitamin supplements for my parents.

Executive Office,

Labor-Management

Discussion: Occasional

production workers’

Management

Association, Promotional

Communication

working hours and the

Diagnostic Team

Employee Labor-

with CEO: Occasional

change of shifts;

5 p.m. My wife does the grocery shopping at Pulmuone e-Shop (www.pulmuoneeshop.com) to buy each
week’s supply of groceries. Fresh foods such as tofu and soybean sprouts as well as instant foods like

Management Association,

jajangmyeon (black bean noodles), soup, and salad are delivered fresh to my home with just a click of the

Communications with CEO

Adjustment of office
workers working hours;

computer mouse. Besides such convenience, because we get a discount from the company, neighbors envy

Provision of protective

my family.

equipment to protect the
musculo-skeletal system;

Weekend Plan
Hongcheon-gun

This weekend, my family plans to go to Healience Village, which is located in pristine
in

Gangwon-do,

to

enjoy

LOHAS

experiences

such

as

hiking,

meditation, trekking, and natural foods.

Environmental
improvement of office
space and work places;
Provision of the members’
health improvement policy
(No smoking campaign, No
smoking fund);
Admission to Healience

Communications and Exchange in Labor-Management Relations

Village; Admission to the
LOHAS Academy; Support

Pulmuone Holdings’ labor-management culture pursues the satisfaction and pride of its members, and seeks

of club organization

cooperation based on trust between labor and management by vitalizing communication among members.

expenses

Environmental
Management

3 p.m. When I feel tired around 3 in the afternoon, through the Internet, I order two books from the

Social
Accomplishments

9 a.m. When I get to work in the morning, there is a bottle of green juice for me on the table. The taste
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control the majority labor union, are selected by the members of the business units concerned. The user

Through a broad range of communication activities - such as the daily notification of sales using the internal

representatives consist of the same number of persons, including the representative of the business unit

system, the operation of a regular labor-management association, informal meetings with the CEO, the

concerned. A regular meeting is held at least once each quarter according to the legal standard. Even when

delivery of weekly internal/internal company information through the intranet, the publication of a company

there is no meeting, monitoring of the process of dealing with the agenda as well as the process of resolving

newsletter, the operation of the Industrial Safety and Health Committee, and the operation of a difficulties-

members’ difficulties is conducted regularly. Legally agreed items are processed according to an agreement

processing system - the employees of Pulmuone Holdings can rapidly share diverse information about the

made among the labor-management committee members, but regarding other items, the company has the

overall management and visions of the company, as a result of which we are providing assistance for our

right to decide after going through a discussion process at the association. Any matters with the potential to

employees to enable them to participate in management with a genuine sense of ownership.

Sustainable
Management

Labor-Management Communications

Company Brief

member representatives of the Labor and Management Association, excluding the 3 business sites that

cause conflict between labor and management are submitted as agenda items along with the opinions of
the relevant department. If any insufficiency is found, a responsible personnel member explains the contents,

Organization Chart of the Labor Union
TISO
Management

and the opinions of labor-management committee members are added. Through this process, any conflict
between labor and management can be resolved.

Labor Union

Economic
Achievements

Current Status of the Labor Union
As of the end of 2008, Pulmuone Holdings had 6 labor unions (4 federations of Korean labor unions, 2
Korean confederations of trade unions). Admission to the labor unions is open to anyone, with the overall
ratio of membership being 73.3%. In addition, no labor conflict has occurred over the past 3 years.

Social
Accomplishments

Status of Employees Belonging to the Labor Union (As of the end of 2008)
Category

Green

Doan

Eumseong

Chuncheon

Uiryeong

Sprout

Juice

Factory

Factory

Factory

Factory

Factory

Total

85

88

149

99

73

74

568

71

61

109

80

59

51

431

health status of each business site; complies with the legal standards including the items on industrial safety

Provision of Safe Jobs

Factory

Industrial Safety and Health Committee

Environmental
Management

Total No.

The Industrial Safety and Health Committee of Pulmuone Holdings reviews the overall industrial safety and

of Workers
Eligible Workers
Union Members
Ratio of

65

61

108

27

29

26

316

and health management of the International Labor Organization; performs regular audits and preventive

91.5

100

99.0

33.7

49.1

50.9

73.3

activities, and shares the results of audits with all members. Since 2008, industrial disasters have been

Admission (%)

prevented by regularly holding environmental safety meetings for the entire company membership and by
further strengthening the review of overall safety.

Major History of Labor-Management Relations
Year
2006

2007

2008

Major History

Ratios of Industrial Disasters, Number of Injured Employees, and Absenteeism

Received the ‘Excellent Labor-Management Culture Prize’ from the Ministry of Labor: Eumseong Factory.

The industrial disaster ratio of Pulmuone Holdings

Received the Grand Prize of the ‘Chungcheongbuk-do Mid-sized Business Labor-Management

in 2008 was 0.61%, which is 0.10 percentage

Harmonious Union’ from the provincial governor: Doan Factory.

points lower compared to the average industrial

Entrusted to a labor union salary negotiation company: Green Juice Factory.

disaster ratio of the nation’s domestic industries

Executed labor-management innovation activities: Doan Factory.

(0.71%), and which is 0.54% points lower

*Work Absence Ratio

Entrusted to a labor union salary negotiation company: Green Juice Factory.

compared to the average for manufacturing

Total absent days/Total

Selected as a ‘voluntary safety agreed business site,’ and signed an agreement: Eumseong Fresh

industries. The trend of the industrial disaster

expected work days) x 100

Noodle Factory.

ratio increased temporarily in 2007, but the ratio

Selected as a business site to receive financial assistance for its labor relations development programs:

has been decreasing since then; the total number

Eumseong Fresh Noodle Factory.

of injured employees was 22 in 2008, and the

Established the Sprout Labor Union.

ratio of corresponding work absenteeism was

Held labor-management local community events: Eumseong Fresh Noodle Factory.

0.13%. In 2009, we plan to decrease the disaster

Disaster Ratio

ratio by 20% by strengthening our industrial disaster preventive activities.

*2008 The Ministry of Labor
The current state of industrial
disaster
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activities, including support for purchasing health products, a health check-up program for the prevention of

the International Labor Organization (ILO)

diseases, the operation of health fitness centers to improve basic physical strength, and disease preventive
activities for the musculoskeletal system. Since 2008, we have been actively supporting the health

Medical unit/emergency

Even if there are no separate medical units,

management of members by introducing individualized health counseling programs. As of December 2008,

room

frequent medical assistance is provided by

we expanded the introduction of health fitness centers to all our factories. In 2009, we plan to expand the

in commercial and

the agents and hospitals designated for

programs for individualized health improvement.

office work areas

safety and health management (Agents:

Related Articles

An agreement

Articles 7~19

regarding sanitation

Non-compliance Items

(No. 120)

An agreement

Daehan Disaster Prevention Corp., Hanshin

Articles 7~11,

-

Sustainable
Management

Contents

Category

Health Improvement Program

Medipia)

Category

Contents

Regular Health

A regular health check-up is offered once each year to all employees. In particular,

the relevant business sites is conducted

Check-ups

a special check-up suited to the specific characteristics of certain jobs is offered to

of workers from danger

yearly, and the standard is complied with.

prevent disease among production workers who work at factories and the employees

in the work environment

Workers exposed to dust and noise are

of our research centers.

caused by pollution,

required to wear protective devices.

Various Safety Products

Articles 10,12~14,

the work

16,18,19,21

-

environment

We operate lounges and health fitness centers equipped with various types of exercise

Fitness Centers

equipment, with the main focus on our manufacturing sites.

participate in safety training, the related

Individualized

In 2008, we began suggesting customized food menus and exercise regimes (3 times)

expenses are supported. The external

Health Improvement

based on the analysis of body composition for employees wanted them, and started

specialty institute conducts inspections of

Articles 11~19

-

providing the company’s own diet products to employees wishing to diet

the work environment.

Improved Office

We expanded employee lounge and convenience facilities by remodeling the office

Even if laboratories and other divisions use

Environment

space at Suseo-dong, and started providing the company’s own fresh fruit juice
products for employees and visitors.

harmful materials, they receive strict

cancer-causing

training and under management in

materials at the

accordance with the internal regulations,

work place

including the operational guidelines for

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009 Planning

(No. 170)

laboratories. Since 2008, members have

Eumseong Fresh

Sprout Factory,

Eumseong

Improvement of

Improvement of

received special health checkups, including

Noodle Factory

Green Juice

Tofu Factory

research fellows who deal with

Current Status of Health Fitness Centers

Factory

Eumseong Tofu

Uiryeong Factory, and

Factory

Green Juice Factory,

carcinogenic or other harmful materials.

Labor-Management Items Regarding Industrial Safety

Chuncheon Factory

Employee Lounges and Health Fitness Center

When an employee takes up a new position because of the introduction of a new piece of machinery or a
change of placement, Pulmuone Holdings offers safety training under a labor-management agreement.
Additionally, we guarantee the participation of the members of the Labor Union in external education or
seminars on safety and health, and support the necessary time and expenses. To prevent practical loss by
members who suffer a disaster at work, we make up for the difference between their average salary and the
level specified by the Industrial Disaster Compensation Insurance Law.

Compliance with International Regulations and Standards
In accordance with the industrial safety and health management items of the International Labor
Organization (ILO) Agreement as well as certain domestic regulations such as the Industrial Safety and
Health Law, Pulmuone Holdings manages internal safety and health.

Development and Fostering of Human Resources

Execution of the Policies and Programs for Disease Prevention and Health Improvement

Current Status of the Training System for the Realization of Capability

In order to prevent the occurrence of illness and disease, Pulmuone Holdings undertakes a range of

Training assistance is largely divided into Corporate Identity (CI) education aimed at sharing the values of

Environmental
Management

regarding

Social
Accomplishments

(No. 155)

Lounges and Health
If the members of the Labor Union directly

Economic
Achievements

An agreement on

An agreement

Safety protection equipment, waist support and protection belts, and safety shoes are
provided for the safety of onsite employees.

(No. 149)

TISO
Management

An inspection of the work environment of

regarding the protection Article 15

noise, and vibration

Company Brief

Major Contents of and Compliance with the Industrial Safety and Health Management Pact of
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Education Hours per Person (Office Workers)

99

2009, are scientific and practical, and will allow all our employees to experience a healthy life amid nature.

education aimed at fostering necessary capabilities,

The programs are filled with diverse contents, such as farming experiences, healthy life yoga classes for busy

and self-development education. Additionally, we

modern people, LOHAS style of life for good eating habits, and natural meditation to reflect on ones

support education aimed at fostering core

relationship with nature (such as walking barefoot, tree meditation, etc.), all of which allow employees to

manpower to improve the competitiveness of the

practice a pleasant, healthy LOHAS life.

Voluntary Frequent Training System

review the performances of all our office workers

Since 2005, we have been providing support aimed at improving the work conditions and work capabilities

under a performance management system, and we

of production workers based on life-time learning activities, in order to foster knowledge workers who are

require them to attend a capability realization

the source of competitiveness in the 21st century. In 2007, we operated the Effective Professional Course
1.2management workers, and tried to spread voluntary learning by fostering learning leaders
(EPC) for office

interview for their career development. The number of hours of education per employee stood at 74 in the
case of office workers in 2008, and the number of hours in education is gradually increasing. By reflecting

and by forming
1.0 learning groups. In 2008, we systemized the provision of opportunities to enhance
employees voluntary
learning capability by constructing educational portal sites for the cyber training
0.8

the opinions of employees every year, we are able to improve the contents of our educational courses.

2008 Frequent
0.0Training for Promoters (Monthly Average)
Participants

Training Hours

Participation Ratio

9 times

114 persons

3.3 h/person

97.8%

Social
Accomplishments

Frequency

Economic
Achievements

institute, and introduced a frequent-learning system for promotional workers to strengthen the systems of
0.6
sharing and delivering professional knowledge. In 2009, we plan to further strengthen onsite-centered
0.4
capability through constant, regular learning.
0.2

Competency Development Programs

TISO
Management

activities to cultivate smarter workers. We regularly

Sustainable
Management

company, as well as educational organization

Company Brief

Pulmuone Holdings, competency development
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Environmental
Management

Listening to
stakeholders

LOHAS Value-oriented Program
Pulmuone Holdings operates regular education programs as core value education to help newcomers and
existing employees develop an attitude of TISO management and fully comprehend Pulmuones mission of
becoming a Global LOHAS company. In 2008, we developed and introduced LOHAS experience programs to

Our company discloses business performance transparently to our employees.

enable employees to experience LOHAS personally. The LOHAS academy programs, which will start from

73.5%
I feel proud of working for my company.

73.6%
Our company values the prevention of safety accidents in the workplace.

76.5%

For two weeks between May 6~20, 2009, online and offline surveys were conducted on the future, customers,
the environment, society, and employees. 565 employees participated in the survey, and the employees”

LOHAS Academy

opinions were found to be positive (average score: 5~7 points).

100

101

Holdings has established a specific policy, namely Partner Relationship Management (PRM), and we are now
preparing for its implementation. PRM aims to establish continuous win-win activities by seeking
cooperation in such areas as product quality, production processes, products, and technology on the basis of
mutual trust between Pulmuone Holdings and its partner companies. As such, Pulmuone Holdings and its

Company Brief

Together with Partner
Companies
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partner companies have established long-term partner relationships seeking joint growth, rather than simple
sub-contractual relationships which entrust production to outside companies to reduce transaction costs.

are committed to strengthening our mutual competitiveness via active communication with
our partner companies, enabling them to propose solutions and request the improvement

Selection of Partner Companies

of inconveniences at any time.

Pulmuone Holdings selects its partner companies step-by-step by conducting evaluations of their sanitation
elements to be assessed. We only select prospective partner companies that have secured product quality
after checking their compliance with the minimum requirements specified by the Food Sanitation Act and

TISO
Management

environment, financial structure, production processes, and executives. Sanitation is the first of these

Sustainable
Management

We maintain fair relationships with our partner companies based on solid mutual trust. We

the principle of product quality management set by Pulmuone Holdings. To ensure a fair, transparent
inspect them again after improvement. When evaluating partner companies, Pulmuone Holdings values their
social, environmental performance above all else because product quality management and environmental
management are crucial in realizing customer happiness. Thus, this principle is reflected when Pulmuone
Holdings manages its partner companies. The evaluations of the production sanitation environment and
production processes are basic requirements for maintaining a certain level of quality. As such, evaluation of

Pulmuone Holdings wishes to strengthen mutual competitiveness through continuous, joint growth with our

the production sanitation environment is the most basic requirement for producing authentic wholesome

partner companies. By following a distinct approach based on the six principles of product quality priority,

foods because it has great importance when evaluating partner companies.

compliance with TISO management, sharing competitive superior capability, competitive prices, compliance
with environmental management, and the sharing of accomplishments based on contracts, Pulmuone

Major Items of the Production Sanitation Environment to Be Evaluated
Category

Pulmuone Holdings complies with the principle of product quality priority for all products, including those

Minimum Requirement

Major Items for Checking

Criteria

Possession of a business registration certificate

The Food Sanitation Act,

produced by its own factories and those produced by its partner companies. Through regular diagnoses, we

Autonomous inspection of product quality

Agricultural Products

suggest directions for improvement to our partner companies so that they can construct a sanitary

Control of expired products

Quality Control Act,

environment, and we establish and improve corrective measures under a mutual agreement between

Compliance with the marking of material origin

Waste Control Act, etc.

Pulmuone Holdings and partner companies. Additionally, to foster long-term joint growth, Pulmuone

Near-minimum

Pollution of water tanks

Requirement

Management of product weight
Possession of test reports about raw materials

Claim Prevention

Strengthening of Mutual Competitiveness through Continuous Mutual Growth

Method for managing the metal detector

Pulmuone Management

Preventive measures for foreign matter, deterioration,

Standard

insects and vermin (rats, etc.)
Workplace Environment

Sanitation of the interior walls, floor, ceiling, door,
plumbing, and ventilation

Equipment Facility

Sanitation of the production facilities,

Management

warehouse management, restrooms

Product Quality

Incoming inspection, processing inspection,

Management

product quality education, onsite organization
and cleanliness

Procedures for Assisting Partner Companies and Thanking Their
Achievements
Regarding the achievements of management activities conducted jointly with partner companies, Pulmuone

Environmental
Management

Holdings is improving it partnerships based on mutual trust.

Social
Accomplishments

Sustainable Management with Our Partner Companies

Economic
Achievements

opportunity, we share information about items of non-compliance with the companies concerned and
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Category

Inspection Items

at an annual meeting at which they are present.

Common Items

· Manage the food ingredient safety index by selecting branded and non-branded

Regarding the management accomplishments of

food ingredients (high hazard).

2008, we expressed our thanks - at a meeting held

· Intensively manage products with a high risk of food poisoning in summer
(Conduct monthly inspections and analyses with an outsourcing company).

research and development, the improvement of

· Collection depending on the results of analysis: Conduct manual and hazard

customer claims, and the improvement of the

inspections depending on the results of inspections of pathogenic microorganisms.

production processes. This is because the social

· Conduct inspections by reflecting priority when claims occur. (Analysis of the causes,

and environmental accomplishments of our partner

and establishment of measures to prevent their recurrence; serious and care claims.)

companies form a basis for Pulmuone Holdings

Brand

and its partner companies to pursue joint

(Bareunsun, Bon&Sun)

· In principle, inspections are conducted 6 times annually, and audits twice a year. (In
the case of environmentally-friendly companies, monthly inspections are conducted.)
· In the case of companies with a low hazard index or low trading volume,

conferences about product quality in order to support the product quality management of its partner

an investigation is conducted once a quarter .
Total Food Ingredients

· In principle, an investigation is conducted once per quarter depending on the
common items and the food ingredient safety index of each company. (However, in

activities by considering the social, environmental accomplishments of our partner companies. Furthermore,

the case of the companies on the food ingredient safety index follows common

from the second half of 2008, we started implementing Supply Chain Quality Management (SCQM) to

items.)
Food Service Industry

management system.

· In the case of companies with the possibility of food poisoning and partner
companies with problems, investigations are conducted twice a year.

Customer Segment

· An investigation may be conducted at the request of each related department.
· 75 points or more (voluntary management), less than 65~75 points (general

The Foodmerce Food Safety Center is conducting an investigation of Pulmuone”s partner companies from

management), less than 55~65 points (intensive management), less than 55 points

March 2006 to earn the trust of its customers by preventing the recurrence or distribution of defective

(non-permissible trade).

Environmental
Management

products so that the quality and sanitation level of food ingredients reach the required standard. We are
conducting the investigation on the basis of a checklist that follows the HACCP and ISO standards, as well as
offering education for all our employees in order to reflect the results of the investigation. In addition, we
hold meeting on improvement measures for companies that cause numerous claims or non-conformance
results, and we express our opinions about the improvement of processing and provide technical
suggestions. Along with these actions, we try to heighten our partner companies” awareness of food safety
by sharing information about the current state of and management measures for the safety of food
ingredients with them and by holding meetings at least twice a year.

Listening to
stakeholders

Listening to the Opinions of Partner Companies
Using the Internet site known as the sourcing portal (http://sourcing.pulmuone.com), we try to secure

Follow a fair procedure when selecting partner companies.

79.2%

mutual trust in the various processes by which the partner companies of Pulmuone Holdings manufacture
products according to quality and environmental management and deliver them to Pulmuone Holdings.

Employees do not demand money or gifts illegally when dealing with partner companies.

Thus, any disagreements that arise over the mutual trading relationship are communicated first through the

84.7%

sourcing portal. As a result, any complaints and inconveniences felt by our partner companies are processed
accurately and promptly. For example, if the products produced by our partner companies are returned
because they do not meet the quality standard of Pulmuone Holdings, the partner companies concerned are
notified of the quantity of - and the causes for the return of - the items through the sourcing portal, thus

I consider this company as our company”s partner.

81.9%

ensuring that they are fully aware of the actual reasons for their return, and that any recurrence of such
defects is prevented and that the relevant quality improvement activities are undertaken accordingly. In

For two weeks between May 6~20, 2009, online and offline surveys were conducted on such factors as the

addition, because there is a window on the sourcing portal where partner companies can make suggestions

future, customers, partner companies, the environment, and society. 72 partner companies participated in the

and request the improvement of inconveniences at anytime, Pulmuone Holdings and its partner companies

survey, and the opinions of our partner companies were found to be positive (average score: 5-7 points).

enjoy smooth communications.

Social
Accomplishments

· An investigation is conducted when serious claims or multiple claims occur.

Inspection of Partner Companies

Economic
Achievements

authentic wholesome foods to customers. We are constantly executing product quality management

enable Pulmuone Holdings and its partner companies to systematically construct a product quality

TISO
Management

development. In addition, Pulmuone Holdings offers education for the quality control personnel and holds
companies. This is because Pulmuone Holdings thinks that it is the most important element in providing

Sustainable
Management

on February 19, 2009 - for their contribution to

Company Brief

Holdings delivers thanks to its partner companies
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Major Accomplishments in 2009 & Major Plans for 2009
Category

2008 Major Accomplishments

2009 Major Plans

Contribution to

· Constructed an atopy integrated

· Extend the “Goodbye Atopy!” campaign.

Local Communities

management system.
· Organized the “Goodbye Atopy!” class
·Provided support worth 172 million won

communities in the spirit of Pulmuone”s “Love for neighbors” and “Respect for lives”.

assistance for poorly-fed children,
assistance for females, and mineral water
assistance for North Koreans.

to 364 children in need of food.
·(This represented an increase of 169 children

Sustainable
Management

and offered guidance on controlling atopy.

We engage in various social activities to contribute to the development of local

Expand activities such as lunch money

Company Brief

Together with
the Local Community
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and 110 million won compared to 2007.)
TISO
Management

Increased the amount of assistance for
females by KRW 75 million compared to 2007.
·Constructed the LOHAS Academy in
Goesan-gun, Chungcheongbuk-do.

Jungpyeong-gun, Chungcheongbuk-do.
Assisted Korean traditional music performances. ·Continuous operation

Traditional Cultures

·Operated the Kimchi Museum.

Practice of Sharing

·1,948 employees and executives of Pulmuone ·Actively run volunteer work via social
Holdings participated in 135 voluntary work

contribution marketing programs.

activities for 2,807 hours. (An increase of

Mission & Goal

996 persons, 52 activities, and 1,484 hours

With the goals of “Contributing to the Local Community” and “Vitalizing Employees” Voluntary

compared to 2007.)

Participation,” Pulmuone Holdings strives to fulfill its social responsibilities. We have planned and organized
appropriate for the business areas of the company; constructed a competitive social contribution system;
and prepared a voluntary participatory system for our employees. In addition, we have established a

Contributions to the Local Community

dedicated PR department to process the needs of local communities smoothly, and operate a
receipt/processing/reply procedure for them. At the Social Contributing Homepage, we operate the “Need

“Goodbye Atopy!” Campaign for the Children of Our Future Generation

Help” corner as a window of communication for processing the needs of local communities smoothly.

Pulmuone Holdings is running the “Goodbye Atopy!” campaign to spread the importance of good eating

Pulmuone Holdings is also running the “Goodbye Atopy!” campaign as a long-term social contribution

habits to children who suffer from atopic dermatitis and to help them practice a healthy eating lifestyle by

project to help children who suffer from atopic dermatitis, which is known to be caused by certain

providing them with assistance as a long-term social contribution activity. In 2008, we executed a project for

environmental and dietary factors, and to spread the importance of practicing the LOHAS life, which

the prevention and treatment of atopy by constructing an integrated management system for atopy which

embraces health and environmental issues at the same time. In addition, to practice the spirit of Pulmuone”s

bases on schools. We ran “Goodbye Atopy!” classes after selecting children with atopy based on the results

“Love for neighbors,” and “Respect for Lives” , we have been running various social contribution activities

of atopy checkups and a survey of their parents, and provided dietary guidance aimed at controlling atopy

such as public projects for children and females, environmental preservation initiatives, mecenat activities,

based on the results of food allergy tests. With the help of environmental health advisors, we monitor the

and employees” participation in social contribution programs for the development of local communities and

basic life habits of the children once a week to help them manage their atopy more effectively, and offer

traditional cultures.

atopy prevention education to children suffering from atopy as well as to teachers and parents to enable
them to guide the good eating and lifestyle habits of the children. In addition, we support atopy medical

Department in Charge

check-ups, environmentally-friendly food services, and atopy prevention education for all students including
children who could potentially suffer from atopy, and cultivate LOHAS farming land so that children can

PR Team of the PR Office

have a direct experience of growing organic farm produce. We also hold atopy camps and others events so

In order to channel the company”s profits back to society, the PR team is in charge of performing Pulmuone

that children can directly experience the importance of authentic wholesome foods and the environment.

Holdings” social contribution activities, including the planning, preparation, execution, evaluation, and
budget execution of projects for the benefit of the public.

Responsible Employees/Executives: 3 (1 executive, 1 team manager, 1 employee)

Environmental
Management

social contribution activities and cultural assistance programs and developed new opportunities which are

Social
Accomplishments

Disclosure on the Management Approach

Development of

Economic
Achievements

·Moved the Green Juice Factory to

106

2007

Assisted Schools

Seoul Singuro Elementary School

107

2008
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Seoul Gayang Elementary School
Seoul Myeondong Elementary School
Seoul Nuwon Elementary School

Contents of Project

· Offered atopy check-ups to all

· Offered atopy check-ups for all students,
Sustainable
Management

entire students.

and conducted a survey of teachers and

· Conducted an atopy perception survey

parents” perceptions about food.
· Conducted a survey and offered atopy

aimed at parents and teachers.
· Provided organic foods.

education to all students.

· Conducted a study on the relationship

· Provided an environmentally-friendly
food service.

mprovement of atopy symptoms, and

· Ran atopy classes.

offered education on food and the

· Provided education/allergy check-

environment to parents and children.

ups/counseling and monitoring/atopy

Year
2006

camps for children and parents.

· Offered monitoring and education by

eco education.
· Developed guidelines on atopy for teachers.

KRW 49,707,000

Korea Foundation for Women, Korean Women Link, Korean

KRW 111,291,800

Women”s Environmental Network, Seoul Women”s Hotline
2008

advisors.

Korea Foundation for Women, Korean Women”s Link, Korean

KRW 185,867,424

Women”s Environmental Network, Korean Women”s Hotline

· Offered farmland eco education, business

meetings.

workshops and discussion meetings.

Meerae Forum, Children”s Library Assistance
Pulmuone Holdings has become a regular member of the Meerae Forum and a member company of the

atopy fund with 0.1% of the sales of such products. The “Goodbye Atopy!” campaign is one of the long-

Man Boon Club, and is actively engaged in related activities. We participate in open forums hosted by the

term social contribution programs of Pulmuone Holdings that we plan to expand continuously.

Meerae Forum, and the executives and personnel in charge of the PR Team participate in the Administrative
Committee. In addition, we are assisting children”s library projects by donating 1/10,000 of our sales. In

Love for neighbors

2008, we also donated products worth 57,682,480 won for research projects or events run by the Meerae
Forum.

Lunch Money Assistance for Needy Children in Communities near Our Factories
Since 1998, Pulmuone Holdings has been helping out with lunch money for poorly-fed children who live in

Mineral Water Assistance for North Koreans

the vicinity of our six factories: i.e. Uiryeong of Gyeongsangnam-do; Goesan of Chungcheongbuk-do;

Since 2004, Pulmuone Holdings has been making efforts to provide clean water to North Koreans after

Eumseong of Chungcheongbuk-do; Mungwang of Chungcheongbuk-do; Chungcheon of Gangwon-do; and

learning that North Korea has insufficient water due to a lack of water filtering facilities. As part of the

Yangju of Gyeonggi-do. In 2005, we began expanding our assistance to the schools with which our affiliate

hunger measures of the International Rescue Group, we provided about 150 tons of water disinfectant as

company, Foodmerce, is trading. The lunch money provided to poorly-fed children is taken from the

well as water filtering equipment to Pyeongyang. In 2008, we donated 25 million won for groundwater

neighbor love fund, which was established with the voluntary donations of Pulmuone Holdings” employees

drilling projects intended to supply the daily water requirement to 400 residents of the Raklang area in

and executives and a complementary fund donated by the company to match their donations. ECMD is also

Pyeongyang and to 400 patients at the Pyeongyang Red Cross Hospital.

assisting with lunch costs and scholarships for needy children with the neighbor love fund, which is
voluntarily donated by employees and executives, the matching fund donated by the company, and 0.1% of

Construction of the Sky Garden

the sales of school food service.

Pulmuone Holdings is developing a project to provide assistance in the construction of ecological spaces
such as vegetable gardens, fruit gardens and wet meadows, and flower colonies on the rooftops of NGO

Current Status of Lunch Money Assistance for Poorly-fed Children

groups and Children”s Welfare facilities. We constructed a uniquely designed sky garden consisting solely of

Number of Students

Yearly Amount

environmentally-friendly materials on the rooftop of the office building “Beautiful Store,” as well as

Assisted

Assisted

of Assistance

ecological learning spaces on the rooftop and in the forecourt of the alternative “Samgaksan Fun School” to

22

137

KRW 44,467,110

help its students learn about nature.

26

169

KRW 62,460,000

37

364

KRW 172,323,046

Category

Number of Schools

2006
2007
2008

Environmental
Management

After marking “Goodbye Atopy!” on Pulmuone tofu products and bean sprout products, we formed an

Social
Accomplishments

· Held business workshops and discussion

environment and health management

Korea Foundation for Women, Korean Women”s Association United,

Seoul Women”s Hotline, Iftopia
2007

for teachers.

Total Amount

Korean Women”s Link, Korean Women”s Environmental Network,

environment and health management advisors. · Offered workshops and atopy camps
· Cultivated school farmland, and offered

Organizations Assisted

Economic
Achievements

· Offered monitoring and education by

Donations for Females

TISO
Management

between food education and the i
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becoming a “Global LOHAS Company caring for both human and nature,” Pulmuone Holdings constructed
the LOHAS Academy in May 2009 to offer continuous LOHAS education and experiences to our executives

Love for Neighbors and Environmental Preservation

and employees. As the LOHAS Academy advocates a simple life in coexistence with nature, we adopted an

To realize “Love for neighbors” and environmental preservation, we have been marking “Earth Love” on our
products since 1993, reserving 0.1% of the sales for the “Earth Love Fund” for use in social contribution
entire process of product development, production, and distribution.

only by considering the architecture but also the surrounding ecological landscape and the energy that all
the visitors of LOHAS Academy would use. All the employees and executives of Pulmuone Holdings expect
that the LOHAS Academy will contribute to the happiness of human beings and the preservation of the
environment as well as to the continuous growth of Pulmuone Holdings.

Execution of the Earth Love Fund
Reserves

Expenditure

Cumulative Balance

Construction of the Largest Green Juice Factory in Korea

2006

KRW 447,220,549

KRW 540,684,221

KRW 928,912,520

To contribute to the revitalization of the economy in Chungcheongbuk-do, we have built Korea”s largest

2007

KRW 469,134,803

KRW 519,830,833

KRW 878,216,490

green juice factory in Doan-myeon, Jungpyeong-gun (Chungcheongbuk-do), with a maximum annual

2008

KRW 331,808,413

KRW 694,866,534

KRW 515,158,369

production capacity of over 20,000 tons. We invested about 20 billion won in the construction of the Doan

TISO
Management

Year

Sustainable
Management

activities. In 1994, we established the principle of environmental preservation, and started applying it to the

architectural style (architect: Mr. Hyosang Sung) that harmonizes with nature. The building was designed not
0.1% of our sales
are used to preserve
the environment and
help our neighbors.

Company Brief
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factory on an 18,500 sq. m-site, which was completed in May 2009. This new green juice factory was
designed according to an environmentally-friendly concept from the planning stage, in consideration of the

Pulmuone Holdings leads the activities to clean the rivers in the local communities where each factory and

local eco system and environmental protection as well as human health, in a bid to materialize the LOHAS

local business is located, and develops nature protection campaigns, such as neighborhood garbage clean-

spirit, which is an important element of Pulmuone Holdings” mission. We have also installed an intelligent

ups or hiking route clean-ups.

switchboard facility and a central cooling facility using environmentally refrigerant ammonia in order to

Economic
Achievements

Environmental Preservation Activities

maximize energy efficiency and lower the global warming index. Furthermore, to protect the environment,
we placed the waste processing facilities (with a daily processing capacity of 1,000 tons) underground and
constructed artificial wetlands and ponds by recycling wastewater in order to protect the local environment

Pulmuone Holdings Laid a Stepping Stone for Hunger Relief Measures

more effectively.

Pulmuone Holdings started a campaign for foreign famine refugees and collected money to lay down a

Government Subsidies for the Relocation of the Green Juice Factory

thousands of female sales personnel employed by a nationwide organization collected money voluntarily as

Regarding the relocation of the green juice factory, we received a subsidy for the relocation of metropolitan

seed money for famine countermeasures; this was eventually expanded to the whole of Pulmuone Holdings,

business from the government, and will receive assistance worth 1,000 million won, which comprises a 755-

and from 1993, executives also began participating in the collection drive. In 1989, Pulmuone Holdings

million-won relocation subsidy and a 245-million-won investment subsidy, as well as a hiring/educational

supported a charity music concert hosted by the American “Suzuki Band” (held 3 times at Hoam Art Hall) to

training subsidy. We plan to return a portion of the total subsidy, excluding acquisition and registration taxes

help the collection drive. We also held a collection drive internally to boost the famine relief activities. Even

related to the construction of the factory, to the local community in the near future.

now, all our executives and employees participate in the collection drive every year, and the collected money
is spent on hunger relief and charity projects in Korea. The hunger relief activities, originally launched on a

Delivery of a Scholarship for Fostering Human Resources

small scale by Pulmuone Holdings” collection drive, have now snowballed to a value of 100 billion won.

With the signing of an investment compact with Chungcheongbuk-do in 2008, Pulmuone Holdings

Currently, we are running various overseas projects for local community development - such as health care

promised to entrust a fund of 900 million won over a 3-year period to the Chungbuk Human Resources

and medical assistance, agricultural and drinking water development, and poorly-fed children assistance

Fostering Foundation to foster human resources in Chungcheongbuk-do. Furthermore, in 2008, ECMD

projects - by forming relationships with needy children overseas and by providing education and leadership

donated 31,213,736 won as a scholarship to assist educational activities for the students of Yuhan University

training. Domestically, we also carry out various assistance projects such as child sponsorship and happy

and Seoul Vocational College.

home schooling, cultural experiences and camps, as well as various activities for the development of local
community welfare such as welfare projects for
elderly and disabled people, welfare facility
assistance for needy people, and a free meal

Assistance for the Development
of Traditional Culture

service.

Pulmuone Holdings and Local Community
Development

Mecenat Activity: Assistance for Korean
Traditional Music Performance
Since 2004 Pulmuone Holdings has been assisting
traditional music performances under a scheme to

Construction of the LOHAS Academy

develop and preserve Korea”s traditional music

To realize Pulmuone Holdings” mission of

culture. In 2006, we hosted a cultural event to

Environmental
Management

stepping stone so that famine relief measures could be implemented systematically. In the beginning,

Social
Accomplishments

Countermeasures against Hunger
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Chungcheongbuk-do by inviting “Kang Eunil Haegeum Plus” Team, while, in cooperation with the National

-do to help with various farming activities. In 2008,

Theater of Korea, we held musical performances under the name “Korean Traditional Music Bundle” for

they volunteered to serve food at the Eunpyeong

local children at Suwon (Gyeonggi-do) and Gumi (Gyeongsangbuk-do). We have received a warm welcome

Community Senior Welfare Center, and took part

from local residents for staging Korean traditional music performances in ways that are interesting and

in soil improvement activities for Seoul Forest Park,

enjoyable for growing children. And, along with several companies who feel passionate about revitalizing

located in the Ttukseom area.

Korea”s traditional musical forms, we have been staging Korean traditional music performances every year
since 2004 at the Yeak Dang (main hall) of the National Theater of Korea for the families of our employees.

Company-wide Nanuri Volunteer Club and
Environment Volunteer Club

Kimchi Museum

The Nanuri Volunteer Club, in which all the
Pulmuone Holdings

employees of all Pulmuone”s affiliated companies participate, visits children”s welfare facilities on the last

been contributing to Korean culture by staging

Kimchi Museum Homepage

Saturday of every month to serve lunch for children. In 2009, we plan to organize an environment volunteer

museum exhibitions, with the aim of preserving

www.kimchimuseum.co.kr

club that will run environmental preservation programs.

TISO
Management

Since as early as 1986, Pulmuone Holdings has

Sustainable
Management

Pulmuone farms in Goesan-gun, Chungcheongbuk

Company Brief

unite the employees of Pulmuone and the residents of Eumseong, Goesan, and Jungpyeong Counties in
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and developing Korean traditional food culture for
for a food company. Pulmuone Holdings” Kimchi

Pulmuone

floor of the COEX Mall at Samsung-dong, Seoul, is

The employees of the Eumseong tofu factory donate rice to families headed by a child in Eumseong-gun,

a cultural institute which conducts research into

Chungcheongbuk-do, with the monthly proceeds obtained from managing coffee vending machines

the culture of kimchi?a representative Korean

donated by an outside supporter. They also participate in an annual sewage and garbage clean-up near

food, and which transmits that culture to Korean

Chiljangcheon Stream, and offer a sightseeing tour for the elderly as a volunteer activity.

citizens and foreigners. The museum exhibits traditional tools and utensils related to the preparation of

Pulmuone Health & Living

glance. It plays an active role as a life-long education institute by providing not only programs for the

The Rosana Volunteer Club, which consists of employees from Pulmuone Health & Living, visits elderly

general public, but also various educational programs for the neglected or vulnerable social classes such as

people living alone in the Suseo area of Gangnam, Seoul, provides food, and helps clean their homes. To

multi-cultural families or families composed of grandparents and grandchildren. The museum also plays an

preserve the environment of the local community, the club cleans the neighborhood of the office building

important role as a place that citizens and foreigners who are interested in kimchi or who want to know

and picks up trash near Tancheon Stream. The employees of Doan Factory also perform volunteer work such

more about it can visit at any time.

as visiting rehabilitation facilities near the factory, delivering donated money, washing clothes, and cleaning
the homes of disabled citizens.

Practicing the Sharing Spirit

ECMD
ECMD actively carries out food service volunteer work based on its business characteristics. In particular,

Volunteer Activities

about 40 volunteer teams formed nationwide continuously engage in free food assistance activities for poor
neighbors in local communities by conducting an investigation of community. In 2008, they performed food

Participation in Activities by Executives

service volunteer work for a total of 10 hours twice a year. Each business location also continuously engages
in volunteer work and visits neighborhood daycare centers, rehabilitation centers, and specialized nursing

Record of Participation by Executives
Category
Frequency of Participation

homes as care work for the local community.
2006

2007

2008

32

83

135

Exofresh Logistics

Participants

310

952

1,948

The distribution employees of Exofresh Logistics Daegu Center also carry out volunteer work discreetly. Since

Hours Spent on Activity

923

1,323

2,807

2005, employees have voluntarily collected 100,000 won each year by donating sums of money ranging
from 5,000 won to 10,000 won, and used it as food assistance for poorly-fed students of Ansim Middle

Executives

School, Dong-gu, Daegu-si. This form of assistance was started by a distribution worker who wanted to help

Since 2005, the executives of Pulmuone Holdings have participated in volunteer work twice a year on a

poorly-fed students, and then led to the participation of all the center”s employees.

regular basis. They visit organic vegetable farms to help harvest tomatoes, remove vines, and plant cucumber
seedlings, and they help cut rice plants and tie them in environmentally-friendly rice fields. In 2007, they

Foodmerce

helped plant rice in environmentally-friendly rice fields in Cheolwon-gun, Gangwon-do, and went to

Since its founding in May 2008, the Dasomsari Volunteer Club has been doing volunteer work on the third

Environmental
Management

kimchi, as well as classical books and paintings, thereby enabling visitors to take in the history of kimchi at a

Social
Accomplishments

Museum, which is located on the 2nd basement

Economic
Achievements

Volunteer Activities of Subsidiary Companies

future generations, which is something of a rarity
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All the employees of Pulmuone Holdings attempt to personally experience the hunger pains of their
neighbors by not eating lunch for a day, as well as donating lunch money to the collection drive and holding
“Hunger Experience” events twice a year to help poorly-fed children. The voluntarily collected lunch money

Company Brief

“Hunger Experience” Events

and the company”s matching donations are used to assist poorly-fed children with lunch money.
Sustainable
Management

Participation in Hunger Event, “Han Tol Marathon Charity Drive”
Pulmuone Holdings donates Pulmuone Mineral Water every year to the
Han Tol Marathon Charity Drive held by the Korea Feeds the Hungry
International (KFHI), and executives and their families also participate in

TISO
Management

activities organized to help hungry people overseas.

Holding Charity Bazaar
Since 2002, Pulmuone Holdings has been holding a charity bazaar at the
Saturday of each month, visiting neglected neighbors and making lunch for them. Additionally, they engage

and sells them on at a low price. The proceeds from the bazaar and the

in various social contribution activities such as giving blood, participating in the Taean oil spill clean-up

company”s matching donations are used to help neglected neighbors.

Economic
Achievements

end of every year, for which it collects reusable goods from employees

activities, and collecting donations for needy neighbors.

Social
Accomplishments

Family
The families of Pulmuone”s executives also participate in
volunteer work in response to Pulmuone Holdings” spirit of
“Love for neighbors”. During school holidays, executives”
children perform volunteer work such as helping farmers,

Environmental
Management

assorting recycles, and conducting sales activities, while during
the fall season, they help remove arrowroot vines and plant
trees at the Forest of Peace in Incheon. At the end of the year,
children from welfare facilities and the families of executives
make cakes and cookies together, and share their love and affection.

Sharing Events and Activities through the Collection Drive

Listening to
stakeholders

Executive Events, Collection Drive
“Love for neighbors” Fund Collection and “Love for neighbors” Day Operation

The company actively participates in the government’s policy.

84.4%

The employees of Pulmuone Holdings donate a specified amount of money deducted from their monthly
salary to the “Love for neighbors” fund. They also hold a regular fund-raising drive at 25 business sites

The company strives to identify the needs of the local community.

nationwide by designating the 20th day of each month as “Love for neighbors” day to reinforce their

68.8%

activities.
The company actively engages in social contribution activities.

Collection Drive by Executives

71.9%

Year

Reserves

Expenditure

Cumulative Balance

2006

KRW 80,971,506

KRW 78,453,165

KRW 116,654,083

2007

KRW 139,048,182

KRW 94,234,016

KRW 161,468,249

2008

KRW 139,656,928

KRW 225,500,305

KRW 75,624,872

For two weeks between May 6~20, 2009, online and offline surveys were conducted on such factors as the
future, the environment, and society. 32 local communities participated in the survey, and their opinions
about society were found to be positive (average score: 5-7 points).

CARE
Pulmuone Holdings’ Environmental Managemen Believing that people can only really be healthy when nature is healthy,
Pulmuone Holdings practices sound environmental management. Environmental preservation and improvement cannot be achieved
without changing the company’s view on the environment and taking action accordingly. From manufacturing to distribution,
Pulmuone Holdings pursues its environmental vision and strategies according to global standards.
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Office. In the section on the environmental achievements in the 2009 Sustainability Report, manufacturing
and logistics/service are divided for practical reasons.

Company Brief

Vision of Environmental
Management
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Economic
Achievements

Category

2009 Major Plans

Water,

Water use increased by 8% compared

·Water use to be reduced by 3%

Mission and Goal

Achievement

CO2

to 2007.

Having accepted environmental management as a new paradigm, Pulmuone Holdings has established its

Management

(Workplace) CO2 emissions increased by 1%

central mission, core values and strategic directions. In August 2008, after studying the rapidly changing

to Provide Safe

compared to 2007.

environmental management paradigms, Pulmuone Holdings established mid- and long-term environmental

and Healthy

Registered greenhouse gas reduction

·Verify greenhouse gas reduction projects.

strategies in line with global standards. Quantitative goals were set to reduce CO2 emissions by 10% and

Food

projects.

·Strengthen standards for wastewater

water consumption by 10% by 2013 compared to 2007.

Strengthened standards for wastewater
disposal.

compared to 2008.
·CO2 emissions to be reduced by 7%
compared to 2008.

disposal.
·Expand artificial wetlands.

Introduced advanced wastewater disposal ·Improve the efficiency of wastewater
systems and one artificial wetland.

disposal.

Introduced clean energy to all workplaces. ·Introduce energy-efficient facilities.
Product

Labeled carbon indexes on a trial basis

·Expand carbon indexes.

(Organic two-cup tofu)

·Develop packaging standards.

Environmental

Organization Organized environment-specific teams.

Management

Monitoring

Based on

Audit

Systems
Activation of

Report

Communications Line
Training

·Build the environment/safety IT system.

·Audit pass rate: 82.6%

·Rate of audit pass: 86%

·Completed audits for 10 workplaces.

·Scheduled to audit 14 workplaces.

·Established environmental strategies

·Carry out environmental training

and expand communications.
·Established the ES Committee and
working-level ES teams.
·Developed training materials for
environment and safety.

Department in Charge
To carry out environmental management smoothly, the ES (Environment & Safety) department - consisting of
the top decision-making organization, the ES Committee and working-level ES teams - was established.
Environmental and safety policies and issues are determined by the ES Committee with the support of the ES

·Revise action plans in detail.

Developed tools to monitor regulations.

by workplace.
·Provide water education for children.
·Encourage voluntary environmental
protection activities.

Environmental
Management

2008 Major Accomplishments

Environmental

Social
Accomplishments

Disclosure on Management Approach

2008 Major Accomplishments and 2009 Major Plans
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Costs to Minimize Environmental Impacts Rise By 81%
Pulmuone Holdings is investing in environmental management to minimize its environmental impact and use
energy more efficiently. In 2008, compared to the previous year, the company increased its environmental
investment while decreasing its management costs. By investing in the upgrading of its wastewater disposal

Company Brief

Overview of Environmental
Management
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systems, a significant reduction in the cost of processing wastewater has been confirmed.
Sustainable
Management

Pulmuone Holdings protects the environment by investing in environmental management
and operating facilities and management systems. Thanks to its continuous policy of

Environmental Investment and Management Costs (Unit: KRW 100 Million, %)

environmental management, investments in the environment went up and management
costs went down last year.

TISO
Management
Economic
Achievements

Environmental Achievements

Cost***

Management (KRW Billion)

2007

2008

7.7

11.9

37.1

Area

Workplace

Description

Manufacturing

Fresh Noodle Factory

Upgrade wastewater processing systems.

2,300

Sprout Factory

Expand hit pumps.

1,005

Doan Factory

Install air-conditioner inverters.

56

Exofresh

Build ice plates for trucks.

61

14.7

15.8

16.6

14.6

0.5%

0.6%

1.0%

Energy*

Water Use (m3/product ton)

29.7

31.1

30.6

33.0

Direct Energy Use

3.51

3.40

2.80

3.01

-

-

4.77

4.41

3.33

3.65

3.97

3.93

Manufacturing (GJ/product ton)
Logistics/Service (GJ/KRW Million)

Indirect Energy Use

Manufacturing (GJ/product ton)

Management** Contaminant Disposal

(kg/product ton)

Waste

-

-

2.69

2.92

Revise the Environmental Preservation Principle In Line With the New Environmental Strategy

14.0

14.1

14.0

As the environmental strategy was established according to changes in the prevailing environmental

Biochemical Oxygen Demand

0.15

0.22

0.28

0.25

management paradigms, the environmental preservation principle set in 1995 was accordingly revised. At

Chemical Oxygen Demand

0.21

0.35

0.37

0.34

the same time, in-detail implementation guidelines were distributed to each workplace.

Total Suspended Particulate

0.20

0.36

0.31

0.30

0.20

0.18

0.17

0.16

98.2%

98.2%

98.0%

98.1%

29.7

28.5

28.1

31.3

Green Purchase We purchase environmentally-friendly expendables first and foremost.
Climate Change Taking global warming seriously, we have reduced our CO2 emissions.

Waste Generation (ton/product ton)

Management** Recycled Waste (%)

Reduction of CO2 Emissions

Investment

10.1

Logistics/Service (GJ/KRW Million)
Water Quality Water Disposal (m3/product ton)

Logistics/Service

(Unit: KRW Million)

Manufacturing

Greenhouse

(1000 ton/year)

Logistics/Service

-

-

22.7

24.2

Gases*

CO2 Emissions

Manufacturing (kg CO2/product ton) 414.2

420.8

378.8

383.7

Environmentally-Friendly Products We make safe products in consideration of environmental sustainability and
consumers’ health.

Nature Productivity We use finite fossil fuels and water efficiently.

-

-

48.2

46.8

Regional Preservation We establish and maintain environmental standards to protect those environments where

CFC Use(kg)

-

-

-

100

our workplaces are located.

HCFC Use (kg)

-

-

-

3,492

Logistics/Service (t CO2/KRW 100 million)

Social Activity We will fulfill our social responsibilities by supporting various environmental preservation activities
carried out by society.

* Energy use and greenhouse gas emissions are divided into manufacturing and logistics/service.

Food Culture We are leading the proliferation of an environmentally-friendly food culture.

** Since manufacturing accounts for most of the water consumption, wastewater disposal and waste discharge, all data is assigned to
manufacturing.

To practice the environmental preservation principle, we will

*** Environmental investment and management costs are reported by combining manufacturing and logistics/service.

Recognize that the environment is as valuable as production and quality.
Establish and implement environmental goals.
Operate the environmental management system.
Improve upon the achievements of our environmental preservation principle unceasingly.

Environmental
Management

2006

1.6

0.4%

Against Sales (%)

2008 Environmental Investment

2005

Environmental Investment (KRW Billion)

Social
Accomplishments

Achievements
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In order to share important information about current environmental
problems with our employees and spread the value of environmental
management, training on environmental and safety issues is given to

As a result of our maximum recycling and strict resource saving policy, we were able to

all employees by rank. Guidelines on the environment and safety were

energy consumption.

regulations were established. Detailed environmental and safety
guidelines will be established and revised on a regular basis to
enhance our environmental and safety systems.

Sustainable
Management

reduce the generation of waste materials and contaminants as well as direct/indirect

distributed to 603 employees in nine workplaces and relevant work

Company Brief

Major Achievements

Training On Environmental Management for All Our Employees

TISO
Management

Detailed Guidelines on the Implementation of Environmental and Safety
Detailed guidelines have been
established for Pulmuone
Environmental and Safety

Economic
Achievements

Minimum Operational Regulations
(environmental impact assessment,
waste-water, waste, energy and
water resources), Use of Ozone
Destroying Materials (refrigerants),

Resource Saving and Energy Consumption

Risk Assessment Guidelines.

Positive Circulation System for Products
Training on the Environment and Safety
Area

Workplace

Bean-curd residue, waste, and green juice waste generated in the process of producing tofu, bean sprout, fresh
Trained/Added

All areas

50

Managers

ES managers

18

Staff

Pulmuone

Training Content

noodles, and green juice are highly nutritious but hard to recycle and reuse as food. As such, they are used in

Energy, Climate Change, Green

fodders or manures to save on resources. At the same time, the Ministry of Environment imposes packaging

Growth

limits on manufacturers. All packing used for Pulmuone’s products has to comply with such limits. According to

Climate Change and All-Process

the Ministry of Environment, 50% of the 4,028 tons of packing used by Pulmuone was recycled.

Assessment

Pulmuone Health & Living

1st Tofu Factory
2nd Tofu Factory

84/84

Guide for Environment and

72/72

Safety

Sprout Factory

55/55

-Environment and Safety

Fresh Noodle Factory

117/117

Strategy

Chuncheon Factory

102/102

-Climate Change

Fresh Natto

6/6

Technical-Agri

3/3

Doan Functional Foods &

-Safety Manual

80/80

Dietary Supplement
Doan Green Juice
Total

84/84
603/603

Total Raw Material Use (Except Water)
Pulmuone Holdings mainly uses agricultural materials, packing containers and packing film. Beans and flour
account for the most of the company’s consumption of agricultural materials. In 2008, 8,497 tons of beans,
2,149 tons of packing containers, and 1,879 tons of packing film were used, accounting for 50% of
Pulmuone’s total consumption of raw materials.

Environmental
Management

Executives

Social
Accomplishments

Use of Packaging Materials, and
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(Unit: 1,000 tons)

In Pulmuone Holdings’ offices, Eco-Day campaigns are held once a month. Employees share unused

Company Brief

Total Raw Material Use (Except Water)

stationery, collect abandoned cellular phones, and raise funds to help people in need. Also, additional bins
waste.

Sustainable
Management

are provided for the collection of used drugs and batteries, respectively, each being more toxic than ordinary

TISO
Management

Direct Energy Consumption Cut by 15%
Steam is used to clean up production facilities in the manufacturing field, and direct energy is consumed as

Economic
Achievements

fuel to produce such steam. The Sprout Factory expanded its heat pump systems to convert a proportion of
these energy sources into indirect energy, thereby reducing its energy consumption by 15% compared to
2005. Following on from 2007, in 2008, workplaces in Chuncheon, Uiryeong, and Doan replaced transient
fuels with cleaner LPG (Liquefied Natural Gas). Due to new facility test and new product production, they used
7% more energy compared to 2007. In the logistics/service field, direct energy is fuels for transporting trucks.

Achievements of Environmental Management

In order to verify whether each workplace meets the requirements of Pulmuone Holdings’ environmental
policy, environmental and safety audits were carried out, with 82.6% of all workplaces passing the audit. In
2009, in accordance with a plan to ensure that at least 86% of all workplaces pass the audit, Pulmuone
Holdings will include more workplaces and enhance internal implementation standards.
Average Audit Pass Rate in 10 Workplaces

Indirect Energy Consumption Cut by 2%
In the manufacturing fields, temperatures should be controlled to maintain product quality, so indirect
energy is mostly used where refrigerators are operating. By eliminating unused lines and replacing inefficient
facilities, certain cost factors were eliminated. The Sprout Factory utilizes heat pump systems to raise the
temperature of cultivating water. Indirect energy use was reduced by 2% compared to 2007. In the
logistics/service field, as the number of logistics centers went up, indirect energy consumption rose
accordingly by 8% compared to 2007.

Environmental
Management

82.6% of Workplaces Passed Environmental and Safety Audits.

Social
Accomplishments

By controlling driving skills and delivery routes, an energy saving of 8% was achieved compared to 2007.

124

In a concerted attempt to reduce the generation of waste in the manufacturing field, Pulmuone succeeded in
cutting the volume of waste by 18% in 2008 compared to 2005. Notably, upgraded wastewater processing
facilities in the tofu, fresh noodle and sprout factories reduced the volume of wastewater significantly. At the
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Policy to Reduce Environmental
Impact

Company Brief

Waste Generation Cut by 18%
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same time, the method of storing, sorting and recycling waste materials was improved, enabling Pulmuone to

To reduce environmentally hazardous materials in the manufacturing, distribution and

Discharged Waste

Waste by Final Processing Method

(Unit: ton/product ton)

(Unit: kg/product ton)

service fields, cutting-edge digital systems are being installed. At the same time, by joining
the UN Global Compact, Pulmuone is actively working to protect the environment arm in

Sustainable
Management

recycle 98.1% of its waste in 2008.

arm with the international community.
TISO
Management
Economic
Achievements

CO 2 Emissions Cut by 7% in the Manufacturing Field

As clean fuels are supplied to boilers to supply steam for the production lines, boilers in the manufacturing

In 2008, the manufacturing and logistics fields together emitted 56,498 tons of CO2 in total, with the

field are exempted from NOx (Nitrogen Oxides) testing. Thus, the relevant data were produced according to

manufacturing field accounting for 55% and the logistics field 45% of that figure. Most of the CO2 emissions

the 1996 IPCC guidelines.

were caused by energy use.

Hazardous Waste Management

Total CO2 Emissions in 2008: 55,313 tCO2e

Environmental
Management

Air Contaminants

According to the Basel Convention and local regulations, Pulmuone Holdings has been efficiently managing
hazardous wastes. However, in 2008, following an analysis of the substation oil in the Eumseong and Doan
factories, it was found that substation 4 of the Doan factory had 2.5ppm of PCBs and substation 3 of the
Eumseong factory 6, 11, and 52ppm, which were beyond the permitted standard of 2ppm. They were
reported, but can be operated until their expiration date, so they remain in operation at present.

Preemptive Measure for Leakages of Chemicals, Oil and Fuels
Pulmuone Holdings uses sodium hydroxide to process its wastewater and has no history of leakages. Oil
storage facilities in the Chuncheon, Uiryeong and Doan factories that don’t use fuel types changed are being
managed with locking systems and will be demolished in the future.
CO2 Emissions in Manufacturing (Unit: kgCO2e/product ton)

Compliance with Environmental Regulations
In its desire to comply with environmental regulations, Pulmuone Holdings applies internal regulations that are

To reduce its greenhouse gas emissions, Pulmuone

twice as strict as the official regulations. However, in 2008, while producing tofu without anti-foaming agents,

Holdings replaced boiler fuels with LNG at

foam generated by bean heaters entered the rainwater drainage system and Eumseong Provincial Office

Eumseong, and replaced B-A with LPG at

imposed fines on Pulmuone accordingly. To prevent such an accident from happening again, the outlet hood

Chuncheon, Uiryeong, and Doan where the supply

was removed and the vent facilities were serviced. Thereafter, the external facilities were monitored

of LNG is currently unavailable. At the same time,

thoroughly on a daily basis to prevent environmental accidents. Also, in 2008, as two general managers were

by replacing its steam systems with heat pumps to

absented from two-day environmental engineer training due to problems in job transfer, Uiyreong factory was

raise bean spout growing water temperatures in

fined. Pulmuone will make every effort to prevent such accidents from happening again.

the sprout factory, greenhouse gas emissions in

Social
Accomplishments

Measures to Prevent Climate Change
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Truck Temperature Management: Automatic Location and Temperature Tracking System

commissioning and new product production, 1% more energy was consumed compared to 2007.

The temperature controller can maintain a constant temperature while a truck is running or parked. The eTMS (e-Transportation Management System) is used to check truck temperatures in real-time on the web.

CO 2 Emissions Cut by 3% in the Logistics/Service Field

Company Brief

the manufacturing field were cut by 7% in 2008 compared to 2005. However, due to new facility

When storing and transporting fresh foods and manufacturing CO2 cool packs for packing frozen foods
Sustainable
Management

individually, greenhouse gases are inevitably emitted. Compared to 2007, improved truck management,
logistics productivity and driver training made it possible to reduce greenhouse emissions by 3%.

CO2 Emissions in Logistics/Service (Unit: tCO2e/KRW 100 million)
To transport fresh foods in efficient and

TISO
Management

environmentally-friendly ways, cold chain systems,
web-based temperature monitoring systems, efficient
stock and delivery systems, and automatic truck and
temperature tracking systems have been employed.

Economic
Achievements

Furthermore, emission reduction devices have been
installed in trucks traveling in metropolitan areas.

Reduction of Environmental Impact during Loading and Unloading

in logistics centers, factory storehouses, and branch storehouses to establish the WRMS (Web Remote

To control temperature for fresh foods, a truck’s refrigerator should be running even when it is parked for

Monitoring System), which has an immediate response capability. Thus, when the predefined temperature is

loading and unloading. To address this problem, 17 cooling packs were developed to reduce reliance on

violated, SMS messages are sent to the operators for a fast response, so electricity consumption can be

truck engines for cooling. This initiative reduced the air contamination and greenhouse emissions caused by

optimized with consistent temperature management.

the use of light oil.

Temperature Sensor

Temperature Display

Environmental
Management

To manage the temperatures of fresh foods efficiently, web-based temperature sensors have been installed

Temperature Control with Ice Plates

Factory
SMS Message
When the predefined temperature is violated,
as time elapses, SMS messages are sent
in yjr following order: Operator ¡ Manager

Logistics Center

Host Server

Social
Accomplishments

Temperature Management in Logistics Centers: Web-Based Temperature Monitoring System

¡ Executive
Real-Time Temperature Check

Storehouse

Temperature Changes Before and After the Introduction of Ice Plates
wms.pulmuone.co.kr
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Register the Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Project
The fresh noodle factory’s project to change its boiler fuel from Hi-sene to

Environment on a trial basis and acquired the first ever carbon label for tofu products. Based on the results of

LNG was registered as one of Korea’s greenhouse gas emission reduction

carbon labeling, as CO2 emissions were high in the manufacturing processes, energy saving efforts will be

projects from the early stage. With this project, CO2 emissions will be

made to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and the carbon labeling which started with organic two-cup tofu

reduced by 1,415 tons each year, with verification procedures scheduled to

will be applied to other products.

take place in a year’s time.

Carbon Labeling Procedure

Ceremony for the Awarding of Carbon Labels and
the Exhibition of Carbon- Labeled Products

Sustainable
Management

In December 2008, Pulmuone Holdings joined the carbon labeling program undertaken by the Ministry of

Company Brief

First Carbon Label for Tofu Products
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TISO
Management

Strategy
Improve Energy Efficiency.

Details
·Use highly efficient facilities to improve energy efficiency (efficient

Economic
Achievements

Action to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions

motors, lights, air conditioners, and inverters).
·Maintain cold temperature when the doors of cold storage facilities are
opened and closed.
Use Green Energy.

·Use green fuels as the main energy sources to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions (LNG for boilers, heat pumps, etc.).

Participation in the Global Initiative to Fight Climate Change
Since it was recognized that climate change is occurring on a global scale, the international community has
been actively cooperating in the fight against global warming. Pulmuone was the seventh Korean company

Energy Efficiency Improvement Case: Thermo Motors in Cold Stores

to join “Caring for the Climate”, a global initiative to fight climate change operated by the UN Global

When the doors of cold storage facilities are opened and closed,

Compact, which already has 356 corporate members. Pulmuone's participation showed how deeply Korean

cold air flows out and the temperature goes up. Thus, thermo

companies are concerned about climate change, improved the national image, acquired much information,

motors, which are more efficient than air curtains, have been

and provided an opportunity to determine the direction of environmental management for water and CO2

deployed to reduce electricity consumption.

reduction.

First Meeting with “Caring for the Climate” of the UN Global Compact
Temperature Before and After the Introduction of Thermo Motors
The infra-red image shows that the temperature in the cold store
remains constant after the installation of thermo motors.

Environmental
Management

Use Environmentally-Friendly Refrigerants. ·Use refrigerants that are less harmful to the ozone layer.

Social
Accomplishments

·Optimize the pressure of pressuring facilities.
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the surrounding areas. In the near future, more artificial wetlands will be constructed in factories which

A new heat pump system, which absorbs low temperature heat and converts it into high temperature heat,

discharge wastewater directly into local streams.

has been installed in the sprout factory to replace direct energy with indirect energy. As this system improves

12% of Water Is Reused to Wash Beans Thanks to Efficient Water Management

2008. At the same time, in the tofu and fresh noodle factories, the fuel for boilers that generate steam to

As the amount of water used was increased to keep production lines more hygienic, the amount of

keep the production lines clean was replaced with LNG, which produces fewer greenhouse gas emissions, to

discharged wastewater was also increased in 2008 compared to 2007. Due to certain changes in product

reduce air contaminants such as dust, sulfur oxides, and nitrogen oxides as well as reduce energy costs.

constituents, such as products with high water contents, water consumption went up. Since then, however,

Replacing boiler fuel with LNG satisfies the requirements for environmental and economic efficiency.

continuous efforts to save water have maintained wastewater usage at a constant level. At the tofu and
bean sprout production lines where beans are used as raw materials, beans washed a second time were
washed with water used in the first wash in order to minimize water consumption. Furthermore, 12% of

To keep products fresh, each of Pulmuone Holdings’ workplaces uses numerous refrigerators. In 2008,

condensed water was recycled to wash raw materials. In 2009, a thorough diagnostic analysis will be

100kg of CFCs and 3,492kg of HFCs were used to maintain and repair the refrigerators. Pulmuone’s internal

conducted to save even more water.

regulations specify that newly-adopted refrigerators should use refrigerants with either a zero or a very low
ozone destruction index. Also, measures are being taken to minimize the use of materials that are harmful to

Water Use (Unit: ㎥/product ton)

Discharged Wastewater (Unit: ㎥/product ton)
Economic
Achievements

the ozone layer by servicing current refrigerators and replacing them with new ones.

Stricter Water Management

Social
Accomplishments

Raise Water Quality Standards to Those of Agricultural Water
As the amount of water used was increased to keep production lines clean, the amount of discharged
wastewater was also increased. However, by installing upgraded water processing facilities, new water
quality standards are being met and wastewater now passes through artificial wetlands before entering local
streams. These initiatives were first deployed at the Chuncheon factory.
Discharge of Water Contaminants

25% Reduction of Water Usage at the Sprout Factory Achieved via Innovative Activities
The sprout factory accounts for 50% of Pulmuone Holdings' water consumption. To reduce this figure, a 6Sigma project called “10% Reduction in Water Use via the Low Water Growing System” was carried out in
2008. As a result, water consumption was cut by 25% in just one year, which is equivalent to a saving of
KRW 220 million. Efforts were made to ensure quality maintenance by conducting tests on growing
conditions, by using larger growing boxes, and by controlling the speed of the water supply.

Artificial Wetland at the Chuncheon Factory
Although wastewater processing facilities process wastewater
physically and chemically before discharging it according to the BOD
and COD standards, organic materials in wastewater cannot be
removed easily. Thus, the wastewater at Chuncheon is channeled
into an artificial wetland where wetland plants remove the organic

Biological Diversity around Workplaces

materials, after which it can be used for agricultural purposes. By

According to investigations conducted by the Wonju Environment Office and the Nakdong River Environment

applying stricter water management standards, Pulmuone Holdings

Office, the habitat of certain endangered species such as Hosabi ducks lies in close proximity to the

is protecting water resources in the Han River and the ecosystems in

Chuncheon factory. With the application of stronger standards on wastewater, Chuncheon factory is

Environmental
Management

Standards for Water Contaminants

TISO
Management

Use and Emission of Ozone-Destroying Materials

Sustainable
Management

energy efficiency while emitting fewer greenhouse gases, two more heat pump systems were employed in

Company Brief

Use of Clean Energy
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working to protect the surrounding ecosystems and biological diversity.

Hosabi Duck (Scientific Name: Mergussquamatus)

(Source: Chuncheon MBC)

Classification: Order- Anseriformes; Family - Anatidae
Around 1,000 specimens only currently known to exist.
Habitat: Chuncheon Lake ~ Gyeonggang
Designated as Natural Monument No. 448 (2005.03.17)
Classified as an endangered species by the IUCN (International Union for
the Conservation of Nature).

Chuncheon Factory Located in Danglim-ri, Seo-myeon, Chuncheon, the Chuncheon factory uses normal water and
discharges wastewater suitable for use as agricultural water by removing BODs. To help nearby local communities, the
Chuncheon factory has established organic channels of communication by carrying out a number of voluntary works
such as lunch support for local community, a rest home service, and a one-day stream cleaning campaign, among others.
Uiryeong Tofu Factory Located within the Burim Complex, Burim-myeon, Uiryeong-gun, the Uiryeong tofu factory
collects underground water, of which it uses approximately 450m3 per day.
Eumseong Tofu Factory Located within the Daepung Complex, Eumseong-gun, the Eumseong tofu factory uses
normal water and discharges wastewater to the wastewater processing center.
Eumseong Fresh Noodle and Sprout Factory Located in Samho-ri, Daeso-myeon, Eumseong-gun, the Eumseong fresh
noodle and sprout factories use both normal water and underground water (around 700m3/day). Wastewater enters
Chiljang stream after pasing through the purifying process.
Doan Green Juice Factory Located within the Doan Complex, Jeungpyeong-gun, the Doan green juice factory collects
underground water and discharges the wastewater processed at the water processing center into nearby streams.

Listening to
stakeholders
Company is actively engaged in environmental
preservation.

74.9%

Average

Average

90.6%

Communities

Company takes into consideration environmental
issues throughout all its processes, from
purchasing and distribution to disposal and delivery.

Partner companies

65.8%
69.4%

65.0%

Customers
Executives and employees

71.7%

Customers
Executives and employees

61.3%
66.7%

The survey of stakeholders had 833 respondents in total ? 565 executives and employees, 164 customers,
72 members of partner companies, and 32 members of local communities. It was conducted for two weeks
from May 6 ~ 20, 2009 through online and offline methods. The total score of positive opinions (5~7 points) of
each interested party is as stated above.

Third Party’s Verification Report
Association List

72.2%

Partner companies

APPENDIX
UN Global Compact
BEST/GRI Satisfaction Rate INTRO
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Third Party’
s Assurance
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Criteria
The Auditor assessed The Report against the following guidelines:
•The AA1000 Assurance Standard’s (AA1000 AS)* three core principles of Materiality, Completeness and

Responsiveness;
•The local BEST Guidelines (BEST Sustainability Reporting Guidelines)** for sustainability management.
•The Global Reporting Initiative’s (GRI) G3 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines Version 3.0***

*AA1000 AS is an assurance standard for social and sustainable reporting developed by the U.K.-based
Institute of Social and Ethical AccountAbility in November 1999. A nonprofit organization that promotes
corporate social responsibility, business ethics and responsible business practices, AccountAbility aims to
improve the quality of social and ethical accounting, auditing and reporting through the AA1000 AS.
** The BEST Sustainability Reporting Guideline was jointly developed by the Ministry of Knowledge
Economy(MKE), the Korea Chamber of Commerce and Industry(KCCI), and the Institute for Industrial Policy
Studies(IPS) and provides for five levels of reporting rigor(Level 1 ~ 5).
*** The Global Reporting Initiative(GRI)’s Sustainability Reporting Guideline was jointly convened by the
Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies(CERES) and UNEP in 1997. The newly revised G3 version
was launched in October 2006.

Scope and Work Undertaken

To the Management of the Pulmuone Holdings Sustainability Report 2009:

The Auditor reviewed (1) the Materiality, Completeness, and Responsiveness of The Report (2) the application
level of GRI and BEST Sustainability Reporting Guidelines through the process outlined below:

Engaged by Pulmuone Holdings to review information specified in its 2009 Sustainability Management Report

•A review of media reports related to Pulmuone Holdings

(The Report), the Institute for Industrial Policy Studies (The Auditor) presents the following third-party

•A review of information contained in The Report as well as the underlying data collection system (validation

statement of assurance. Pulmuone Holdings is responsible for all information and claims contained in The

of internal sustainability-related organizations, systems, and activities)

Report including established sustainability management targets, performance management, data collection,

•Data sampling and analysis of materiality test findings

report preparation etc.

•A review of the Pulmuone Holdings's response system for material issues
•A review on stakeholder's participation process

Independence
•Apart from offering comments during the draft process, The Auditor was not involved in the preparation of

any key part of The Report and carried out all assurance undertakings with independence and autonomy.
•The Auditor has no relationship with Pulmuone Holdings regarding any of its for-profit operations and activities.

•A review on whether the financial data specified under “Economic Performance” is properly derived from

Pulmuone Holdings’s audited Annual Report for 2009 interviews with managers and staff in charge of
sustainability management and reporting
* On-site review of the head office (June 11, 2009)

•As The Auditor was subject to no outside pressure or interference during the assurance process, this

statement represents an accurate reflection of The Auditor’s views.

Conclusions
On the basis of the above, we provide the following conclusions. The Auditor did not find The Report to

Context and Scope

contain any material misstatements or bias. All material findings of The Auditor are included herein, and

In its 2009 Sustainability Report, Pulmuone Holdings describes efforts and progress made toward sustainability

detailed review findings and follow-up recommendations have been submitted to the management of

management as well as its plans for the future. The Auditor’s review examined the following.

Pulmuone Holdings.

Reasonable assurance on whether:
the financial data specified under “5. Economic Performance“ is properly derived from Pulmuone Holdings’s

Materiality Does The Report cover economic, social and environmental issues of the greatest
importance to Pulmuone Holdings?

audited Annual Report for 2008;

It is The Auditor’s view that The Report has not omitted or excluded any information of material importance
to the company’s stakeholders. As in the previous year, Pulmuone Holdings again surveyed its major

Limited assurance on whether:

stakeholders as part of a three-phase materiality testing that also included benchmarking and media source

the data specified under “1. Intro“, “2. Overview of Pulmuone Holdings“, “3. CSR Management“, “4. Fair

reviews to best identify and provide priority reporting on issues of material stakeholder concern. Despite these

and Transparent Management“, “6. Social Performance“, “7. Environmental Management“, and “8.

noted efforts, however, in terms of the presentation of the survey findings in The Report, The Auditor found it

Appendix“ of The Report are stated adequately and in full and are free of material misstatement or bias.

difficult to discern which reported issues were identified as a serious concern by stakeholders associated with

* Reasonable assurance constitutes a higher level of assurance than limited.

which particular subsidiary, as the survey results were not itemized to be specific to each of the Holding
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company’s respective subsidiaries. In the future, in the interest of providing a fuller representation of all key

In the interest of continued improvements in sustainability management performance and reporting quality,

topics and material issues identified or managed by each subsidiary company, The Auditor suggests making

however, The Auditor recommends the following:

the reporting scheme more systematic while also broadening and refining the company’s materiality testing to
cover a wider and more intricate scope of surveyed content as part of continued efforts to uncover material

•Formulate a way to present performance data on issues relevant to each of the economic, social, and

issues in a consistent and proactive manner.

environmental dimensions by subsidiary rationally and objectively as part of wider efforts to revamp the
overall reporting format and performance management system so that both integrated performance at the

Completeness Completeness: How reliable is the information and data stated in The Report,
and is the underlying information and data collection system complete and sound?

enterprise-wide level as well as individual subsidiary-specific performance results can be reported on

The Auditor took note of TFT’s set up by Pulmuone Holdings in each of its subsidiaries to ensure that its

•Instead of accounting for newly implemented systems through summary explanations or simply listing

Sustainability Management Report would be written and published from an integrated enterprise-wide

achieved outcomes, provide a current status report on how the system is actually utilized, as well as real-life

perspective, and also noted how the “ES Secretariat”, wholly tasked with environmental matters, worked

case studies or improvements so that it is possible to cast Pulmuone Holdings’ achievements and activities in

collaboratively with the company’s permanent CSR organization to pursue enterprise-wide sustainability

an objective light.

management initiatives as well as the systematic collection and management of relevant economic, social, and

•Provide clear and specific performance data for each dimension as part of efforts to highlight each

environmental data. In terms of its environmental performance reporting, in particular, the company showed

performance outcome more objectively.

that it had a systematic platform in place for the integrated management of all subsidiaries’ performance

•Besides presenting material issues at the enterprise-wide level, report what issues are of material interest or

through a data reporting system organized according to the form of business i.e. manufacturing or

stakeholder concern for each of the subsidiaries; present more concrete responses to stakeholder

distribution services. However, there still remains the need to build an information collection system that can

requirements; and provide more substantive and concrete reporting on company actions to engage in

unify the format for the aggregation and reporting of dimension-specific performance data and systematize

stakeholder communication.

effectively.

the overall flow of information. The Auditor also recommends providing a system for the regular management
of data and performance outcomes regarding material issues across all three economic, social, and
environmental dimensions.

June 31, 2009
Yoon-Chul Lee

Responsiveness Responsiveness: Does The Report address how the company has responded
to stakeholder demands and concerns?

President, The Institute for Industrial Policy Studies

The Auditor confirmed efforts by Pulmuone Holdings to collect major stakeholder views through various
surveys of its management and employees, customers, business partners, and the local community, as well as
proactive actions by the company to engage diverse stakeholders through subsidiary-specific channels of
communication. However, The Auditor found the reported information on its communication activities with
business partners and the local community to be lacking in detail, and noted a lack of a proactive
communication channel with these parties apart from regular informal discussion meetings or online bulletin
boards. In the future, The Auditor recommends making efforts to make available more diverse and active
channels of communication to broaden the scope of stakeholders while continuing to collect in-depth
stakeholder views so that they can later be reflected in shaping the company’s vision and strategy for
sustainability management.
Relative to the B.E.S.T Guidelines, in view of the level of reporting rigor and intensity of information provided,
The Auditor finds The Report to fulfill 98.0% of the reporting requirements necessary to qualify for a Level 4
Report (from among Level 1 ~ 5).

Issues for Future Consideration
As the third sustainability report by Pulmuone Holdings, The Auditor found The Report to constitute the
following, relative to the 2008 Report. The Report (1) enhanced reporting levels against reporting guideline
indicators; (2) provided detailed reporting on new or revised indicators established in the BEST Guidelines; and
(3) introduced a new section on sustainability management, that was not available in the 2008 Report,
reflecting efforts by the company to present a detailed account of its sustainability management goals and
stakeholder engagement.

1) The Institute for Industrial Policy Studies(IPS)
Established in 1993, the Institute for Industrial Policy Studies has accumulated broad expertise in the area of
sustainability management since 2002. ‘The Auditor’ is composed of six individuals who are professors at
Korea’s top universities or practitioners with professional accreditation and extensive experience in sustainability
management after majoring in business management, accounting, environmental science etc.
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Association List that
Pulmuone Holdings
Joined in

Name

Name

Korea Chainstores Association

UN Global Compact Korea Association

Korea Association,

Korea Employers Federation

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Korea Listed Companies Association

The Korean Fair Competition Federation

The Korea International Trade Association

Korea Listed Companies Association

Korea Soybean Foodstuffs Association

The Korea International Trade Association

Korea Federation Soybean Curd Industry Cooperatives

Bluechip Members (The Korea Economic Daily)

Korea Contracted Food Service Association

Diamond Club (Maeil Business Newspaper)

Korea Direct Selling Association

Korea Association for Chief Financial Officer

Korea Health Supplement Association

Moral Management Forum(The Institute for Industrial
Policy Studies)

Korea Logistics & Distribution Association

Korea CEO Forum

Korea Logistics Association

SERI CEO(Samsung Economic Research Institute)

Korea Engineers Association

Korea Health Supplement Association

Korea Fire Safety Association

Korea Green Foundation 136 Forum

Korea Industrial Complex Corporation

Korea Industrial Technology Association

Bonchon Industrial Complex Corp.

Korean Seed Association

The Korean Society for Biotechnology and Bioengineering

International Life Sciences Institute Korea

Korea Food Industry Association

The Organization of Consumer Affairs Professionals in

Korea Soybean Society

Korea Personnel Improvement Association

The Korea Society For Microbiology and Biotechnology

The Korean Museum Association

Directors of Food Research Institute Conference

"Fostering the forest of life" Campaign

Korean Womenlink

Citizens' Movement for Environmental Justice

Korean Women's Association

Forest for Peace

Korean Women's Environmental Network

National Trust

The Beautiful Foundation

Seoul Green Trust

Business
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UN Global Compact

Principle

Principle

GRI G3

BEST

●
◇

131

EN13

◐

EV16

●

130~132

EN14

●

EV17

●

131~132

EN18

●

EV23

●

128~130

EN21

●

EV24

◇

131

EN22

●

EV26

●

124

EN26

●

EV27

◐

121~124

EN27

◇

-

EN30

●

118~119

9. Encourage the development and diffusion

EN2

◇

EV4

●

-

of environmentally friendly technologies

EN5

●

EV5

●

128~130

EN6

●

EV11

◇

EN7

●

EV18

●

EN10

●

EV23

●

131

EN18

●

EV24

◇

128~130

Page

EN26

●

121~124

EN27

◇

-

10. Businesses should work against corruption in

SO2

●

CO5

●

all its forms, including extortion and bribery

SO3

●

EM25

◐

SO4

●

EM26

●

101

the protection of internationally proclaimed

HR2

●

PN3

●

101~102

HR3

●

EM7

●

HR4

●

EM8

●

HR5

●

EM9

●

HR6

●

EM10

●

HR7

●

EM30
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HR8
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EM31

●
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HR9

●

CO2

●
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HR1
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PN2

●
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87

88

HR2

●

PN3

●
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HR8
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EM31

●
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3. Businesses should uphold the freedom

HR5

●

EM8

●

88

of association and the effective recognition of

LA4

●

EM12

◐

94

Labor Standard

the right to collective bargaining

LA5

●

EM13

●

93

4. The elimination of all forms of forced and

HR7

●

EM10

●

88

5. The effective abolition of child labor

HR6

●

EM9

●

88

6. The elimination of discrimination in respect of

HR4

●

EM2

●

87

employment and occupation.

LA2
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EM3

●

87

LA10

●

LA2

●

97~98

LA13

●

EM2

●
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LA14

●

compulsory labor

Environment

EM3

●

89

EM27

●

-

●

GR11

●

21~27

approach to environmental challenges
8. Undertake initiatives to promote greater

EN2

◇

EV1

●

-

environmental responsibility; and

EN5

●

EV2

●

128~130

Anti-Corruption

Human Rights

EV4
EV11

●

4.11

128~130

●

PN2

7. Businesses should support a precautionary

Page
●

●

●

human rights abuses

BEST
EV3

EN7

HR1

2. Make sure that they are not complicit in

●

EN10

1.Businesses should support and respect

human rights

GRI G3
EN6

41~42
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Global Reporting Initiative
INDEX

Category GRI

Wordings / Reasonings

Korea English

Boundary of the report

■

Index
3.6

143

Page

Version Version
■

4

3.7

State any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report ■

■

4

3.8

Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities,

■

■

9

x

x

-

x

x

-

■

■

5

3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report

■

■

appendix

3.13 Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external

■

■

4

■

■

19

■

■

19

■

■

18~19

■

■

68~69

■

■

90

■

■
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▣

▣

18

▣

▣
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▣

▣

18

■

■

33

■

■

21~27

4.12 Externally developed economic, environmental, and social charters, ■

■

14,17,119

outsourced operations, and other entities that can significantly affect
comparability from period to period and/or between organizations
3.9

Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations

3.10 Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information
provided in earlier reports, and the reasons for such re-statement
3.11 Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the
scope, boundary, or measurement methods applied in the report

assurance for the report

Vison

1.1

and Strategy

Statement from the most senior decision-maker of

Korea English

Page

Partially reportde

Version Version

▣

■

□ N/A

■

6~7

x Not reported

the organization

Organizational Profile

Profile

1.2
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Name of the organization
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■

9

2.2
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■
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2.3
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■

■

9

2.4

Location of organization's headquarters
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9
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■
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Governance, Commitments, and Engagement
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4.1
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4.2
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4.4
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4.6

■

9
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■

■
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4.8
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conduct, and principles relevant to economic, environmental,
■

■

9

employees; * Net sales (for private sector organizations) or

and social performance and the status of their implementation
4.9
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Procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing the
organization's identification and management of economic,

■

■

5

2.10 Awards received in the reporting period

■

■
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3.1

Reporting period for information provided
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■

4

3.2

Date of most recent previous report (if any)

■

■

4~5

3.3

Reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc.)

■

■

4

3.4

Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents

■

■

4

3.5

Process for defining report content

■

■

37

Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size,

Process in place for the highest governance body to ensure

members of the highest governance body for guiding the
■
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2.9

Linkage between compensation for members of the highest
governance body, senior managers, and executives, and the

4.7

Nature of ownership and legal form

Scale of the reporting organization, including: * Number of

Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide
recommendations or direction to the highest governance body

relevant to the sustainability issues covered in the report

2.8

For organizations that have a unitary board structure, state

organization's performance

of countries with either major operations or that are specifically

2.7

Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is
also an executive officer

4.3

divisions, operating companies, subsidiaries, and joint ventures

2.6

Governance structure of the organization, including committees
under the highest governance body responsible for specific tasks,

structure, or ownership

environmental, and social performance
4.10 Processes for evaluating the highest governance body's own
performance, particularly with respect to economic,

Report Parameters

environmental, and social performance
4.11 Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach
or principle is addressed by the organization

principles, or other initiatives to which the organization subscribes
or endorses
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Category GRI

Wordings / Reasonings

Korea English

Page

Index

Version Version

4.13 Memberships in association advocacy organizations in which

■

■

appendix

4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization

■

■

34~37

4.15 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with

■

■

34~37
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Category GRI

Version Version

EN12 Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and

■

■

131~132

EN13 Habitats protected or restored.

▣

▣

130~132

EN14 Strategies, current actions, and future plans for managing

▣

▣

131~132

■

■

132

EN16 Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight

■

■

125~126

EN17 Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight

■

■

126

EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and

■

■

128~130

EN19 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances by weight

■

■

130

EN20 NOx, SOx, and other significant air emissions by type and weight

□

□

_

EN21 Total water discharge by quality and destination

■

■

131

EN22 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method

■

■

124

services on biodiversity in protected areas and areas of high

■

■

34~37

impacts on biodiversity

of engagement by type and by stakeholder group

EN15 Number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation

4.17 Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder ■

■

37

list species with habitats in areas affected by operations, by level
of extinction risk

engagement, and how the organization has responded to
those key topics and concerns, including through its reporting
Economic

Direct economic value generated and distributed, including

■

■

59

revenues, operating costs, employees compensations, donations

reductions achieved

and other community investment, retained earnings, and
payments to capital providers and governments
EC2

Financial implications and other risks and opportunities for

Page

biodiversity value outside protected areas.

whom to engage

EC1

Korea English

Index

the organization

4.16 Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency

Wordings / Reasonings

145

■

■

118

■

90

the organization's activities due to climate change
EC3

Coverage of the organization's defined benefit plan obligations

■

EC4

Significant financial assistance received from government

■

■

109

EN23 Total number and volume of significant spills

■

■

124

EC5

Range of ratios of standard entry level wage compared to

■

■

89

EN24 Weight of transported, imported, exported, or treated waste

▣

▣

124

■

■

87

■

■

87

■

■

130~131

■

■

109

■

■

121~124

□

□

_

■

■

124

■

■

126

■

■

118~119

■

■

86

■

■

87

■

■

89

■

■

94

local minimum wage at significant locations of operation
EC6

Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on locally-based

deemed hazardous under the terms of the Basel Convention
Annex I, II, III, and VIII, and percentage of transported waste

suppliers at significant locations of operation
EC7

Procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior management

shipped internationally
EN25 Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of

hired from the local community at locations of significant operation
EC8

Development and impact of infrastructure investment and

water bodies and related habitats significantly affected by the
reporting organization's discharges of water and runoff

services provided primarily for public benefit through

EN26 Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and

commercial, in-kind, or pro bono engagement
EC9

Understanding and describing significant indirect economic

services, and extent of impact mitigation"
■

■

EN27 Percentage of products sold and their packaging materials that

109

impact, including the extent of impacts

are reclaimed by category

Environmental

EN1

Materials used by weight or volume

■

■

121~122

EN2

Percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials

□

□

_

EN28 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of
non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with environmental

EN3

Direct energy consumption by primary energy source.

■

■

122

EN4

Indirect energy consumption by primary source

■

■

122

EN5

Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements

■

■

128~130

other goods and materials used for the organization's operations,

EN6

Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable energy

■

■

128~130

and transporting members of the workforce

laws and regulations
EN29 Significant environmental impacts of transporting products and

EN30 Total environmental protection expenditures and

based products and services, and reductions in energy
requirements as a result of these initiatives
■

■

128~130

EN8

Total water withdrawal by source

■

■

130

EN9

Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water

▣

▣

132

EN10 Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused

■

■

131

EN11 Location and size of land owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent

■

■

132

to, protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside
protected areas

Social :

Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and
reductions achieved

Labor Practices and Decent Work

EN7

investments by type
LA1

Total workforce by employment type, employment contract,
and region

LA2

Total number and rate of employee turnover by age group,
gender, and region

LA3

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided
to temporary or part-time employees, by major operations

LA4

Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining
agreements

146

Category GRI

Wordings / Reasonings

Korea English

Minimum notice period(s) regarding significant operational

■

■

93

■

■

95

Index
LA5

Page

management-worker health and safety committees that help

Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism,

■

■

Education, training, counseling, prevention, and risk-control

■

■

SO5
96~97

■

■

98

■

■

98

SO6

SO7

support the continued employability of employees and assist them

SO8

88

■

■

86

employees per category according to gender, age group, minority
group membership, and other indicators of diversity

Social : Human Rights

LA14 Ratio of basic salary of men to women by employee category

■

■

89

HR1

■

■

101~102

agreements that include human rights clauses or that have

Social : Product Responsibility

■

development reviews

PR1

Percentage of significant suppliers and contractors that have

Total hours of employee training on policies and procedures

■

101

■

■

87

Total number of incidents of discrimination and actions taken

■

■

87

■

■

88

PR3

PR4

PR6

■

42

■

■

42

■

■

43

■

■

42

■

■

75~78

■

■

81

■

■

83~84

■

■

82

■

■

80~81

■

■

82

■

■

82

■

■

82

■

■

82

Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to political

Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behavior,

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-

Life cycle stages in which health and safety impacts of products

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations

Type of product and service information required by procedures,

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations

Practices related to customer satisfaction, including results

Programs for adherence to laws, standards, and voluntary
codes related to marketing communications, including
advertising, promotion, and sponsorship

PR7
■

■

88

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations

and voluntary codes concerning marketing communications, including
advertising, promotion, and sponsorship by type of outcomes

of child labor

PR8
■

■

88

of forced or compulsory labor, and measures to contribute

Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of
customer privacy and losses of customer data

PR9

to the elimination of forced or compulsory labor

Monetary value of significant fines for non-compliance with
laws and regulations concerning the provision and use of

■

■

87

x

x

_

policies or procedures concerning aspects of human rights
that are relevant to operations
Total number of incidents of violations involving rights of

■

and labeling, by type of outcomes

child labor, and measures taken to contribute to the elimination

HR9

Public policy positions and participation in public policy

and percentage of significant products and services subject to such

freedom of association and collective bargaining may be at
significant risk, and actions taken to support these rights

Percentage of security personnel trained in the organization's

41~42

of surveys measuring customer satisfaction

Operations identified in which the right to exercise

HR8

■

products and services during their life cycle, by type of outcomes

PR5

HR5

Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents

■

and voluntary codes concerning product and service information

HR4

HR7

Actions taken in response to incidents of corruption

nformation requirements
■

concerning aspects of human rights that are relevant to

Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of

41~42

and voluntary codes concerning health and safety impacts of

operations, including the percentage of employees trained"

HR6

■

significant products and services categories subject to such procedures
PR2

undergone screening on human rights and actions taken
HR3

■

Percentage of employees trained in organization's anti-corruption

and services are assessed for improvement, and percentage of

undergone human rights screening
HR2

41~42

monetary sanctions for non-compliance with laws and regulations

LA12 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career ■

Percentage and total number of significant investment

■

anti-trust, and monopoly practices and their outcomes

in managing career endings

LA13 Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of

■

Percentage and total number of business units analyzed for

parties, politicians, and related institutions by country

category
LA11 Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that

104~108

development and lobbying

trade unions
LA10 Average hours of training per year per employee by employee

■

policies and procedures.
SO4

■

■

Nature, scope, and effectiveness of any programs and

on communities, including entering, operating, and exiting
SO2

97

■

Version Version

risks related to corruption

or community members regarding serious diseases
Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with

Page

practices that assess and manage the impacts of operations

SO3

programs in place to assist workforce members, their families,

LA9

SO1

95

and number of work-related fatalities by region
LA8

Korea English

147

indigenous people and actions taken
Social : Society

Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint

Wordings / Reasonings

Index

monitor and advise on occupational health and safety programs
LA7

Category GRI

Version Version

changes, including whether it is specified in collective agreements
LA6
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